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ABSTRACT 
Software organizations have been initiating 

measurement programs as part of their software process 

improvement practices which in turn increase the 

quality of the software products. However, high 

numbers of organizations reported their measurement 

programs as failures. One of the major difficulties they 

faced was stated to be the difficulty in deciding which 

set of measures to collect for different software entities; 

products, processes, and resources. In addition to what 

should be collected, organizations would like to collect 

as minimum number of measures as possible in order to 

be cost effective. Different goal based measures 

selection models have been introduced to aid in these, 

namely Goal Question Metric (GQM) is one of the most 

well known and adopted ones by software 

organizations. It facilitates measurement programs to 

define goals and then collect measures according to 

goals.  However, the current approaches require being 

more structured and integrated to enable an effective 

software measurement process. ‘Structured’ means the 

goals, questions and measures as well as their vertical 

and horizontal relations are well-defined. A structured 

measurement process can be ‘integrated’ to the 

organization via establishing links between business 

and organizational goals and the measurement process. 

The whole process becomes more ‘effective’ as these 

goals and measures become traceable, and hence the 

mechanisms to prioritize and select the optimum set of 

measures could be established.   

In this research work our main focus is to evaluate 

goal based models and to develop a framework for a 

more effective measurement process, called Structured 

Optimized Measurement Selection (SOMS). As part of 

SOMS, alternative ways for goals prioritization and 

measures optimization are proposed. In order to make 
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the whole process more efficient, a tool is developed as 

well. Both SOMS with different alternative 

prioritization and optimization techniques as well as the 

tool were evaluated by conducting case studies in a 

CMMI level 3 software development organization and 

the results are compared to a previous case study 

conducted on the same case by using other techniques 

which are extensions of GQM, i.e. namely Structured 

Prioritized Goals Questions Metrics (SPGQM) and 

Optimum Measures Set Decision (OMSD).   

 
 

Keywords: Software measurement programs, Goal 
Question Metrics (GQM), Goal based measurement, 
Measures selection, Goals prioritization. 
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Abstract— Software organizations have been 
initiating measurement programs as part of their 
software process improvement practices which in turn 
increase the quality of the software products. However, 
high numbers of organizations reported their 
measurement programs as failures. One of the major 
difficulties they faced was stated to be the difficulty in 
deciding the measures to be collected. In addition, 
organizations would like to collect as minimum number 
of measures as possible in order to be cost effective.  
Different goal based measures selection models such as 
Goal Question Metric (GQM) have been proposed to 
overcome such difficulties. There still exists a need to 
have a more structured and integrated approach for the 
goals definition, prioritization and measures selection   
to enable an effective software measurement process. In 
the scope of this thesis, the current goal based models 
were evaluated and based on the findings, a framework 
for a more effective measurement process, called 
Structured Optimized Measurement Selection (SOMS), 
was developed. Alternative ways for goals prioritization 
and measures optimization are proposed. In order to 
make the whole process more efficient, a tool is 
developed as well. Both SOMS and the tool were 
evaluated by conducting case studies in a CMMI level 3 
software company. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to produce a high quality software product, one 
of the perquisites for an organization to improve the 
quality of its processes and hence its products is the 
implementation of a successful software measurement 
program [3]. According to [6], since software 
development is quickly changing, and the industrial sector 
is growing fast, the software industry suffers from labour 
shortage. This raises such questions in the organizations 
as: “How to manage more work with less effort” here 
measurements are used to answer such questions. High 
visibility helps in project estimation accuracy, making a 
better project plan for the development team, improving 
the development process [7]. 

 
 To assess and improve the organizational processes, 

measurements programs are initiated in the organizations. 
However there is still no standard set of measures defined 

for a particular organization or project/product 
universally. It creates difficulties for organizations to 
select an optimum set of measures from a pool of 
measures.  

 
Moreover in [23, 24], it is reported that about 80% of 

the measurement programs fail due to indecisive power. 
There are some grounds behind that failure: according to 
[25], usually measurement programs start measuring what 
is easy to measure, but don’t focus what is indeed to 
measure. According to [26], three basic problems are 
addressed behind of that failure. First organizations face 
difficulties in deciding what should be measured. Second 
issue is improper use of measurement data that debilitates 
organizational success and progress. Third reason is the 
managers unaware of measurements fundamental 
concepts.  

 
In order to overcome these issues different approaches 

have been introduced.  A couple of such frameworks and 
models as Goals, Questions, Metrics (GQM), and Goals, 
Questions, Indicators, Metrics (GQIM) were introduced 
[1]. The main idea of such approaches is that the 
measures should be collected based on the goals of the 
organization. In time, software engineers agreed upon that 
measurement should be goal oriented [10].  

 
Although GQM and other GQM based frameworks 

resolved a number of the above discussed issues, they 
have some limitations: according to [25], defined goals 
can be interpreted differently, such as the department 
manager or project manager can have different 
perspectives for the same goals. Deriving question(s) 
from goal(s) is difficult and depends on experience. Goals 
could be unclear and might need to be divided into sub 
goals. There are no guidelines for identifying 
corresponding measures of each goal. In [26], it is stated 
that the measures identified by GQM are more than 
needed to collect and analyze.  

The results of the literature shows that the current 
approaches still require a better structured and controlled 
approach for goal and questions definition, prioritization 
and measures selection [8, 9]. Here, ‘structured’ means 
the goals, questions and measures as well as their vertical 
and horizontal relations are well-defined. A structured 
measurement process can be ‘integrated’ to the 
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organization via establishing links between business and 
organizational goals and the measurement process. The 
whole process becomes more ‘effective’ as these goals 
and measures become traceable, and hence the 
mechanisms to prioritize and select the optimum set of 
measures could be established. 

 
In order to overcome some of these difficulties or 

shortcomings of goal based measurement models, two 
master thesis studies were conducted in the Blekinge 
Institute of Technology (BTH) which proposes extensions 
to GQM; namely Structured Prioritized Goals Questions 
Metrics (SPGQM) [11]  and Optimum Measures Set 
Decision (OMSD) [15].  

 
OMSD model was developed to extend GQM and 

enable organizations to select an optimum set of measures 
among possible set of measures by using a heuristics 
approach. In order to make the final decision of optimum 
measures selection the cumulative cost and resource 
constraints are defined early in the measurement process. 
In order to calculate cumulative cost, the defined factors 
and how they are calculated are as follows; 

 
Cumulative Time Weight (CTW) = Frequency * 

duration  
• Effort = CTW * Resource Cost 
• Cumulative Cost = Effort + Additional Cost 

 
Based on the cumulative cost and importance, a set of 

measures is selected out of a set of possible measures. 
 
On the other hand, SPGQM model -an extension of 

GQM as well- proposes an approach to be able to define 
the organizational goals, sub goals and questions as well 
as the vertical and horizontal dependencies among them 
in a more structured way. SPGQM also provides a 
prioritization technique to prioritize the goals. SPGQM 
was developed to be integrated to OMSD. 

 
In this thesis, we evaluate these goal based 

measurement models and propose a framework, called 
Structured Optimized Measurement Selection (SOMS) for 
a more structured and effective measurement process. 

 
SOMS extends GQM and integrates OMSD [15] and 

SPGQM [11] models by refining and including different 
prioritization and optimization techniques. It provides an 
integrated process, starting from the goals and questions 
definition with all the links between sub-goals and 
questions (in terms of software entities and attributes) as 
well as between the selected measures, are well-
established.  

 
In the scope of this thesis, we first define the integrated 

process for deciding on the measures to be collected in 
software organizations. Then, we discuss the Measures 
Pool, which includes the measures that might provide the 

general finite set of measures for software organizations 
when they initiate a measurement program.  

 
We then introduce alternative ways for organizational 

goals prioritization and decision making to identify the 
optimum sub-set of measures from the Measures Pool 
based on the priority of the goals as well as other factors 
such as cost to collect each measure and the contribution 
of each measure to achieve the goals. Two alternative 
techniques are defined for the goals prioritization step; 
Planning Game (PG) and a 100$ like method. An 
alternative technique, Brute Force, instead of a heuristics 
method used in OSMD is proposed for the measures 
optimization based on goals prioritization.  

 
In order to be able to apply this resultant framework in 

an industrial context, a tool is developed. The tool was 
developed to support the whole framework and facilitate 
the software organizations that target to achieve higher 
maturity levels to have a structured, efficient and effective 
measurement process. 

 
Both the framework and the tool developed were 

evaluated by conducting case studies in a CMMI level 3 
Company “X”, which targets CMMI Level 5. Since the 
manual implementation of both OMSD and SPGQM were 
done on the same case in the same company, we could 
observe, compare and discuss the improvements by 
implementing SOMS by conducting our case studies. The 
results of the case studies are presented in the thesis. 

 
This structure of the thesis is prepared based on the 

Hybrid Master Thesis (HMT) format that is proposed at 
BTH. This thesis consists of two main parts.  

 
The first part follows IEEE paper format where key 

findings discussed and second part comprises on 
appendices discussed different aspect in detail. Sections; 
II discusses the background, Section III discusses study 
design. Section IV discusses proposed SOMS framework. 
Section V discusses the case study conduct in an 
industrial environment. Section VI discusses the case 
study results and analysis upon. Section VII discusses the 
results. Section VII discusses the study results and 
analysis upon. Section VIII discusses the possible validity 
threats. And finally, Section IX presents the conclusions.  

 
The second part consists of appendices. Appendix A 

discusses the study design. Appendix B discusses the 
literature review. Appendix C discusses the proposed 
framework SOMS in detail. Appendix D discusses the 
SOMS tool. Appendix E discusses the case study. 
Appendix F discusses the validity threats in detail, and 
Appendix G discusses the conclusion and future work 
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II. BACKGROUND 
Measurement helps to understand, control and improve 

processes and products [1]. The first major publication of 
software measurement programs was in 1987 in a book by 
Grady and Caswell [2]. Until then, the majority of 
research studies had been done on software metrics to 
reduce faults, to measure complexity or to improve the 
processes [2]. Measurement has become an essential part 
of software processes for the software organizations who 
would like to improve. 

 
Although software program measurement plays a vital 

role in controlling the cost and quality of software 
development, the software measurement process itself is 
costly [8]. Also according to [9], implementing the 
software measurement is not an easy task and sometimes 
it fails because the required information is not provided 
by a measurement program or the necessary data is 
difficult to obtain.  

 
According to [14], to successfully identify, define, 

select, apply and improve software measurement, 
ISO/IEC 15939 standard identifies the necessary activities 
and tasks. ISO/IEC 15939 Measurement Information 
Model links the information needs to related entities and 
concerning attributes. It also helps to provide the basis for 
decision making by quantifying relevant attributes and 
converting them into indicators. Three types of measures 
are defined in this model: base measure to quantify 
attributes or methods, derived measure to define a 
particular quantity that adopted by convention, and 
indicators measure to provide evaluation or estimate of 
specified attributes. 

  
A couple of frameworks and models were introduced 

(Please see Appendix B, Section B.1.2.1 for detail) which 
follow goal oriented measurement and produced good 
results [10]. One of the most commonly used and well 
known frameworks is Goal Question Metric (GQM) [1].  

 
The GQM concept was introduced by Basili and Weiss 

in 1984 [6].  According to [6], in software projects the 
GQM method is used for performing empirical studies. 
The study goals are introduced before collecting any type 
of data. It helps to avoid forming the collection of 
purposeless data and collect only useful data.  When 
implementing the GQM approach, organizations define 
their goals depending on needs, and generate the 
questions to meet defined goals. Finally the measurement 
requirements of the organizations are identified by 
analyzing these questions [1]. 

  
According to [16], another most commonly used 

framework is a GQM subsidiary: Goal Question Indicator 
Measure (GQIM) paradigm is a promising information 
modelling method. GQIM helps software evaluators to 
ensure that the prearranged business objectives are 
achieved by software measurements. The GQIM 

framework appends a step of indicator definition. This 
indicator contains graphs, tables or other graphical data 
representation that link to questions. 

 
To implement these frameworks manually in large 

scale environment projects is almost impossible, because 
goals question and metrics have many too many and both 
horizontal and vertical relations. To overcome this 
problem in 1996 the first automated tool was developed 
named Metri-Flame [6]. There are a number of tools 
developed for measures calculation rather than selection 
(Please see Appendix B, Section B.2.2 for detail), like 
they measures reliability, performance etc but none of 
them addressed how to select measures for reliability 
measuring.  

 
Existing frameworks and tools do not focus on 

integrated approach for structured goals definition, and 
measures optimization that lead them some time to 
measurement program failure (Please see Appendix B). 
Here some general/common reasons of software 
measurement programs failures are listed: 

 
1. No cost planning in according to organization budget.  
2. Abstract level goals, not structured goals definition.  
3. Unawareness of fundamental Measurements concept 
4. No clear actions planed by focusing upon 

organization process. 
5. Improper time management causing time overrun 
6. Inexperience team 
7. No standard set of measures 
8. Measures selection irrelevant to goals 
9. Focus on what is easy to measure instead indeed to 

measure. 
10. Measures selection is not based on available time, 

cost and resources instead based on judgment. 
11. Little guidance in GQM, fuzzy goal definition, 

unmanageable questions.  

III. STUDY DESIGN 

A. Research Question 
In this study, we answer to following research 

questions: 
 
RQ1: What are the main software measures for the 
software organizations which are targeting CMMI Level 5 
maturity? 

By answering this question, we will be able to acquire 
different software entities and their corresponding 
measures used upon each CMMI level. This question will 
help authors to create a measurement repository that 
facilitates the measurement process. The main aim of this 
research question is to identify the measures, which are 
being used in CMMI level 5 organizations. To acquire 
software entities and their corresponding measures in 
general and upon different CMMI levels a comprehensive 
literature review will be conduct.   
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RQ2: What are the improvement opportunities and 
suggestions for the developed models; OMSD and 
SPGQM? 
   Research on this question will enable authors to 
evaluate and integrate two GQM based models; 
SPGQM and OMSD into an integrated framework. In 
order to evaluate SPGQM and OMSD, the techniques 
being used in both models will be analyzed, identify the 
deficiencies and improvements chances in them and also 
alternative approaches will be used where ever it’s 
needed.  

  
RQ3: What kinds of measurement tools were developed 
and what are the main considerations when developing a 
software measurement tool?  
     Research upon this question enables authors to identify 
the existing measurements tools and their main 
considerations. In order to understand their intentions and 
considerations, relevant literature will be reviewed and 
analyzed. It will help authors to automate the integrated 
tool.    

  
RQ4: How valuable for an organization such a 
framework would be and a tool support for deciding the 
measures and tracking the goals? 
   This research question will be answered after answering 
first three research question especially RQ2. Since the 
manual implementation of both OMSD and SPGQM were 
done on the same case in the same company, so authors 
had chance to see the improvements based on their 
additions and refinements when integrating these models. 
 

B. Research Design 
This research work is an aid to improve measurement 

process, where main focus is structured goals and 
measures integration and improve measures optimization. 
This research work is also aid research project at “X” 
software development organization located in New York, 
to implement the software measurement process 
effectively. To answer the research questions, study is 
prepared in three steps; initial investigation, analysis and 
refinements and solution evaluation.  

 
In this research study, comprehensive literature review 

and case study are used as a qualitative research 
approaches [27]. These methods are appropriate for 
understanding the communications between information 
technologies, related improvements and organizational 
contexts, and also case study predominantly used as 
qualitative research method [28]. FIGURE 1 depicts the 
relation between this study and research questions. 

 
Literature Review: 

A comprehensive literature review is conducted 
that mainly help in answering first three research 
questions. It helps in identifying software entities their 
corresponding measures in general and also used in 

different CMMI levels. Literature review help in 
evaluation of techniques are being used in both OMSD 
and SPGQM models. Literature review also help in 
identifying the existing measurements tools and their 
main considerations. Please see Appendix B. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Research flow & Research Question’s 
 
Search literature is evaluated, by reading relevant 

titles and abstracts of references. In order to conduct 
literature reviews following electronic databases are 
mainly target:  
• IEEE Explore  
• ACM Digital Library  
• EI Compendex (Excluding IEEE & ACM)  
• Inspec (Excluding IEEE & ACM)  

 
Case Study: 

Two case studies were conducted in Software 
Organization ‘X’ to evaluate the framework proposed in 
the scope of this thesis and the tool which was developed 
to support its implementation. Since the framework 
proposes alternative techniques for goals prioritization 
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and measures optimization, these are evaluated via 
conducting two case studies on the same cases. Moreover, 
these results are compared to the findings of the 
previously conducted case study by [11] on the same case 
in the same organization. The results of the case studies 
answer RQ4. Please see Appendix E. 

 

IV. STRUCTURED OPTIMIZED MEASURES SELECTION (SOMS) 
FRAMEWORK AND TOOL 

To assess and improve the organizational processes, 
measurements programs are initiated in the organizations. 
There is still not a standard set of measures defined for 
particular organization or project/product. So it is difficult 
for organizations to select the optimum set of measures. 
To overcome these problems OMSD make an attempt to 
provide optimized set of measures. Later on SPGQM 
provide Structured Goals and Question mechanism.  

 
 SOMS (Structured optimized measures selection) was 

proposed based on OMSD [15] and SPGQM [11] models. 
The framework is developed to enable organizations to 
select an optimum set of measures for their organizations 
through implementing a structured measurement process 
(Please see Appendix C for detail). FIGURE 2 depicts the 
process defined by SOMS. SOMS was developed and 
refined through conducting case study in one organization 
(see section V).  

 
FIGURE 2: SOMS Framework 

SOMS process was automated by developing a web 
based tool called, “SOMS Tool”, which makes 
implementation easier and saves time. The tool makes it 
easy to manage the whole process: define and trace goals, 
sub goals, questions, attributes, measures and it can be 
handled by a single person even. The subsequent sections 
have detailed discussion of each phase of SOMS 
framework and SOMS tool working.  

 SOMS DEMONSTRATION 
In SOMS demonstration we use word user, where user 

could be individual, group or organization, which 
responsible for measurement process.  

 
A. Project Creation 

This phase is not shown in Framework FIGURE 2, 
because it used implicitly. It provides the goals 
traceability to the relevant entities such as a project, a 
product or resource. In this phase, the user fills in a form 
the information related to the product/process/resource,   
(Please see Appendix C, Section C.1.2 for detail). Where 
he gives the product/process/resource name and available 
cost of the particular them to run the measurement 
program. 

 
B. Business Goals Definition 

 In this phase the authors describe the possible ways 
and main considerations for determining business goals 
related to the entity product/process/resource. Although 
business goals definition is not directly required for this 
framework, it will help users later to define the 
measurement goals, which are derived from the business 
goals.  

 
For defining business goals, the mission statement is 

focused which help to identify the competitor or market 
needs in detail [13]. There are also problems faced by an 
organization to achieve business goals within their 
specified budget, resources and time. To overcome these 
and some other problems different strategies have been 
introduced, which help in defining business goals more 
efficiently. (Please see Appendix C section C.1.4 for more 
detail).  

 
C. Measurement Goals Definition 

SOMS facilitate the users to define well structured 
goals and recommend deriving them from the business 
goals.  After defining and finalizing main goals, now sub 
goals are defined for each main goal, which increase the 
main goal’s visibility.  The sub goals might also have 
their child goals and the identification continues until 
there is no need to have another sub-goal.  

The users first create main goal(s) and then by selecting 
each main goal(s) create its child and so forth. For 
creating each goal(s) and sub-goal(s) a form (Please see 
Appendix D section D.7.1) will be displayed to the user to 
fill out. It is possible one sub-goal can have more than one 
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parent goals and one parent can have more than one child. 
It creates many-to-many relation in Database terms. The 
user can assign more than one parent to the same child 
goal.   
 

D. Goals Prioritization Process 
In order to prioritize the goals we included two 

different approaches in SOMS. These are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 
 
Alternative I: 

After identifying and defining all goals and their sub 
goals the user prioritizes last level goals using Planning 
Game (PG) method [21] PG belongs to the extreme 
programming of agile based methodology [19], so it will 
be more effective for any type of organization as they are 
moving to the agility approach [20] to save time.  
According to the PG method (Please see Appendix C 
section C.1.4.1.1 for more details) goals are given priority 
based on the following three categories: 

 
• Precise (Need to achieve 100%) 
• Reasonable (Achievement percentage set by mutual 

understanding) 
• Not estimated (Nice to have) 
 

  A list of last level sub goals (those don’t have further 
child goals) will be displayed to user to assign them 
priority value. Prioritizing goals in this phase will help to 
integrate priority value with measures which will be used 
in the optimum measures selection (See Section IV) 
process.  

 
Alternative II: 

In this phase we proposed own prioritization method 
which seems like $100 but not exact that. According to 
this technique user have to set a range from 1 to n. The 
least priority value would be 1 and the most priority value 
would be n. The n could be any number depending on 
average number of nodes of tree upon each level. 
According to this technique all nodes each level will be 
prioritized and normalized.  

 
We use this technique only it is time saving, easy to use 

and no extra effort need to understand it instead to use 
any standard one. But in our framework it is flexible for 
organizations to use any technique which returns 
numerical values in order to normalize them. Also our 
main concern is to distribute main goals priority up to 
measures in order to tightly coupled goals with measures.   

 
According to alternative II approach the main goals 

will be prioritized and their priority value will be divide to 
all nodes (goals, sub-goals, questions, attributes and 
measures) using Equation 1 formula. To prioritize these 
nodes the user defines a range for assigning a maximum 
and minimum priority value to each node. After assigning 
a priority value to all nodes, the following step is taken to 

divide main goals priority to child nodes and evaluate the 
priority value of each node. 
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Equation 1: Priority Distribution Goals to 

Measures 
 

In Step 1 CD is Common Divisor, 
f

mn .α  is showing 
normalized priority value of each node of the tree, 
whereas n is showing the level of the tree and m is 
showing the number of nodes on a particular level. In step 
three the nodes those don’t have any parents will be 
multiplied by 1 by default (Please see Appendix C section 
C.1.4.1.2 for the implementation of these steps in detail).  

 
E. Questions Definition  

 In this phase the questions are defined corresponding 
to each sub goals. When the user is defining questions for 
a sub goal, he/she can also select already defined 
questions for other sub goals, with many-to-many 
relations the same between parent and child goals. To 
define a question a form (Please see Appendix D, section 
D.7.4 for detail) will be displayed to use to enter required 
information about questing to define a well structured 
question.  
  

F. Attributes and Measure Selection 
In this phase the user add the attributes and their 

relevant measures to answer each question. For adding 
attributes and measures the list of attributes and their 
corresponding measures will be displayed (Please see 
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Appendix D, section D.7.5 & 6 for detail). The provided 
measures list is in Appendix B Section B.2.5. If the user 
does not find his required attribute in the populated list, 
he can add it by following the add Attributes and 
Measures link. When the user selects attributes for a 
question, he/she can select already selected attributes for 
any other questions. It is the same questions and goals 
that many-to-many relations, one attribute can have many 
questions and one question can have many attributes. The 
same might happen in the case of selecting measures for 
attributes. During the selection of measures the user adds 
some approximate values (e.g. calculating time, cost, 
resources) (Please see Appendix C, section C.1.7) for 
each measure. SOMS perform some calculations on these 
values that help in measuring the final optimization 
process.  

 
G. Measures Data Calculation  

In this phase user enters the required factors (e.g. time, 
cost, resources) values [15] of each measure. Based on 
these entered values, base on these given values some 
other values (e.g. effort, cumulative cost) of each measure 
will be calculated and store them in the database. The 
cumulative cost of each measure is being used later on in 
the optimization process.  

 
H. Measures Optimization  

In order to optimize measures two different approaches 
are included in SOMS; first one is the ‘heuristics 
approach’ proposed as a part of OMSD and the second is 
‘brute force’ approach. These are discussed briefly in the 
following paragraphs. 
 
Heuristics Approach: 

In this phase the user will optimize measures using the 
heuristic approach adopted from OMSD [15]. According 
to this approach base upon each measure calculated 
(discussed above in section D), cumulative cost and 
importance user will select a set of measures. 

  
 A list of goals with priority and their corresponding 

measures with cost and importance will be displayed, 
where the user selects measures based on available cost. 
The user selects these measures based on priority of goals 
and importance and the cumulative cost of each measure 
(Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.1 for more detail). 

 
Brute Force Approach: 

This alternative approach for measures optimization is 
the Brute Force approach [22] that can be applied after the 
measures data calculation. 

 
In brute force technique there are three main steps: first 

all possible combination of selected measures will be 
generated. Second combinations which have total cost 
less then given measurement process cost (see section A), 
will be selected. Third the combination that has higher 
priority among second step selected combination will be 

chose as optimum set of measures. For more detail please 
see Appendix C section C.1.8.2. 

 
 

I. Achievement Calculation  
In this phase user will calculate achievement of each 

goal in sense how much priority was given to each goal 
on definition time and how much achieved that by 
optimum set of measures. E.g. goal G1 have priority 100 
and has four measures out of them 3 selected in optimum 
set of measures and each measure have same priority for 
G1. Its mean G1 achieved 75%.   

 
Using priority normalization the user can trace each 

node (main goals, sub-goals, attributes and measures) 
achievement as a percentage. The formulae … will be 
used for measuring each node percentage in actual.  

 

 
Equation 2: Achievement Calculation 

V. CASE STUDY 
In order to evaluate the SOMS framework and the tool 

developed, two case studies were conducted in a software 
development organization. The case study is 
predominantly used as a qualitative research method [12].  

 
Case study included two parts. In first part SOMS 

include Alternative I (see section IV or Appendix C 
section C.1.4.1.1) and “Heuristic” optimization 
techniques (see section IV or Appendix C section 
C.1.8.1). In second part Alternative II (see section IV or 
Appendix C section C.1.4.1.2) and “Brute Force” 
optimization technique (see section IV or Appendix C 
section C.1.8.2) is used in SOMS implementation. We 
conducted the case study via meetings. The initial 
meeting mainly concerned to know about participant, 
organization (introduction, case, measurement process), 
and demonstrate one part (SPGQM) of SOMS framework. 
The purpose of the first two meetings was to demonstrate 
and manual implementations of some parts of the 
Framework (OMSD and SPGQM) in Organization X. In 
the first meeting, the measurement goals were derived 
from the business goals. These were discussed and 
finalized during the meeting. In the second meeting, 
structured questions were defined and their corresponding 
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attributes and measures were defined. Then, these of 
optimum measures were chosen. In the third meeting, 
SOMS tool was deployed to the organization and 
demonstrated it. SOMS use second meeting finalized 
goals questions and measures as input to test tool 
efficiency. 

 
 
 

 
FIGURE 3: Case Study Structure 

 
A. Case Organization  

The case organization develops a variety of technical 
and strategic software solutions for different types of 
customers (Companies, Institutes, and Customized etc) 
globally. The organization provides different kind of 
solutions such as Data warehousing, Customized software 
development, Package implementation and modification, 
Business Intelligence etc. (For more detail please see 
Appendix E section E.3). 

 
Case Description 

Two entities; one project and one product, were 
selected to be used in the case study. The project module 
was related to Kuwait bank where its reliability goal was 
on priority for the case organization and for the client. So 
a set of optimum reliability measures selection was 
targeted to achieve in this case study for this particular 
project module.  

 
The product module was part of the product developed 

for the company’s own use and later on a launch in the 
market. In this product, the higher maintainability was the 
main consideration by the organization. In this case set of 
optimum maintainability measures selection was targeted 
for this particular module (For more detail please see 
Appendix E sections E.5.2.1 and E.5.2.2). 

 
 

 

B. Case Study Conduct 
The case study was conducted via meetings; one initial 

meeting and three main meetings were organized with 
Organization X to collect imperative information. The 
initial meeting was mainly concerned with knowing about 
the participant, organization (introduction, case, 
measurement process), and to demonstrate one part 
(SPGQM) of the SOMS framework. The first meeting 
was conducted to implement the goals definition phase. 
The second meeting was conducted to finalize the 
questions for finalized goals, measure selection and 
optimization of measures. The third meeting was 
conducted to demonstrate and implement the SOMS tool. 
For more details please see Appendix E section E.2. 

 
C. First Part 

In the first part of the case study the SOMS Tool 
includes Alternative I (Please see Appendix C section 
C.1.4.1.1) for prioritization process and “Heuristic 
Approach” (Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.1) for 
the optimization process. This part is conducted directly 
in the organization via meetings discussed above. In the 
initial meeting following projects data retrieved from 
organization with other basic information.  

 
C.1 Project and Product 

Two entities were selected for conducting case study 
where in one focus highly on reliability and second focus 
on maintainability.  

 
C.2 Goals Definition 

C.2.1 Goals and Sub Goals Definition 
A meeting was conducted in this phase. There were 

three participants from the case organization; project 
manager, business analyst and the team lead. On the other 
hand the authors had the role of moderators, one reviewer 
and one writer.  

 
This meeting consisted of two main phases. In first 

phase to save meeting time the authors listed down some 
goals related to reliability. These goals were identified 
through reliability business goals of a particular project 
and product. These business goals (Please see Appendix 
E, section E.5.2.1 & E.5.2.2) were retrieved from the 
organization during the initial meeting. In the meeting all 
the perspectives were discussed that how much of the 
project should be reliable? What are the organization and 
client requirement regarding reliability? Those helped the 
participants to refine the list down to goals, identify and 
define new sub goals. A further three sub goals were 
identified to achieve the main reliability goal (Please see 
Appendix E, section E.6.1). 

 
The same process was followed for identifying the 

maintenance related measurement goals of the product 
module (Please see Appendix E, section E.6.2). 
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C.2.2 Post Meeting Analysis: 
In the second phase of meeting identified goals were 

defined and potential sets of questions for each goal were 
prepared to save for the next meeting time. This phase 
covered the post meeting analysis phase of SPGQM. 

 
C.3 Structured Questions, Attributes and 

Measures Definition and OMSD Manual 
Implementation 

The second meeting was conducted to finalize the 
questions, select relevant attributes, measures and obtain 
optimum set of measures for the defined goals and sub-
goals. This meeting was divided into two phases. The first 
phase was to define the structured questions and select 
their relevant attributes and measures. Questions for each 
goal, was finalized through all participants’ discussion 
and their corresponding attributes and measures were 
selected from the pool repository through participants’ 
brain storming (Please see Appendix E, section E.5.5). 

 
C.3.1 Screening Process 

In the second phase OMSD [15] was implemented as 
is, i.e. without making any changes in the process. Here 

the values related to estimated time, cost, importance and 
resource were assigned (Please see Appendix E section E 
E.6.1.1 & E.6.2.1) to each measure by utilizing manager 
experience. In the next step the manager defined an 
estimated cost that was available for calculating the 
reliability measures of the project.  

Then by keeping the focus on importance of available 
cost and measures consuming cost, 9 out of 15 measures 
were selected for reliability and 12 out of 24 were 
selected for maintainability. (For more detail please see 
Appendix E section E.6.1). 

 
C.4 Input Utilization 

In third meeting the main focus was to enter data 
(which was prepared in previous sections), into SOMS 
tool using alternative I. In this meeting there were only 
three participants: one manager from the organization and 
two SOMS authors. The main parts of SOMS input have 
been defined and prepared in the previous two meetings, 
so there was no need for other organization personnel to 
attend as well. The following Table I show input prepared 
in previous sections for project measurement.  

TABLE I: SOMS Based Tabular Paradigm Main Goal G1 
 

G1  Improvement in the Reliability of the system  
G1.1  Improve reliability of product in terms of likelihood of failure in a given period of use.  
Q1 How many failure conditions are resolved? 
A1 Failure Resolution 
M M1: number of resolved failures  M2: #failures Discovered 
Q2 How many faults have been corrected? What is the proportion of faults removed? 
A2  Fault Removal 
M  M3:Number of corrected faults design or coding  M4: Number of faults detected in review 
Q3 What is reliability requirement? 
A3  Reliability 
M  M5: KLOC    M6: #failures Discovered M7:#defect Discovered M8:Hrs of use 
Q4 What is current reliability? 
A4  Current Reliability 
M M5:KLOC  M9:#test cases M10:Hours of use M11:Hours of testing 
G1.2 Decrease the work needed to port the product to different machine environment. 
Q5 Can user or maintainer easily install software to operation environment? 
A5 Effort 
M M12:Ease of installation  M13: Installation effort 
Q6 What is reliability requirement? 
A6 Reliability 
M M5: KLOC    M6: #failures Discovered M7:#defect Discovered M8:Hours of use 
Q7 What is the fault tolerance of the system? 
A7 fault tolerance 
M M14:fault tolerance 
G1.3 Decrease software Failure of function 
Q8 What is reliability requirement? 
A8 Reliability 
M M5: KLOC    M6: #failures Discovered M7:#defect Discovered M8:Hours of use 
Q9 What is the rate of software failures, and how does it change over time? 
A9 Failure Rate 
M  M15:Failures per month,  M16: MTTF M17: MTTR 
Q10 What is system availability time? 
A10 Availability time 
M M16: MTTF  M17: MTTR 
Q11 What is the fault tolerance of the system? 
A11 fault tolerance 
M  M18:fault tolerance 
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C.4.1 SOMS Tool Implementation 
The input utilization meeting consists upon two phases.  

In the first phase of the meeting the SOMS Tool was 
deployed on the organization server and demonstrated to 
the manager according to Appendix E section E.5.6. In 
second phase finalized goals, sub-goals, questions, 
attributes and metrics of previous meetings were used as 
input of the SOMS Tool. Following steps were performed 
by the manager to create goal(s), sub-goals, attributes and 
measures of project and product using SOMS Tool.  

 
C.4.1.1 Project Creation 

The manager created a project using the tool provided 
link. A form opened where the manager entered the 
project name “BBK-KASSIP” and available cost”$2000” 
for running the measurement program for it. Then in the 
same way, the manager created another project for the 
product module, where project was given the name 
“eWorks” and the available cost was given as $7000. For 
more detail please see Appendix E section E.5.6.  

 
C.4.1.2 Goals Questions Attributes Measures 

Creation 
Using data (Please see TABLE I) the manager creates 

main goal, sub-goals and questions. For creating each 
entity a form (Please see in Appendix D section D.7) is 
displayed to the manager to fill up with required fields. 
After creating questions, the manager selects attributes 
and their corresponding measures for each question from 
the measurement list. Some measures were added by the 
manager, which were not available in the list. 

 
 C.4.1.3 Goals Prioritization  

     The manager prioritized sub goals using Alternative I 
(Please see Appendix C section C.1.4.1.1). First bank 
project was selected from the projects list. A priority 
value to each last level sub goal was given by the 
Manager depending on client and organizational 
reliability need, by using his personal experience as: 

 
TABLE II: Project Goals Achievement 

Goals Priority Achievement % 
  Required 

G1.1 Reasonable 2 75% 
G1.2 Not Estimate 1 0% 
G1.3 Precisely 3 100% 
Main Goal N/A 87.5% 
 

    Secondly product module was selected from 
project/product display list. For more detail please see 
(Appendix E, Section E.5.2.2). A priority value to each 
last level sub goal was given to achieve the 
maintainability goal according to organizational business 
goals as:  

 
TABLE III: Product Goals Achievement 

Goals Priority Achievement % 
  Required 

G1.1 Precisely 100% 

G1.2 Reasonable 75% 
G1.3 Not Estimate 0% 
Main Goal N/A 87.5% 
 
C.4.1.4 Factors Mapping 

The manager enters each measure factor (time, cost, 
resource) values. A form is displayed to enter factor 
values. The tool calculates other factors (effort, 
cumulative cost) based on these values and saves into the 
database.  

 
C.4.1.5 Measures Optimization 

In this phase based on goals priority and amount 
available for bank project measurement, a set of optimum 
measures was selected for each goal and then collected an 
overall set of optimum measures for the whole project. 
The same process is followed for the product optimum set 
of measures selection. The results are discussed in 
Sections IV, (Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.1). 

 
   D. Second Part 

In the second part of the case study the SOMS Tool 
was implemented by using Alternative II (Please see 
Appendix C section C.1.5.1.2) for the prioritization 
process and “Brute Force Approach” (Please see 
Appendix C section C.1.9.2) for the optimization process. 
This part is conducted using the same input as in the first 
part of the case study. Here, the prioritization and 
measures optimization techniques were changed. In this 
part, only the project module was used as the case. 

 
D.1 Prioritization 

Authors prioritized goals, sub-goals, questions, 
attributes and measures using Alternative II (Please see 
Appendix C section C.1.5.1.2). According to this 
approach a range from 1 to 20 is set for assigning the 
priority value to each entity and normalized by following 
steps of formulae (Please see Appendix C section 
C.1.5.1.2). The priorities were assigned through brain 
storming to get maximum accurate results, because it is 
totally dependent on accurate priority values assignment 
to each entity. Please see Appendix E for detail 
implementation of this technique on each entity. 

 
D.2 Optimization  

After prioritizing and normalizing each entity values 
the authors entered those normalized values in the tool for 
each entity. Although the tool does not support priority 
values normalization, the authors make it flexible to 
accept normalized values and perform measures 
optimization based on these normalized values. Here tool 
use “Brute Force” optimization technique (Please see 
Appendix C section C.1.9.2) and return a set of optimum 
measures please see TABLE IV. For more detail please 
see Appendix C. 
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TABLE IV: Set of Optimum Measures 
Optimized Measures Cost Priority 

M7, M8, M9, 
M11, M12, M13, 
M14, M15, M16  

1955.0 0.710 

 
 D.3 Achievement Calculation 

After having optimized the set of measures, the authors 
calculated each goal achievement as a percentage using 
the achievement calculation formula (Please see 
Appendix F section F.4). This calculation was also 
performed manually, as it was not implemented in the tool 
due to time limitations. For detailed implementations of 
this calculation Table V shows achievement of each goal 
using this technique.   

 
TABLE V: Goals Achievement 

 
Goals Priority %Achievement 
G1.1 37.50% 92.64% 
G1.2 12.50% 3.16% 
G1.3 50% 76.41% 
Main Goal 100% 73.35% 

VI. CASE STUDY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Table In this section the authors show results of both 

parts of the case study and make analysis upon them. In 
subsequent sections the authors compare the SOMS tool 
results produced using Alternative I & Heuristic approach 
and Alternative II & Brute Force approach (Please see 
Appendix C section C.1.9.2). We call SOMS I to 
Alternative I results and SOMS II to Alternative II to 
differentiate both results. The results and their analysis 
made upon main goal and its sub goal’s achievement, 
selected measures and budget spent for each sub goal and 
total for main goal. Later on the authors also compare 
these results with the partially integrated SPGQM and 
OMSD models implementation results and the 
Organization Traditional Measurements Process´ results. 
In subsequent sections we present and compare only 
project results. Detail results of project and products are 
presents and analyzed in Appendix E.  
 

A. SOMS I Results and Analysis 
In this section the authors present the SOMS I results 

and their analysis.  TABLE VI shows the short results of 
the total number of measures for each sub goal and main 
goal. It shows how many measures were selected for each 
sub goal and their total for main goal. In TABLE VI the 
repeated column shows the total number of measures that 
were used for more than one sub goal.  

 
TABLE VI: Goals Measures 

Goals Measure 
 Selected Repeated Total 

G1.1 4 4 9 
G1.2 0 4 7 
G1.3 7 0 8 
Main Goal 11 8 24 

The selected, repeated and total number of measures 
for each sub goal and the main goal are shown in 
FIGURE 4.     
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FIGURE 4: Goals Measures 

 
TABLE VII shows the results of each sub goal and the 

main goal priority and their achievement in percentage 
according to their priority. The “% Required” column 
shows the value in percentage that was set by “A” 
manager while creating goals. It indicates how much 
percent each goal is required to achieve. The 
“%Achieved” column shows the percentage of 
achievement of each goal through the SOMS tool. Here 
we assume each measure has same contribution to achieve 
goal, for calculating achievement. 

 
TABLE VII: Goals Achievement 

Goals Priority Achievement 
  % Required % Achieved 

G1.1 Reasonable 2 75% 76.72% 
G1.2 Not Estimate 1 0% 15.39% 
G1.3 Precisely 3 100% 73.45% 
Main 
Goal 

N/A 87.5% 46.89% 

 
The required and achieved percentage of each sub goal 

and main goal are shown in FIGURE 3. The priority 
shown in FIGURE 5 is ten times more scale than the 
actual priority in TABLE VII to make it more visible in 
the graph. 

 
TABLE VIII shows the results of the budget spent for 

each sub goal and their total for the main goal. The 
available column shows the total budget that was 
available for measuring the reliability of the particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal 
separately. In the “Total” column it shows the budget of 
calculating all available measures without optimization. 
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FIGURE 5: Goals Achievement 

 
TABLE VIII: Budget of Goals 

Goals Budget 
Goals Available Spent Total 
G1.1 $0 $85 $0 
G1.2 $0 $0 $0 
G1.3 $0 $1385 $0 

Main Goal $2000 $1870 $3155 
 

The budget available, spent and total for each sub goal 
and main goal are shown in FIGURE 6. 
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FIGURE 6: Budget of Goals 

A. SOMS II Results and Analysis 

TABLE IX shows the results of the total number of 
measures for each sub goal and main goal. It shows how 
many measures were selected for each sub goal and their 
total for the main goal. In TABLE IX the repeated column 
shows the total number of measures that were used for 
more than one sub goal.  

 
TABLE IX: Goals Measures 

Goal Measure 
 Selected Repeated Total 

G1.1 4 2 9 
G1.2 3 2 7 
G1.3 2 3 8 
Main Goal 9 7 24 
 

The authors make a statistical analysis of selected, 
repeated and total number of measures for each sub goal 
and main goal show in FIGURE 7, so as to make it easy 
to understand the results analysis.       
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FIGURE 7: Goals and Measures 

 
TABLE X shows the result of each sub goal and main 

goal priority and their achievement in percentage 
according to their priority. The “%Achieved” column 
shows the percentage of achievement of each goal. 

 
TABLE X:  Goals Achievement 

Goals Priority %Achievement 
G1.1 37.50% 92.64% 
G1.2 12.50% 3.16% 
G1.3 50% 76.41% 
Main Goal 100% 73.35% 

 
The authors make a statistical analysis of achieved 

percentage of each sub goal and main goal shown in 
FIGURE 8, so as to make it easy to understand the results 
analysis. 
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FIGURE 8: Goals Achievement 
 

TABLE XI shows a short analysis of the budget spent 
for each sub goal and the total for main goal.  The 
available column shows the total budget that was 
available for measuring the reliability of a particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal 
separately. In the “Total” column it shows the budget of 
calculating all available measures without optimization.  
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TABLE XI: Budget of Goals 
Goals Budget 
Goals Available Spent Total 
G1.1 $0 $670 $0 
G1.2 $0 $280 $0 
G1.3 $0 $1005 $0 

Main Goal $2000 $1955 $3155 
 

The budget available, spent and total for each sub goal 
and main goal are showed in FIGURE 9. 
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FIGURE 9: Budget of Goals 

 
E.7.1.4 SOMSI, SOMS II, SPGQM & OTMP 

Results Analysis  

In this section the authors made a combined analysis 
upon results produced by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM 
and OTMP, where SOMS I is used for case study first 
part results and SOMS II is used for second part. The 
results analysis is made upon goals achievement, budget 
and selected measures.  

TABLE XII shows the combined results of the total 
number of measures for each sub goal and main goal 
selected by using SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQ and OTMP.  

 
TABLE XII: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Measures 

Goals Measures 
Goal Total SOMS 

I 
SOMS 

II 
SPGQM ORGANIZATION 

G1.1 9 4 4 2 N/A 
G1.2 7 0 3 0 N/A 
G1.3 8 7 2 7 N/A 
Main 
Goal 

24 11 9 9 12 

 
The selected, repeated and total number of measures by 

SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM and OTMP for each sub goal 
and main goal shown in FIGURE 10.     
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FIGURE 10: SOMS I & II, SPGQM & OTMP 

Measures 
 
TABLE XIII shows the analysis of SOMS I, SOMS II, 

SPGQM and OTMP each sub goal and main goal priority 
and their achievement results as a percentage according to 
their priority.  

 
TABLE XIII: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievements 

Goals  Achievement 
Goal 

Priority 
SOMS I SOMS 

II 
SPGQM ORG 

G1.1 Reasonable 76.72% 92.64% 68.72% N/A 
G1.2 Not 

Estimate 
15.39% 3.16% 52.75% N/A 

G1.3 Precisely 73.45% 76.41% 64.70% N/A 
Main 
Goals 

 46.87% 73.35% 60.68% 80% 

 
The achieved percentage of each sub goal and main 

goal by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM and OTMP, are 
shown in FIGURE 11.  
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FIGURE 11: SOMS I & II, SPGQM & OTMP 

Goals Achievement 
 
TABLE XIV shows the short analysis of the budget 

spent for each sub goal and the total for the main goal. 
The available column shows the total budget that was 
available for measuring the reliability of a particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal 
separately. In the “Total” column it shows the budget of 
calculating all available measures without optimization. 
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TABLE XIV: Analysis of Budget Spent on Goals 
Goals  Budget 
Goal Available SOMS 

I 
SOMS 

II 
SPGQM ORG 

G1.1 N/A $485 $670 $230 N/A 
G1.2 N/A $0 $280 $0 N/A 
G1.3 N/A $1385 $1005 $1585 N/A 
Main 
Goal 

$2000 $1870 $1955 $1815 $2780 

 
The budget spent for each sub goal and main goal 

achievement by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM and OTMP, 
shown in FIGURE 12. 
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FIGURE 12: SOMS I & II, SPGQM & OTMP 

Goals Budget 

VII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The results were obtained through comprehensive 

literature review and conducting case study in two parts in 
case organization. The above sections discuss results in 
detail in order to satisfy each research question. 

  
A. RQ1 Results and analysis 

What are the main software measures for the software 
organizations which are targeting CMMI Level 5 
maturity? 
 
This research question is emphasizing on identifying the 
set of measures used on CMMI level 5. Unfortunately 
authors were unable to find enough literature in this 
regard. By answering this question we create a 
measurement repository (which include general set of 
measures) and list down measures being used on all 
CMMI levels. The subsequent sections discuss them in 
detail.    
 

Measures upon Different CMMI Levels  
In order to facilitate researchers and organizations authors 
try to collect measures used upon different CMMI levels 
and put them together in TABLE XV. It was hard to find 
measures used upon different CMMI levels because of 

very few literatures [29, 30, 31] available in this area. For 
more details see Appendix B section B.2.4. 
 

TABLE XV: CMMI Level Measures [29, 30, 3 1] 
CMM Level Metrics 

• Initial (ad 
hoc) 

Base Line 
1. Defects detected by customer 
2. Failures of Production 
3. Application size on delivery time 
4. Cost of  total development 
5. Time of total development 

• Repeatable 
(Process 
Dependent on 
individual 

Project Control 
1. Density of trouble report 
2. Plan of completion versus actual 
3. Planed cost versus actual 
4. Requirements change number 
5. Growth of  application size 
6. Progress 
7. Effort 
8. Cost 
9. Product quality 

• Defined 
(Process 
Defined, 
Institutionaliz
ed) 

Product Control 
1. Efficiency of defect detection 
2. Frequency of defect by their type 
3. Distribute requirements change base 

on its type 
4. Planned cost with range versus actual 
5. Planned completion with range 

versus actual 
6. Training and computer resource 
7. Complexity 

• Managed 
(measures 
process) 

Process and feed back for control 
1. Relation of progress with control 

limits 
2. Relation of cost with control limits 
3. Relation of size growth with control 

limits 
4. Efficiency of defect removal 
5. Measures rework 

• Optimizing 
(Improvemen
t feed back to 
process 

Process and feed back for changing 
process/Quality management 
1. Predicted process improvement 

results versus actual 
2. Process variance reductions 
3. Predicted process innovation effects 

versus actual 
4. Rates of innovation adoption 
5. Percentage of total effort versus 

rework effort 
 
Measurement Repository 

The measures directly impact on the organizational goals, 
they provides traceability and right activities to focus on 
goals [32]. In this study we try to provide a measurement 
repository to facilitate measurement process. The 
measurement repository contains different sets of 
attributes and their measures, which were accumulated by 
the literature [33, 29], defined by different ISO [34, 
35] standards and also for different CMMI [30] levels. 
The (see Appendix B TABLE B.3) shows the 
measurement repository. For more details see Appendix B 
section B.2.5. 
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B. RQ2 Results and analysis 
RQ2: What are the improvement opportunities and 
suggestions for the developed models; OMSD and 
SPGQM? 
 
   By refining approaches being used in OMSD and 
SPGQM models and integrating both models we proposed 
Structured Optimized Measures Selection (SOMS) 
Framework. In section IV we discuss the refinements, for 
detail discussion see Appendix C.  
 
  Here we discuss about the refinements. In SPGQM, 
goals are prioritized after measures optimization, based on 
each goal cost (that is calculated by optimum set of 
measures correspond to each goal), by focusing on client 
and organization perspective. It could lead user to lose 
any goal(s) partially or fully in worst case. But we realize 
goals should prioritize on definition time, so in SOMS 
goals prioritized on their definition time. The measures 
optimization should include goal’s priority as object 
function to be maximized with cost as constraint. SPGQM 
prioritize only main goals that have some issues: each 
child goals can have different priority than its parent 
goal(s) e.g. goal G1 is parent goal and G1.1 and G1.2 are 
its child. If G1 have high priority than it is not necessary 
goal G1.1 and G1.2 also have high priority. G1.1 can have 
medium and G1.2 can have high priority according to 
their needs. Another scenario for same case where G1.2 
can have two parents G1 and G2, G1.2 can have different 
priority for each parent. Due to these issues there was not 
integration between main goals and measures, which 
loosely coupled goals with measures.  
 
   SOMS provide two alternatives to tackle these issues. In 
first alternative only last level sub goals were prioritized 
and PG used as prioritization techniques instead of $100. 
This alternative only make bit easy to judge 
corresponding measures of each goals and assign them 
priority values according to prioritization. Where as in 
SPGQM only main goals were prioritized which make it 
difficult and in worst cases impossible to judge 
corresponding measures to each goal and assign them 
priority values. But, again this alternative did not solve 
the problem of goals and measures integration problem 
completely. So we proposed alternative II to integrate 
goals with measures.  
 
   In alternative II we proposed mathematical formulae in 
order to distribute main goals priorities up to measures. 
According to this approach each level nodes (goals, sub 
goals, question and measures) will be prioritized. In order 
to make prioritization process more flexible there is 
choice to user to use any prioritization technique but in 
our case we use a CV like technique. In alternative II the 
prioritization values assigned to measures accurately 
distributed up to measures, but it’s totally dependent how 
accurately priorities are assigned to each node. This 
process tightly coupled main goals with measures, which 

remove chances of losing any high priority main goal 
partially or completely.   
 
Another refinement is the creation of measurement 
repository in order to facilitate measurement process. This 
measurement repository helps in identifying a verity of 
attributes and their corresponding measures in process of 
measures selection. We also use Brute Force optimization 
technique in second part of case study in replacement of 
Heuristic Approach being used in OMSD. This is the 
simplest solution in optimization field in order to 
formulate optimization problem. It is also easy to 
understand for the users. In brute force technique we have 
only cost as constraint and priority is our object function, 
which is going to be maximized. Where as in Heuristic 
approach there was Usage and Priority which make 
combined one object function that need to be maximized. 
But later on its realised usage is useless to use in 
measures optimization, because usage shows how many 
time each measure is being used which was measures 
redundancy problem and that is removed while creating 
measurement repository. So usage automatically removed 
from here.  
 
At end we have tightly coupled main goals with measures 
by distributing goals priority up to measures and optimum 
set of measures. To satisfy our results in form of optimum 
set of measures we proposed formula to calculate 
achievement of each goal. Also normally upper level 
management like managers are more interested to know 
about how much percent each goal is being achieved, 
instead to know about which measures are selected. So 
our proposed formula is calculating each goal 
achievement percentage in order to justify the optimum 
set of measures and satisfy the users. The impact of all 
these refinements id discussed in section VII Part D.  
 

C. RQ3Results and analysis 
What kinds of measurement tools were developed and 
what are the main considerations when developing a 
software measurement tool?  
 
This research question is emphasizing on identifying the 
existing measurement tools from the literature and their 
considerations. To make the measurement process more 
efficient, various measurement tools have been developed 
[36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Mostly measurement tools follow 
comprehensively GQM based paradigm [36, 37, 38, 39, 
40] to develop and improve effective organizational 
measurement processes. TABLE XVI explains further 
detail of the exiting measurement tools and their 
considerations. For more detail discussion upon existing 
tools and their consideration see Appendix B section 
B.2.2.  
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TABLE XVI: Existing Measurement Tools  
Tool Author Technology

/platform 
Purpose 

Project 
console 

[B32,B3
3,B34,B
35] 

Windows, 
Java, C++/C 

Developed for object 
oriented based projects, 
that select internal 
metrics (cohesion, 
coupling and complexity) 
to aid in implementing 
and integrating 
maintainability and 
usability issues 

Metric 
Center 

[B28] Oracle, 
SQL, MS 
Access, 
Windows, 
Java, C++/C 

Used to measure staffing 
activities 

 [B37,B3
8] 

 Open source and use case 
based tool support to 
improve the measurement 
process 

WebE [B29] “WebE”, 
web based 

GQM based tool, that 
support different business 
processes 

Metri-
Flame 

[B27] Windows 95 
and later 

GQM based automated 
tool, well known in 
organizations and used 
for software measurement 
and management. 

 
 

D. RQ4Results and analysis 
How valuable for an organization such a framework 
would be and a tool support for deciding the measures and 
tracking the goals? 
 
This research question is emphasizing on discussion of 
effectiveness of SOMS framework in an industrial 
environment. Section V and VI discusses about 
framework implementation and its results analysis. Here 
we will discuss about the results obtained by SOMS I & 
II, SPGQM and OTMP. We will discuss about the cost 
effectiveness but especially goals achievement. In our 
case we have only one main goal which actually presents 
the cost effectiveness and goal achievement. But 
unfortunately we have only one so we use next level 
(child of main goal) goals for results comparison.  

 
The results of OTMP are obtained without following 

any standard approach. So while selecting the measures 
they were almost directionless in case which measures 
should be selected and what are the targets. They select 
measures base on their experience without defining any 
goals and calculating cost of each measure. In SOMS I & 
II and SPGQM we have well structured goals and 
calculated cost of each measures. So if we look in 
TABLE XIV the available budget is $2000 where OTMP 
spend $2780 and rest are within limit. This shows if we 
have a well structured process like well define goals, each 
measure cost and other limitations, then we can very cost 

effective solution for same process. Although the main 
goal is achieved 80% by OTMP and 73.35% by SOMS 
this difference is only because OTMP spending $2780 
and SOMS spending only $1955. So here we can not say 
OTMP have good results in case of goals achievement. 
Also, if we look in TABLE XII SOMS II select 9 
measures to achieve G1 where OTMP select 12 measures 
for same goal, only because in OTMP there was no 
measures optimization technique like we have in SOMS. 
These differences are only because SOMS uses a well 
structured process for measurement process where as 
OTMP did not follow any structured process.   

 
Now if we look in SPGQM and SOMS I & II results: 

since input data use for SPGQM, SOMS I & II is same, 
because same organization and cases were selected to 
evaluate them. The priorities values assign to goals are 
also same in all cases. SPGQM help in defining well 
structured goals and questions which inherit by SOMS, 
but in case of prioritization when SPGQM prioritize goals 
after selecting optimum set of measures it is seems 
useless which effect results as well. In this case, if we 
look at TABLE XIV SPGQM required $1585, SOMS I 
required $1385 and SOMS II required $1005 to calculate 
high priority goal. If we look at Table XIII for same high 
priority goals G1.3 SPGQM achieving 64.70%, SOMS I 
achieving 73.45% and SOMS II achieving 76.41%. So the 
SOMS II achieving high priority goal more than other 
both approaches. The main difference of goals 
achievement can only be judged by the main goal. So in 
TABLE XIII we can look at SPGQM achieving main goal 
G1 60.68%, SOMS I achieving 46.87% and SOMS II is 
achieving 73.35%. In this regard if we look in table XII 
on total number of selected measures SOMS I select 11 
measures, SPGQM and SOMS II select 9 measures 
respectively. Even by selecting 11 measures by SOMS I it 
achieve main goal lower than SOMS II. Also SOMS II 
and SPGQM select the same number of measures but still 
SOMS II achieve main goal higher than SPGQM.  

 
The main factor behind all above discussed differences 

is non-integration (loosely coupled) of goals and 
measures in SPGQM. SPGQM first optimize measures 
and then prioritize goals base on those optimum 
measures, which definitely loss the importance/usage of 
goals prioritization. There are also chances to loss a goal 
partially or in worst case fully which might have high 
priority.  

 
SOMS II prioritize goals on definition time and then 

divide this priority value up to measures, which tightly 
coupled main goals with measures. Also SPGQM use 
Heuristic approach for measures optimization where 
human error chances increases. It could be almost more 
risky and complicated when there is large number of 
selected measures and need to be optimized. SOMS II 
optimize these goals based on Brute force approach where 
cost is being used as constraint and only priority is being 
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used as object function that need to be maximized. But in 
heuristic approach we have more than one object function 
that is Usage and measures Importance (priority). Later 
on we identify Usage is useless to use here any more as 
discussed in section VII part B. Brute force is simplest 
solution in optimization as compare to Heuristic approach 
and easy to implement as well. Other reason of SOMS 
more effective than SPGQM, it provides the goals 
achievement calculation in order to justify the optimum 
set of measures and satisfy the users.   

 
Moreover the measurement program could be more 

effective if whole process is run by or under an expert or 
manager supervision. Meeting phases discussed in 
SPGQM and SOMS also aid in producing efficient 
results. TABLE XVII shows difference of all approaches.  

 
TABLE XVII: Perspective of Each Process  

Perspective Organization 
process 

SPGQM SOMS 

Goal Oriented No Yes Yes 
Time Consuming Yes Yes No 
Goals & 
Measures 
Integration 

N/A No Yes 

Optimization N/A Heuristic 
approach 

Heuristic + 
Brute Force 

Goals 
Achievement 
Calculation 

N/A NO Yes 

VIII. VALIDITY THREATS 
We evaluate and validate SOMS framework and tool 

by conducting case studies in single organization on two 
cases projects and a product. So there is a diversity threat 
in our research. If there were multiple organizations we 
could have understood other organizations way of 
measurement and the results would be valid for more than 
one organization. To reduce effect of this threat the case 
study was conducted in a multinational software 
development organization that is at CMMI Level 3, where 
different experts from different countries having different 
background are working with different experience. More 
over in future by conducting case study in different 
companies could also improve validity.  

 
To overcome any threat relevant to literature review 

we include references of systematic review conducted by 
[11] where they were working upon related problem. The 
organization related external threat is only a selection of 
two projects and defining limited goals for the case study. 
To overcome this threat there is a need for more case 
studies in different IT organizations.  

 
Another validity threat is related to prioritization 

technique in Alternative II. We use the CV like technique, 
which is not a standard technique. To overcome this 
technique we leave it optional upon user to use any 
technique that returns numerical values. In our proposed 

solution of priority distribution the priority values will 
normalize and remain between 0 and 1. So this technique 
did not have large impact upon results. There is a validity 
threat in Alternative approach II of infinite precision. E.g. 
8 bit and 16 bit processors support 16 bits only. This will 
effect very little bit on results which is not considerable. 
Another threat is related to optimization technique. 
Heuristic technique inherit by OMSD, is not reliable 
when there are large number of selected measures to 
optimize. Which is almost impossible to decide base on 
measures cost and importance. To overcome this threat 
we introduce another approach “Brute Force” which 
overcomes this threat but we have a possible threat in this 
technique which is time consuming. As this technique 
makes all possible combination, so when there is very 
large number of selected measures it could take too longer 
time. To overcome this threat there is need to using other 
optimization technique, which might base on brutes force 
but select combinations more intelligently within limited 
time.  

 
There is another validity threat like company try to 

keep their organization and participant names anonymous. 
So might be they also keep some measurement related 
information anonymous like measures the collect, or their 
cost etc. But in SOMS measures cost, time and budget 
already decide on Manager personal experience or 
company historical data so this threat did not have much 
effect. Moreover this threat was overcome by literature 
results to get measures values. For more detail see 
Appendix F.  

 

IX. CONCLUSION 
Organizations run measurement programs to 

understand, control and predict particular situation and 
make schedule, planning and some other benefits for 
projects success. To run measurement programs goal 
based measurement is commonly used. Different 
approaches have been made by researchers to improve 
goal-oriented measurement.  

 
SOMS is one of the goal based measurement 

approaches. By implementing this framework in an 
industrial setup and analyzing its results we concluded 
that defining well structured goals, sub-goals and 
questions help the user to clarify and facilitate the 
measures selection process for such structured goals. its 
conclude that providing mathematical solutions to such 
problems process could be more efficient like shown in 
FIGURE 8, 9, 10. We concluded that goals measures 
integration help users to select more relevant measures 
and trace the achievement of goals. The alternative II 
make possible to tightly coupled goals with measures. 
The achievement calculation makes sure the accurate 
distribution of priorities. The Brute Force is more easy to 
use, understand and implement than Heuristic approach.  
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Appendix A  
 
 
 
 

 
This appendix discusses the research work flow, design and motivates the approaches those were used 
to conduct this research work.  
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A.1 Study Design 
 

This research work is an aid to improve measurement process, where main focus was structured goals 
and measures integration and improve measures optimization. This research work is also aid research 
project at “X” software development organization located in New York, to implement the software 
measurement process effectively. The organization is at CMMI level 3, and targeting CMMI level 5 
where software measurement plays an important role [A6]. The SOMS tool is used to implement the 
measurement process effectively, and was developed by integrating OMSD [A5] and 
SPGQM [A1] models.  FIGURE A.1 shows the overall research work structure how it was conducted.  

 

 
 

FIGURE A. 1: Research Work Flow 
 

The research was conducted by using qualitative methodology, where literature review and case study 
were used to investigate organization’s measurement collection activities and we provide structured 
and effective way to collect efficient measures set. Literature review helped us to collect and analyze 
the standards measures, understand SPGQM and OMSD models and existing measurements tools. The 
case study was conducted in the targeted organization. It has mainly two parts: first to implement 
SPGQM and second to implement SOMS. The case study is conducted via meetings (Appendix E 
Section E.5.1) by Skype audio conferences and Google shared documents.  To perform these tasks 
whole research work was divided into three main phases Data collection, Data analysis and Results 
validation. FIGURE A.2 shows the research design of each phase. 
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FIGURE A. 2: Study Design 

 

A.2 Research Questions 
 

The following research questions will be answered to carry out research work. The FIGURE A.3 
shows the mapping of research questions with research design.  

RQ1: What are the main software measures for the software organizations which are targeting CMMI 
Level 5 maturity? 
 
This research question will enable us to acquire different software entities and their corresponding 
measures for each CMMI levels defined in different ISO standards. A measurement repository will be 
generated to facilitate the measurement process. Research to answer this question will aids in 
identifying which measures are required for organizations who want to attain CMMI level 5. 
  
RQ2: What are the improvement opportunities and suggestions for the developed models; OMSD and 
SPGQM? 
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 Research on this question will enable the authors to develop an integrated framework, which refined 
and extended OMSD and SPGQM.  

  
RQ3: What kinds of measurement tools were developed and what are the main considerations when 
developing a software measurement tool?  

 
By answering the first two research questions we will have an integrated framework. There will be 
need to automate this framework to preserve its implementation time. For the automation of SOMS, 
research on RQ3 will help us to identify the main considerations of software measurement tools if 
developed in the past. In order to understand different intentions and considerations for the existing 
automated measurement tool, comprehensive literature will be review and analyze. This enabled the 
development and exploration of the foundation of software measurement tools in depth. 

  
RQ4: How valuable for an organization such a framework would be and a tool support for deciding the 
measures and tracking the goals? 

 
The answer to this research question will be fully dependent on automated SOMS implementation in 
the targeted organization. Analysis will be made on SPGQM and SOMS I & II case study results for 
evaluating the SOMS framework and the tool. Same data will be used for SPGQM and SOMS I & II 
implementation. The results of budget spent, goals achievement and measures optimization will be 
compared. 

 

 
FIGURE A. 3: Research flow and Research Question’s Relation 

 
 

A.3 Research Methodology 
 

The main focus of our research was on the software engineering area, specifically in software 
measurement process models. This thesis involves research part conducted in a software development 
organization. There are several approaches to conduct such research as: case study, action research, 
etc [A2]. In this research study, case study approach is used as a qualitative research approach [A3]. 
This method was appropriate for understanding the communications between information 
technologies, related improvements and organizational contexts, and it is also predominantly used as 
qualitative research method [A2]. The case study investigates a particular situation in an organization. 
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A case study was conducted in a CMMI Level 3 organization that wants to initiate a measurement 
program since it targets CMMI Level 5. Software measures currently being collected in the 
organization were identified before refining and customizing SOMS according to the organization’s 
needs. This research work involved the review of existing implementations of different software 
measurement tools, in order to obtain guidelines for the automation of SOMS tool. Then it was 
deployed in our targeted organization for the evaluation of the results generated by the tool. 

 

 
 

FIGURE A. 4: Research Methodology 
 
 

A.3.1 Literature Review 
 

In order to explore the domain problem a comprehensive literature review was conducted, which 
mainly helped to answer the first three research questions. To answer RQ1, different software entities 
and their relevant measures was collected please see [Appendix B TABLE B.3]. These measures have 
been defined by the different ISO standards and some are also defined for each CMMI Level. To 
answer RQ2, the GQM domain was explored by studying some GQM based frameworks which 
broadened our vision. This helped us to identify the possible improvements in OMSD [A5] and 
SPGQM [A1] models. To answer RQ3, we established the main considerations of different developed 
GQM based measurement tools by reviewing existing literature. 

A.3.2 Case Study 
The core aim of the research work is to implement the software measurements program effectively in 
our case organization, that targeting CMMI level 5. The case study helped us to validate our research 
work by evaluating the framework and the tool. (For the details please see Appendix E). 
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Appendix B  
 
 
 
 
 
This appendix discusses the literature review in detail.
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B.1 Background 
 

Organizations use some set of measures to execute measurement programs. Measurement helps to 
understand, control and improve processes and products [B1]. The first major publication of software 
measurement programs was in 1987 in a book by Grady and Caswell [B5]. Until then, the majority of 
research studies had been done on software metrics to reduce faults, to measure complexity or to 
improve the processes [B5]. Measurement has become an essential part of the software process for the 
software organizations who would like to improve.  
 
Organizations often require such questions to be answered: “What does each process cost”? “How 
good is the product being developed”? “How can we improve”? [B1]. Measurements facilitate 
software organizations to answer these questions and also at each level for managing and 
implementing the software process [B6]. It supports the software organizations to produce quality 
products within time and budget. 
 
In order to produce high quality software product, one of the perquisites for an organization to 
improve the quality of its processes and hence its products is the implementation of a successful 
software measurement program [B8]. According to [B9], since software development is quickly 
changing, and the industrial sector is growing fast, the software industry suffers from a labour 
shortage. This raises the questions in the organizations “How to manage more work with less effort”? 
Here measurements are used to answer such questions. High visibility helps in project estimation 
accuracy, making a better project plan for the development team, improving the development process 
[B10].  
 
Although software program measurement plays vital role in controlling the cost and quality of 
software development, the software measurement process itself is costly [B11]. Also according to 
[B12], implementing the software measurement is not an easy task and sometimes it fails because the 
required information is not provided by the measurement program or the required data is difficult to 
obtain.  
 
Software engineers agree that measurement must be goal oriented [B13]. A couple of such 
frameworks and models were introduced; most of them focus on the cost, quality and performance 
which will be discussed in detail in subsequent parts. One of the most commonly used and well-
known frameworks is Goal Question Metric (GQM) [B1]. The GQM concept was introduced by 
Basili and Weiss in 1984 [B9].  According to [B14], another most commonly used framework is a 
GQM subsidiary: the Goal Question Indicator Measure (GQIM) paradigm is a promising information 
modelling method, although different models and frameworks have been proposed to make the 
measurement process efficient. Still there is need of minimizing the number of measures selection in 
order to save time, resource and cost. 

B.2 Literature Review 
 

B.2.1.1 Software Measurement 

 
To assess and improve the organizational processes, measurements programs are initiated in the 
organizations. However, there is still no standard set of measures defined for a particular organization 
or project/product universally. So, it is difficult for organizations to select an optimum set of measures 
from a pool of measures, which is an important issue why do measurement programs fail? Moreover 
in [B2, B3], it is reported that about 80% of the measurement programs fail due to indecisive power. 
There are some grounds behind that failure: according to [B1], usually measurement programs start 
measuring what is easy to measure, but don’t focus what is indeed to measure. According to [B24], 
three basic problems are addressed behind of that failure. First organizations were not aware about 
what should be measured and fundamental concepts of measurement theory, secondly unintentional 
side effects; due to improper use of measurement data that debilitates organizational success and 
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progress. Thirdly, the analysis and interpretation of managers is purely technical but they are unaware 
of the acquaintance and strength of software development activities. 

 

B.2.1.2 Software Measurement Frameworks and Models 
 
Different software measurements frameworks and models were developed that help to improve 
software measurement programs. Some well-known frameworks relevant to our research work are 
discussed in the subsequent sections.  The others mostly discuss measurement process after having 
selected set of measures where our focus is to integrate well structured goals with measures in order to 
have only most relevant and import set of measures. 
 

B.2.1.3 GQM (Goal Question Metric) 

 
Victor Basili and David Weiss [B1, B24] introduced the Goal Question Metric (GQM) model to 
resolve some of these issues. The [B4] says that the Goal-driven approach enables the organizations to 
concentrate on precise metrics.  A goal-driven approach creates a baseline for them and helps for 
better understanding of work insight. GQM is a well known and widely used approach that encourages 
organizations to understand why we measure an attribute [B4]. The FIGURE B.1 depicts the GQM 
framework 
   
    

 

 
FIGURE B. 1: Goal Question Metrics Framework [B26] 

B.2.1.4 GQIM (Goal Question Indicator Measure) 
 
According to [B14], GQIM another most commonly used framework that is GQM subsidiary: Goal 
Question Indicator Measure (GQIM) paradigm is a promising information modelling method. GQIM 
helps software evaluators to ensure the prearranged business objectives are achieved by software 
measurements. The GQIM framework appends a step of indicator definition. This indicator contains 
graphs, tables or other graphical data representation that link to questions. The main idea of such 
approaches is that the measures should be collected based on the goals of the organization. The 
FIGURE B.2 describes the GQIM model. 
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FIGURE B. 2: Goal Question Indicator Measure Model [B14] 

B.2.1.5 MIM (Measurement Information Model) 

 
According to [B25], to successfully identify, define, select, apply and improve software measurement, 
the ISO/IEC 15939 standard identifies the necessary activities and tasks. ISO/IEC 15939 
Measurement Information Model links the information needs to related entities and concerning 
attributes. It also helps to provide the basis for decision making by quantifying relevant attributes and 
converting them into indicators. Three types of measures are defined in this model: base measure to 
quantify attributes or methods, derived measures to define a particular quantity that is adopted by 
convention, and indicators measure to provide evaluation or estimate of specified attributes. The 
FIGURE B.3 depicts MIM model in detail.  

 
FIGURE B. 3: Measurement Information Model [A1] 
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B.2.2 Software Measurement Tools  
 
To make the measurement process more efficient, various measurement tools have been developed 
[B27, B28, B37, B29, B39]. Mostly measurement tools follow comprehensively GQM based 
paradigm [B27, B28, B37, B29, B39] to develop and improve effective organizational measurement 
processes.  
 
Some tools developed for object oriented based projects, that select internal metrics (cohesion, 
coupling and complexity) to aid in implementing and integrating maintainability and usability issues  
[B32, B33, B34, B35]. In [B28] different tools discussed, those are used to measure staffing activities. 
Measuring the product quality and other characteristic (usability, reliability etc) using different tools is 
discussed by [B30, B28, B36, B38, B40]. Open source and use case based tool support is discussed by 
[B37, B38] to improve the measurement process. 
 
Measurement tools discussed by [B33, B27, B34, B28], are implement in different Microsoft 
Windows bases environment, developed as desktop application and could be access through inter-
organization networks. Mostly measurement tools are developed using Java and C++/C programming 
languages. Some web based measurements tools are also developed like “WebE” is a GQM based 
tool, that support different business processes [B29]. In such tools commonly used database 
technology is Oracle, SQL, MS Access [B27, B28, B36]. In subsequent section we select only two 
well known tools to define, which are GQM bases and more relevant to SOMS tool, because SOMS 
also based on GQM.  
 

B.2.2.1 Metri-Flame 

 
The initiative was taken by Basili and Rombach, they says GQM based activities related to product 
and process necessary to automate [B27]. In this regard, first GQM based automated tool “Metri-
Flame”, was developed [B27]. It is well known tool support, use in organizations for software data 
measurement and management [B27]. It is used to collect information from external resources and 
utilize it in evaluating goals. FIGURE B.4 depicts how “Metri-Flame” is being used for 
measurement. Metri-Flame accumulating information from different tools and databases of the 
organization converts measures prospective and provide outcomes into graphical formats [A1]. 

 
FIGURE B. 4: Metri-Flame [A1] 
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B.2.2.2 GQM-PLAN Tool 

 
Another tool that developed on the similar concept of GQM approach called “GQM-Plan”. It helps for 
the evaluating software quality program and different activities like base-lined hypothesis and 
different factors and developing data-base for goals etc. [A1]. The major advantage of GQM-Plan it 
supports and facilitates all activities and parts that are involved into measurement planning [B36]. The 
FIGURE B.5 illustrates the structure of GQM-PLAN tool support.   

 

 
FIGURE B. 5: Structure of the GQM-PLAN tool [A1] 

 
The [TABLE B.1] provides the summary of existing measurement tools. 
 

TABLE B. 1: Existing Measurement Tools and their Considerations 
Tool Author Tool/Technology/p

latform 
Purpose 

Project 
console 

[B32,B
33,B34
,B35] 

Windows, Java, 
C++/C 

Developed for object oriented based projects, that select 
internal metrics (cohesion, coupling and complexity) to 
aid in implementing and integrating maintainability and 
usability issues 

Metric 
Center 

[B28] Oracle, SQL, MS 
Access, Windows, 
Java, C++/C 

Used to measure staffing activities 

 [B37,B
38] 

 Open source and use case based tool support to improve 
the measurement process 

WebE [B29] “WebE”, web based GQM based tool, that support different business 
processes 

Metri-
Flame 

[B27] Windows 95 and 
later 

GQM based automated tool, well known in 
organizations and used for software measurement and 
management. 

 
 
 

B.2.3 Other literature results 
 

In order to answer RQ1 more specifically we review different literature [B17, B23, B25, B16, B18, 
B22] and collect different set of measures for different CMMI levels and other set of measures show 
in TABLE B.2 & B.3. 
 

B.2.4 Measures for Different CMMI Levels  
 

In order to facilitate researchers and organizations authors try to collect measures used upon different 
CMMI levels and put them together in [TABLE B.3]. There are few studies in the literature which 
define what measures are being collected for the needs of different CMMI levels. Authors provide the 
measures that were reported in different sources by organizations to attain higher maturity levels in 
TABLE B.2, based on [B17, B23, B25].  
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TABLE B. 2: CMMI Level Measures 
CMM Level Metrics 

1. Initial (ad hoc) Base Line 
 Defects detected by customer 
 Failures of Production 
 Application size on delivery time 
 Cost of  total development 
 Time of total development 

2. Repeatable 
(Process 
Dependent on 
individual 

Project Control 
 Density of trouble report 
 Plan of completion versus actual 
 Planed cost versus actual 
 Requirements change number 
 Growth of  application size 
 Progress 
 Effort 
 Cost 
 Product quality 

3. Defined 
(Process 
Defined, 
Institutionalized
) 

Product Control 
 Efficiency of defect detection 
 Frequency of defect by their type 
 Distribute requirements change base on its type 
 Planned cost with range versus actual 
 Planned completion with range versus actual 
 Training and computer resource 
 Complexity 

4. Managed 
(measures 
process) 

Process and feed back for control 
 Relation of progress with control limits 
 Relation of cost with control limits 
 Relation of size growth with control limits 
 Efficiency of defect removal 
 Measures rework 

5. Optimizing 
(Improvement 
feed back to 
process 

Process and feed back for changing process/Quality 
management 

 Predicted process improvement results versus actual 
 Process variance reductions 
 Predicted process innovation effects versus actual 
 Rates of innovation adoption 
 Percentage of total effort versus rework effort 

 

B.2.5 Measurement Repository  
 
The measures directly impact on the organizational goals, they provides traceability and right 
activities to focus on goals [B15]. The primary question associated to goal driven measurement is 
“What metrics should I collect?” [B15]. The answer depends on the goals that are specified by the 
organization. However, there is no standard set of measures is defined for particular project or 
organization. In this study we try to provide a measurement repository to facilitate measurement 
process. The measurement repository contains different sets of attributes and their measures, which 
were accumulated by the literature [B16, B17], defined by different ISO [B18 to B22] standards and 
also for different CMMI [B23] levels. This repository facilitates measurement process in selecting 
measures. The [TABLE B.3] shows the measurement repository. 

B.2.6 Why Measurements Program Fails?  
 
In [B2, B3], it is reported that about 80% of the measurement programs fail due to indecisive power. 
There are some grounds behind that failure: according to [B1], usually measurement programs start 
measuring what is easy to measure, but don’t focus what is indeed to measure. According to [B24], 
three basic problems are addressed behind of that failure. First organizations were not aware about 
what should be measured and fundamental concepts of measurement theory, secondly unintentional 
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side effects; due to improper use of measurement data that debilitates organizational success and 
progress. Thirdly, the analysis and interpretation of managers is purely technical but they are unaware 
of the acquaintance and strength of software development activities. 
 
 Although GQM based frameworks resolved a number of the above discussed issues, it has some 
limitations: according to [B1], defined goals can be interpreted differently, such as the department 
manager or project manager can have different perspectives for the same goals. Deriving question(s) 
from goal(s) is difficult and depends on experience. Goals could be unclear and might need to be 
divided into sub goals. There are no guidelines for identifying corresponding measures of each goal. 
In [B24], it is stated that the measures identified by GQM are more than needed to collect and analyze. 
 
The automated tools also aid in solving some of the discussed problem in order to increase the 
efficiency of frameworks.  There was no general purpose tool that is being used for structured goals, 
questions definition, prioritization and selecting optimum measures for all these categories. Each tool 
was focusing any one entity some are used for measuring quality and some for reliability and so on. 
There was no such tool that is purely used for several types of entities to select their measures. Also 
no one is used to optimize selected set of measures. 
 

In order to solve some of Goal based measurements problem two attempts made by Blekinge 
Institute of Technology (BTH) students; OMSD and SPGQM models. SPGQM focus on structured 
goals and question definition and OMSD mainly focus on optimum measures selection. Although 
SPGQM define well structured goals and question and OMSD provides optimum measures selection. 
Then why we are here? Why integrating SPGQM and OMSD? Why focus upon these two models 
only? 

 
As [18], describes, the ultimate aim of measurement frameworks is to select the minimum set of 

measures that are most important to achieve business goals. So our main target is to have optimum set 
of measures by defining well structured goals and questions. So SPGQM and OMSD are two attempts 
only which purely focused upon it. So these two are chosen to refine and integrate in this study. We 
accept that SPGQM facilitate to define structured and prioritized goals and structured questions. 
SPGQM only focused upon goals, question and for measures selection and optimization uses the 
OMSD. The main problem in SPGQM occurred when only main goals are prioritized, which loosely 
coupled goals with measures.  

 
It is hard to divide each goal priority to its corresponding measure(s). That is totally impossible to 

equally/exactly divide priority values to corresponding measures, because between main goals and 
measures there are multi level sub goals question and attributes. So in SPGQM the priority values to 
corresponding measures are given base on judgement. First it is hard to indentify which measure 
corresponds to which goals due to many to many relations between goals, sub goals, question, 
attributes and measures. Second, when a measure has multiple parents the priority is given him from 
each parent node. OMSD mainly focused optimum measures selection where it also loosely coupled 
goals with measures. Same situation creates like in SPGQM. These problems in both models create 
loosely coupled goals and measures. It lead to lose any high/low priority goal lose partially and in 
worst case completely. Where at the end concern is to achieve goals by having optimum set of 
measures, but OMSD and SPGQM returns optimum set of measures without any assurance of goals 
achievement. 

 
In order to overcome above discussed problems, we propose an integrated framework, called 

SOMS, and the tool support developed within the scope of this thesis study. SOMS extends GQM and 
integrates OMSD [15] and SPGQM [11] models. In proposed framework we refine mainly goals 
prioritization process and measures optimization process. We proposed and use mathematical 
formulae to distribute main goals priority up to measures, in order to tightly coupled goals with 
measures. Additionally we calculate each goal percentage achievement to make sure achievement of 
high priority goals. The upper level management usually interested in goals achievement instead 
optimum set of measures.  

 
We customized the SOMS according to the needs of a CMMI Level 3 Company “X” which targets 
CMMI Level 5 and evaluated the framework and the tool support by conducting a case study in that 
organization.. The case study and the results are presented in the paper as well. 
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NOTE: The wording in [TABLE B.3] is used same as in articles due to keep same standard name of 
measures and attributes. 

TABLE B. 3:Attributes & Measures [B16, B17, B18, B22, B23] 
Entity Category Attribute Measures 

External  
Number of functions described in requirement 
specifications 

Functionality/ 
suitability 

 

Product 
Functional 
specification 
stability Number of functions changed during 

development life cycle phases 
Computational accuracy 
Accuracy relevant to expectations 

  Accuracy 

Precision 
data format based 
user’s success 

  Interoperability 

attempt based 
Access controllability 
Access audit ability 

  Security 

Data corruption prevention 
Functional implementation 

completeness 
Functional adequacy 
Functional implementation coverage 

  Suitability 

Functional specification Volatility 
Functional compliance   Compliance 
Interface standard compliance 

Internal  
Precision 

  
Accuracy 

Computational accuracy 
Data exchangeability (data format 

based) 
  Interoperability 

Interface consistency (protocol) 
Access controllability 
Data encryption 
Data corruption prevention 

  Security 

Access auditability 
Entity Category Attribute Measures 

Functional implementation 
completeness 

Functional adequacy 
Functional implementation coverage 

  Suitability 

Functional specification Volatility 
Functional compliance   Compliance 
Intersystem standard compliance 

External  
Test Maturity 
Failure density against test cases 
Failure resolution 
Fault removal 
MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) 
Fault density 
Estimated latent fault density 

Reliability/Matu
rity 

 
Maturity 

Test coverage (scenario based testing 
coverage) 

Restartability 
Availability 
Mean down time 
Mean recover time 

  Recoverability 

Restorability 
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Restore effectiveness 
Breakdown avoidance 
Failure avoidance 

  Fault tolerance 

Incorrect operation avoidance 
Incorrect operation avoidance   Compliance 
Reliability compliance 

  Failure resolution number of resolved failures 
   total number of actually detected failures 

Internal  
Number of faults detected in review 

  
Fault removal 

Number of corrected faults design or 
coding 

Fault removal 
Fault detection 

  Maturity 

Test adequacy 
Restartability   Recoverability 
Restoration effectiveness 
Failure avoidance   Fault tolerance 
Incorrect operation avoidance 

  Compliance Reliability compliance 
External  

Understandable input and output 
Number of functions available from the 

interface 
Number of interface functions whose 

purpose is correctly described by the user 
Completeness of description 
Function understandability 
Demonstration accessibility 
Demonstration accessibility in use 

Usability/Under
standability 

 

 
Function 
understandability 

Evident functions 
Effectiveness of user documentation 

(help system, help system in use) 
Help accessibility 
Ease of function learning 
Ease of learning to perform a task in use 

  Learnability 

Help frequency 
Entity Category Attribute Measures 

Physical accessibility 
Operational consistency in use 
Error correction 
Error correction in use 
Default value availability in use 
Message understandability in use 
Self explanatory error messages 
Operational error recoverability in use 
Time between human error operation in 

use 
Undoability (user error correction) 
Customizability 

  Operability 

Operation procedure reduction 
Attractiveness interaction   Attractiveness 
Interface appearance customizability 

  Compliance Usability compliance 
Internal  

Number of user interface functions 
  

Function 
understandability Number of user interface functions 
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whose purpose is understood by the user 
Completeness of description 
Evident functions 
Demonstration capability 

  Learnability Completeness of user documentation 
and/or help facility 

Operation procedure reduction 
Customizability 
Operational error recoverability 
Interface element clarity 
Operational consistency 
Operation status monitoring capability 
User operation undoability 
Message clarity 
Operational consistency 
User operation cancellability 
Input validity checking 

  Operability 

Physical accessibility 
  Compliance Usability compliance 

Attractiveness interaction   Attractiveness 
User interface appearance 

customizability 
External  

time of command entry finished 
Efficiency/Time 
behavior 

 
Response time 

time of gaining the result 
I/O loading limits 
Maximum memory utilization 
Maximum transmission utilization 
Mean occurrence of transmission error 
I/O device utilization 
I/O  related errors 
Mean I/O fulfillment ratio 
User waiting time of I/O device 

utilization 
Mean occurrence of memory errors 
Ratio of memory error/time 
Media device utilization balancing 
Mean transmission error per time 

  Resource 
Utilization 

Transmission capacity utilization 
Entity Category Attribute Measures 

Mean time to respond (response time) 
Throughput ( mean amount of 

throughput) 
Turnaround time (mean time for 

turnaround) 
Response time 
Response time (worst case response time 

ration) 
Through put 
Throughput (Worst case throughput 

time) 
Turnaround time 
(Worst case turnaround  time ratio) 

  Time behavior 

Waiting time 
  Compliance Efficiency compliance 

Internal    
Throughput time No of tasks per unit of time 

  Resource Transmission utilization 
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Memory utilization message density 
Memory utilization 
I/O utilization message density 

Utilization 

I/O utilization 
Turnaround time 
Throughput time 

  Time behavior 

Response time 
  Compliance Efficiency compliance 

External  
Number of cases which user encounters 

failures during operation after software was 
changed 

Maintainability/
Stability 

 
Change success 
ratio 

Operation time during specified 
observation period after software is changed. 

Audit trail capability 
Diagnostic function support 
Failure analysis capability 
Failure analysis efficiency 

  Analyzability 

Status monitoring capability 
Software change control capability 
Change cycle efficiency 
Parameterized modifiability 
Modification complexity 

  Changeability 

Change implementation elapsed time 
Change success ratio   Stability 
Modification impact localization 

(emerging failure after change) 
Availability of built in test function 
Test restartability 

  Testability 
 

Retest efficiency 
  Compliance Maintainability compliance 

Internal  
Number of detected adverse impacts 

after modifications 

  
Change impact 

Number of modifications made 
Entity Category Attribute Measures 

Readiness of diagnostic function   Analyzability 
Activity recording 

  Changeability Change of record ability 
Change impact   Stability 
Modification impact localization 
Completeness of built in test function 
Autonomy of testability 

  Testability 

Test progress Observability 
  Compliance Maintainability compliance 

External  

Number of cases which a user succeeded to in 
changing the install operation for his/her 
convenience 

Portability/Insta
ll ability 

 

Ease of installation 

Total number of cases which a user attempted 
to change the install operation for his/her 
convenience 
Adaptability of data structures 
Hardware environmental adaptability (hardware 
devices and network facilities) 

  Adaptability 

System software environmental adaptability 
(OS, network software and cooperated 
application software) 
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Organizational environmental 
adaptability (organizational infrastructure) 

Porting user friendliness 
Ease of installation   Installability 
Ease of setup retry 

  Coexistence  
Replaceability 

Availability coexistence 

Continued use of data 
Function inclusiveness 

  Replaceability 
 

User support functional consistency 
  Compliance Portability compliance 

Internal  
Number of automated installation steps 
confirmed in review 

  
Installation effort 

Number of installation steps required 
Adaptability of data structures 
Hardware environmental adaptability 

(hardware devices and network facilities) 
System software environmental adaptability 
(OS, network software and cooperated 
application software) 
Organizational environmental adaptability 

  Adaptability 

Porting user friendliness 
Ease of setup retry 
Installation effort 

  Installability 
 

Installation flexibility 
  Coexistence  

Replaceability 
Availability coexistence 

Continued use of data   Replaceability 
Function inclusiveness 

  Compliance Portability compliance 
Task effectiveness 
Task completion 

Quality  Effectiveness 

Error frequency 
 

Entity Category Attribute Measures 
Task time 
Task efficiency 
Economic productivity 
Production proportion 

  Productivity 
(Quality) 

Relative user frequency 
User health and safety 
Safety of people affected by system use 
Economic damage 

  Safety 

Software damage 
Satisfaction scale 
Satisfaction questionnaire 

  Satisfaction 

Discretionary usage 
Number of design changes 
Number of post-design release changes 
Number of design review changes 
Percent fault coverage 
Total connections 

Number of post-design release changes 

Design UKNOWN Design Size 

Percent fault coverage or number of faults 
detectable 
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Total number of possible faults 

    
Loc  Resource Programmer 

productivity Person per month of effort 
Number of defects  UKNOWN Module defect 

density module size 
Number of defects  UKNOWN Defect detection 

density total number of defects 
Number of initial requirements  UKNOWN Requirement 

stability total number of requirements 
Number of items covered  UKNOWN Test effectiveness 

ratio Total number of items 
Effort spent fixing faults  UKNOWN System spoilage 
Total project effort 

Constructing 
specification 

PROCESS Duration Hours per requirement by phase 
 

  Effort Effort 

Dollars per year Maintenance  Cost 
Staff-hour per change request 
Number of pre release defects 
number of post release 
Number of phase i errors 

Defect detection  Effectiveness 
defect containment 

number of phase i defects 
Number of failure   Failure rate 
execution time 
Fault caused by incremental software 

development 
  In process faults 

delta source size 
Defect caused by incremental software 

development 
  In process defects 

delta source size 
Number of released defects caused by 

incremental software development 
  Total released 

defects 
total source size 
Found defects by customer   Customer found 

defects Total source size 
  Productivity Total source size 

software development effort 
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Appendix C  
 
 
 
 
 

This appendix discusses the Structured Optimized Measures Selection (SOMS) framework and 
tool support in detail. 
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C.1 Structured Optimized Metrics Selection (SOMS)  
 
 

Towards Structured Goals Definition and Prioritization Approach 
for an Effective Measurement Process 
 
Different measurement frameworks and tool supports are developed to measure software processes, 
products and resources. In [B24], it is stated that measurement frameworks are defined to select small 
set of measurements that is most important for retrieving business goals to make measurement 
successful. So if the selected measures don’t have clear importance, it could be risky to collect and 
analyzed them. There is still a problem of defining the well structured goals and selecting measures on 
the bases of cost, time and other resources. To overcome these problems, two attempts were made 
and, OMSD and SPGQM models were outputs against those attempts. 
 
In this research work, based on OMSD and SPGQM a framework is proposed; Structured Optimized 
Measures Selection (SOMS), which is an extension of GQM and aim to fulfil some of above 
discussed problems. The framework design is based on the OMSD [A5] and SPGQM [A1] models. 
The OMSD [A5] extends GQM, which facilitates the managers to select optimum set of measure 
where a large number of measures expected. In order to make the final decision for optimum measures 
selection, the cost and resources constraints are defined early in the measurement process. SPGQM 
[A1] is another extension of GQM approach, which will aid in more structured goals, questions and 
measures identification. In this model, structured organizational goals and sub goals are identified and 
defined. After this a post meeting is conducted to prioritize these goals and define well structured set 
of questions as well as identify their dependencies. In the next step, OMSD is used to select optimum 
set of measures. Based on these measures selection, a meeting is conducted to finalize the goals’ 
priority.  

C.1.1 Demonstration  
 

Structured Optimized Metrics Selection Model (SOMS) (Please see FIGURE C.1) inherit the basic 
properties of GQM, OMSD [A5] and SPGQM [A1] models. The main objective of SOMS is to 
provide an efficient and effective measures selection framework. An automated web based SOMS tool 
support as also developed to make the process more efficient, effective and easy to use please see 
[Appendix D]. SOMS tool mainly overcomes traceability, reusability and time issues faced in the 
manual implementation. The FIGURE C.1 depicts the SOMS framework and its sub-processes. These 
processes are proposed to make more effective measurement process, if measurements expert (e.g. 
project manager) carried out these processes.  
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FIGURE C. 1: SOMS Framework Structure 

 

C.1.2  Project Creation 
 

Project creation is not shown in FIGURE C.1 but it used implicitly in SOMS Tool only. It used in 
SOMS tool for goals traceability with respect to particular project. E.g. goals A, B were defined for 
project XYZ. In this phase user needs to create a project/process/product for which measurement 
process is going to run. The user will fill up a form see (Appendix D Section D.7) with basic info (e.g. 
name, description, available cost etc). Later on the whole SOMS process will base on this project ID.  

C.1.3 Business Goals Definition 
 

In this phase the authors describe the possible ways and main considerations for determining business 
goals related to the entity product/process/resource. This phase of SOMS is just to facilitate users to 
understand how business goals could be defined. It broads vision of user, which help in defining 
measurement goal. This process does not need to run explicitly, because business goal should already 
be defined that use to drive measurement goals. Following discussion tell user how business goals 
usually defined in organizations and same procedures should be in mind for identifying and defining 
measurement goals.   

In any part of life we have mission statements to pursue "Why we are here?”. In organizations 
especially product oriented, mission statement helps them to identify the competitor or market needs 
in detail [C1, C3]. Mission statement also helps organizations to make unambiguous and clear 
business goals to all stakeholders [C1, C5]. Unambiguous and clear business goals provide an idea or 
direction to target which set by the organizations. Organizations also face problems to achieve 
business goals within their specified budget, resources and time period. Different strategies have been 
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introduced for defining goals to overcome these problems. The FIGURE C.2 shows general 
considerations of organizations for defining their goals [C1]. 

 

FIGURE C. 2: General Considerations for Defining Goals [C1] 
 

SOMS discussed different activities identified from literature [C1, C5], for defining business goals 
based on organizational structure and process in business goals definition phase. The FIGURE 
C.3 shows these activities, one or more could be involved in goal definition to produce well structured 
goals. In the literature [C2, C3], these activities are mainly adopted to improve benchmarking process, 
which provides the performance measures to attain the external goals. 

 

  

 
FIGURE C. 3: Goals Definition 

   

The activities shown in FIGURE C.3 are: Strengths Weakness Opportunities Threats (SWOT), which 
is being used for assessing business related strengths, weakness and identifies the opportunities and 
threats correlated with business goals [C11, C12]. Balance score card [C13, C14] is a performance 
measuring tool that provides the comprehensive understanding of financial, business, learning growth 
and customer prospective and encourages measuring internal and external aspects related to them. 
These activities are performed to attain business goals from business plans and they depend on the 
organizational structure and process. 
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 Every organization has its own approach to align the business goals, but they mostly focus on the 
different steps provided in FIGURE C.3. One main reason of variation could be the nature of projects 
or organizational objectives associated with projects/products. Some main factors discussed above 
which are related to all addressed activities are [C3, C4, C10, C14], Benchmarking, Strategic 
Analysis, Corporate management. 

C.1.4 Measurement Goals Definition 
 

This is main initiator phase of SOMS process and could produce ideal results if run by more than one 
(mean conduct meeting) related stakeholders (e.g. Manager, Business analyst, Customer etc) but not 
necessary. In this process measurement goals should be derived from the business goals [C18]. The 
process defined in section C.1.2.1 should be followed for identifying and defining measurement goals.  

For defining measurements goals, SOMS tool provide a form please see [Appendix D Section D.7] 
with some fields (e.g. purpose, issue, value etc), that help to define well structured goal. This form is 
design by help of SPGQM Structured Goal Definition form [A1] with some additional field to make it 
fully automate. The Category field is removed from this form that is being used by SPGQM, because 
one goal can lies in more than one category so there is no need to mention category at goals level. The 
Goal_Priority, Goal_Level and some other basic fields added in form for handling its automation. The 
user should enter information in required fields of form for particular goal definition to make it more 
clear, understandable and traceable in future.  

To attain and improve the defined measurement main goal’s visibility (which are derived by business 
goals), sub goals should be defined [C6]. These sub goals (Please see FIGURE C.4) could have their 
child sub goals and this continues until there is no need to have another sub-goal at that level.  This 
process makes easier to clarify the main goals and reduce complications between goals, questions and 
metrics. These sub goals should also be defining same like main goals and same form would be 
needed to fulfil for sub goals definitions. SOMS framework inherit many to many relationship 
between goals from SPGQM [A1], and SOMS tool provide facility to make this implementation easy 
just by selecting child goals for more than one parents. E.g. G1and G2 goals are at the same level and 
G1 has child G1.1 and G1.2 then G2 can have G1.2 as child goal as well. 

 

FIGURE C. 4: Measurement Goals Definition 
  

C.1.4.1 Goals Prioritization Process 

 
In order to prioritize goals we have two different approaches which are discussed in detail below:  
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C.1.4.1.1 Alternative I 
 

This phase is basically part of goals definition phase where a priority value assigned to each goal on 
definition time. According to [C6], all stakeholders associated to the project/product should participate 
in prioritization of business goals. So SOMS recommend in Section C.1.2.3, to generate ideal results 
arrange meeting to run this process. OMSD [A5] did not provide goals prioritization where as this 
property is inherit from SPGQM and use with some modifications. In SPGQM, goals are prioritized 
after measures optimization, based on each goal cost (that is calculated by optimum set of measures), 
by focusing on client and organization perspective. But we realize goals should prioritize on definition 
time. So in SOMS goals prioritized on their definition time because measures optimization should 
include goal’s priority as a constraint with cost constraint. Another advantage of assigning priority on 
goals definition time that user doesn’t have threat to lose any goal. As in SPGQM while selecting 
optimum set of measure user can lost one or more goals in worst case. To handle this case priority 
before measures optimization should use in optimization. SOMS goal form also provides another field 
with name Goal_Value where the user should enter priority value for each goal and sub goal. SPGQM 
prioritize only main goals that have some issues: each child goals can have different priority than its 
parent goal(s) e.g. goal G1 is parent goal and G1.1 and G1.2 are its child. If G1 have high priority than 
it is not necessary goal G1.1 and G1.2 also have high priority. G1.1 can have medium and G1.2 can 
have high priority according to their needs. Another scenario for same case where G1.2 have two 
parents G1 and G2, G1.2 can have different priority for each parent.  

SOMS tackles with these issues by prioritizing only last level goal’s (which are vertically dependent 
on questions) that will be use to synchronize them with measures. In SOMS Planning Game (PG) 
prioritization method would be use according to current situation where only last level sub goals need 
to prioritize but SPGQM use $100 method for prioritization.  

$100 is an old technique and straight forward way to divide different points for each goal and more 
pointed goal are treated first [C15]. Different drawbacks were observed by literature review [C15, C9, 
C17] and according to the targeted organizational prospective. The problems in 100$, as compared to 
PG, are time consuming and required more than one person to implement. E.g. dividing goals in all 
stakeholders to assign points, collecting their results, conclude the results and assign the priority to 
each goal [C9]. It is difficult to decide on the priority of the goal when one stakeholder assigns zero 
point and other assign 90 points to same one [C17]. It is also possible that the stakeholder gives more 
points to usability where as security is not more important by his point of view or maybe he is not 
aware of it [C15]. There is also a possibility that any stakeholder cannot be able to assign all the points 
in prescribed amount of time [C15]. So, it might be more time consuming if the prioritization 
approach utilized again. Another scenario is possible that any stakeholder can assign same priority for 
each goal e.g. If there are 4 goals it may be assign 25 point to each. More over it is difficult to bring 
out same results when second time same technique is utilized [C15]. 

Today, more prominent agile development techniques are utilized in different software organizations. 
The advantage of the agile methodology is to work in small groups and respond on timely basis [C19]. 
Our targeted organization is also utilizing the agile based techniques for the software development. 
SOMS use planning game (PG) [C7, C8] technique to prioritize the goals which belongs to extreme 
programming agile based methodology. It overcome above discussed prioritization problems and 
belongs from the extreme programming agile based methodology [C8, C19]. It is most famous in 
organizations due to its simplicity and provides efficient way to reduce the organizational 
documentation and endow with the steam-lined –process [C15, C16]. PG is merger of two different 
techniques Numerical Assignment and Ranking [C15, C16]. PG is basically requirements 
prioritization technique and divides the requirements in three piles where each pile consist 
requirements [C7,C8]. 
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1. Without these requirements system will not function 

2. Less important but significant business values 

3. Nice to have 

For goals these piles are divided as: [C8] 

1. Precisely 

2. Reasonable 

3. Not estimate 

Suppose the goals who have “Precisely” priority might be need to achieve 100%, the goals who have 
“Reasonable” priority might be need to achieve 65% and the goals who have “Not estimate” priority 
are only achieved when cost is available after achieving first two piles goals. In next step user will 
identify and define questions. 

C.1.4.1.2 Alternative II 
 

As we discussed OMSD and SPGQM are not providing integration of Goals and Measures. It is 
tackled in SOMS by prioritizing only last level goal’s (which are vertically dependent on questions) to 
synchronize goals with measures. But during results analysis of case study it’s realized that problem 
did not solved completely. Although Alternative I save by losing any goal partially or fully Please see 
(Appendix B Section B.1.5.1) and integrate goals with measures, but some hidden problems raised up. 
Like, we ignore main goals priority that is important, we did not identify that one sub goal that has 
more than one parent. Each sub goals can have different priority value for each parent. We assume 
that each measure have same achievement contribution of each goal (e.g. measures M1, M2, M3, M4 
have 25% contribution to achieve G1 100%), which is not applicable in actual.  

We try to solve these discussed problems through mathematical formulae. It also helps to user to see 
any level goal’s achievement percentage, but not handled in this version of tool due to time 
constraints. Priority of each level node is handling very accurately like: if any level node has more 
than one parent then it could have different priority for each parent, which is handled as well.  

To implement this solution we need to change the prioritization technique, where all nodes will be 
prioritized. It seems difficult to prioritize each node on each level, but here we are not using any 
standard prioritization technique that required extra effort. In this technique user will define range e.g. 
1 to 10 for assigning priority values to each level node. It is like $100 but not exact that, it will be 
clearer by upcoming example. We use this technique in this case study but our framework and 
especially this alternative II is much flexible. The users (organizations) can use any standard 
prioritization technique which returns numerical values. The reason of using any technique, the 
priority values normalized through formula first step and then further divide to child node following 
next steps. So it will be ok to use any standard approach. Here our main concern is to tightly couple 
goals with measures using priority values. In formula; in first step while creating main goals tool will 
normalize first level node’s (main goals) priority values, those have no parents. Following formulae 
will be used for normalization of each level node’s (Please see Figure C.5) priority values. 
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Formula C. 1 
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FIGURE C. 5 : SOMS in tree form 
 

Formula: In Step 1 CD is Common Divisor, f
mn.α  is showing normalized priority value of each node 

of tree, where as n is showing the level of tree and m is showing the number of node on particular 
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level. In step three the nodes those don’t have any parents will be multiply with 1 by default. 
Following example will illustrate these formulae. 

 

Example I: 

 

FIGURE C. 6: Example I 
 

In FIGURE C.6: we have two main goals G1 and G2, suppose we set priority range in between 1 to 10 
for them. We assign priority value 6 to G1 and priority value 8 to G2 then: 
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C.1.5  Structured Questions Definition 
 

 In the structured questions definition phase; each last level sub goal is associated with different 
questions to identify the objectives of goal. The questions are also providing in depth description of 
goals [C6]. There is also a correlation between attributes and structured questions that facilitates to 
identify and assortment of the measures [C6]. Then, indirectly, attributes will be connected to upper 
goals.  Questions’ phase mainly plays same role like in GQM, which is a bridge between goals and 
measures. According to [C6], the goals are filter into questions and then into attributes to attain the 
metrics. Some characteristics of SPGQM structured questions phase are being used. SOMS well 
structured question(s) associated with goal(s) illustrate the goal objective and provide the traceability. 

In SOMS tool after finalizing with goals and sub goals, the user should identify and define questions 
(against each last level goal) by filling form please see [Appendix D section D.7.1]. This form has 
some fields (e.g Description, Entity, Issue etc) taken by SPGQM Structured Question Definition Form 
[A1] with some additional fields to automate it. This is designed for defining question in structured 
way. User should fill up maximum required fields to make it more understandable and reusable in 
future. Here user can assign one same question to more than one last level sub goals, to fulfil many to 
may relation between them. E.g. last level sub goal G4.5 have question Q1 and Q2 then to G4.6 can be 
assigned to Q2 as well if needed. Then next step is to identify and define attributes and measures 
corresponding to each question. 

C.1.6 Attribute and Measure’s Selection  
 

In this phase OMSD [A5] model is used with some modifications. The user needs to add relevant 
attribute to each question and relevant measures to each attribute. To assign attribute to any question 
user will click on question and a list of attributes (from measurement repository please see [Appendix 
B section B.2.6.] will be displayed in front of user. The user should assign required attribute(s) to 
particular question. Now a list of assigned attributes to particular question will be displayed. The user 
should select any attribute to assign it measure. A list of corresponding measures will be displayed 
where user should select required measures. If user did not find required attributes or measures in list 
corresponding to any question, he can add new attribute and measures through add attribute and 
measures forms please see [Appendix D section D.7.1]. This form required basic information of 
attributes and measures e.g. name and description.  

In this process user may need to have multiple questions for same attribute or multiple attribute for 
same question (attributes and question many to many relation), similarly many-to-many relations 
between attributes and measures. To fulfil this relation: e.g. question Q1 have attributes A1 and A2 
then Q2 can have A2 and A3. In this case A2 is common for both questions, so user can add A2 for 
Q2 that is already added for Q1 just by selecting from Q1 added attributes list. Same process is 
provided for creating attributes and measures many to many relations. 

C.1.7 Measures Data Calculation 
 

In this phase user should enter required factors values for each measures. These factor values (e.g. 
calculation time, cost, resource etc) are inherited from OMSD factor mapping phase [A5]. By clicking 
on each selected measure a form please see [Appendix D section D.7.1] will be displayed in front of 
user and he should enter required factor values in all fields. SOMS Tool performs some calculations 
based on these values to calculate cumulative cost for each measure. User enters Frequency and 
Duration and System will multiply these both values and save in Cumulative Time Weight (CTW) 
field in data base. After that, to calculate Effort for each measure the values entered in Resource Cost 
and CTW field value will be multiplied and saved in Effort field in data base. These calculations are 
preformed for calculating cumulative cost for each measure. For calculating Cumulative cost 
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Additional Expense value will be added into Effort value and will be saved in Cumulative cost field in 
data base. This cumulative cost will be used in measures optimization process. These calculations are 
inherited from OMSD “Data Collecting on Measures phase” [A5].  

C.1.8 Measures Optimization 
 

In order to optimize measures we use two different approaches one is taken by OMSD and second is 
brute force.  

C.1.8.1 Heuristic Approach 

 
This is final process of SOMS where user need to finally select optimum set of measures; using 
heuristic approach. User will select these measures based on goals priority cost and usage. In OMSD 
the priority (in form of importance) is assigned to measures for each goal but in SOMS importance 
derived from measurement goals. This importance is assigned to goals on definition time in form of 
goals priority. In SOMS tool a list of goals questions and their corresponding measures will be 
displayed to user. In this list priority of each goal, cumulative cost and usage of each measure will be 
displayed. User should select measures base on these three factors where total available cost for 
particular project/product measurement is already given while creating project please see [Appendix D 
section D.7.1]. So the optimum set of measures total cost should not be more than available cost. On 
selecting optimum measure the system will display the optimize measures cost to compare with 
available cost. Following example make clearer this process: 

In this example contribution (importance) of each measure, is same to achieve corresponding goal e.g. 
goal G1 has four measures M1, M2, M3 and M4 then each measure have 25% contribution to achieve 
G1.  

TABLE C. 1 Project Description 
Project A 
Budget $20000 

 

TABLE C. 2 Measures against goals and their Cost 
(Precisely) Pile 1 G1 M1 M2 M3 M4 100% 
(Reasonable) Pile 2 G2 M2 M5 M6 M7 75% 
(Not Estimate) Pile 3 G3 M2 M3 M8 M9 0% 

 

In this example user has $20000 to run measurement program for project “A”, from TABLE C.2 user 
should select first pile goal and optimize their corresponding measures. There could be two possible 
scenarios to achieve 1st pile goals: in 1st scenario suppose user need $8000 to calculate 1st pile goals 
measures, so user should calculate all these measures to achieve these goals 100% and remaining cost 
will be utilize for next piles goals. In 2nd scenario if user needs $22000 for 1st pile goal’s measures 
calculation. Then user will have two main options: (1st select the measures within $20000, leave other 
measures and also other pile’s goals as well. 2nd user should set a limited cost like $13000 for 1st pile 
goal’s measures calculation and then select measures based on importance, usage and cost within 
defined budget ($13000) and utilize the remaining $7000 to achieve next pile goals). Suppose user 
chose 1st scenario, in that case user need $8000 out of $20000 and will have $12000 remaining cost in 
hand.  

Now user will select 2nd pile goal’s measures to optimize them. According to their priority value 
suppose user need to achieve 75% each goal (E.g. user have Goal G2 that has 4 measures and to 
achieve it 75% user need to select 3 measures. It can be possible one or more out of these 4 measures 
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already have been selected for any 1st pile goal. Suppose 1 measure of 2nd pile goal G2 has been 
selected for 1st pile goals G1. Its mean 25% of G2 is already achieved and user needs to select 2 
measures out of 3 remaining measures). The main possible scenario to achieve 2nd pile goal G2 75% 
is: suppose it is required $8000 to achieve G2 75% out of remaining $12000 and user will save $4000. 

So here user could have two options: 1st utilize this amount by increasing 2nd pile goals achievement 
percentage (e.g. 75% to 80% and so on until either goal is achieved 100% or cost finish), 2nd utilize 
remaining cost in achieving 3rd pile goals. If user selects 2nd option now user has $4000 for 3rd pile 
goals. Here user will select the important measures based on usage, importance and cumulative cost to 
utilize $4000. But user will not select the measures of this pile goal which are already selected in 
previous pile goals.  

C.1.8.2 Brute Force Approach 

 
In OMSD these measures are optimized using heuristic approach, as discussed in above section. But 
while conducting case study first part it is bit complicated to implement and need extra effort to 
understand. So we use brute force optimization technique which is the simplest solution ever in 
optimization techniques. That is suitable for this particular scenario [C21]. Now in continuation of 
Example 1 in section C.1.5.1.2 we have 3 measures M5.1, M5.2, M5.3 as: 

( ) 3180.0,2726.0,4089.03.5,2.5,1.5 3,52,51,5 =MMM f
n

f
n

f
n ααα  

Suppose we assign following cumulative cost to each measure and their priority values are: 

Measures M1 M2 M3 

Cost  40 35 25 

Priority  0.4089 0.2726 0.3180 

First of tool will generate all possible combinations of measures; calculate their total cost and priority 
as: 

TABLE C. 3 Measures Combination including their Cost and Priority 

Combination Measures Total Cost Total priority 
C1 M1 40 0.4089 
C2 M2 35 0.2726 
C3 M3 25 0.3180 
C4 M1, M2 75 0.6815 
C5 M1, M3 65 0.7269 
C6 M2, M3 60 0.5906 
C7 M1, M2, M3 100 0.9995 
 

After creating measures combinations, tool will chose the combinations only, whose total cost lye 
under available measurement cost. Like in this example we have $75 to run this measurement program 
and total cost of all measures is $100. So tool will select combinations from C1 to C6, because they lie 
in $75 and skip C7 because it cost $100. After selecting combinations under cost now tool will 
compare total priority of each combination and select the highest priority combination. In this 
example tool will select C5, which has highest priority (0.7269) in selected combinations. So, the 
optimum set of measures will be consisting of M1, M3.  
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C.1.9 Achievement Calculation 
 

After applying Alternative II for priority normalization we are able to trace each node (main goals, 
sub-goals, Attributes and measures) achievement in percentage. In Heuristic approach (Please see 
section C.1.9.1) we need to perform this task manually by assuming same contribution of each node to 
parent node. That was just supposition but not returning actual results. Here we use following 
formulae for measuring each node percentage in actual. This phase is not implemented into tool 
support due to time limitations. But it handled manually in case study.   

Equation C. 2 
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In continuation of Example 1 (Please see section C.1.5.1.2) now we have optimized measures of that 
tree and let’s start to measure how much percent each node is being achieved.  

 
Equation C. 3 
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Appendix D  
 
 
 

This Appendix discusses the Tool support requirements for measurement selection and screen shots of 
the Tool support. 
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D.1 Introduction 
 

 During the implementation of SPGQM model, it was found very hard to perform and maintain the 
whole process manually [A1]. Although SPGQM goal, questions and measures template provide all 
the traceability opportunities, it was still hard to synchronize goals, sub goals, questions and their 
related measures. It is time consuming and error-prone process. For example, when any change takes 
place in a goal template, it affects the whole measurement process. A web based tool was developed 
to provide an automation support for the SOMS framework. 

 

D.2 Scope 
 

The SOMS tool provides services to the targeted organization and other related software development 
organizations to:  Structured Goal, Question, Attributes and Measures definition and prioritization, 
and measures optimization. The objective of tool development was to facilitate the managers or 
measurement department who are performing measurement process in organizations. It helps to create 
goals, sub goals, questions and select their attributes and metrics. 

The tool provides simple graphical user interface so that any user can get familiarity with the system 
within limited time. It provides the common language facility English and easy way for traceability of 

goals to metrics and vice versa.  

D.3 Overall Description 
 

D.3.1 Product Perspective 
 

A web based tool was developed to provide automation support for the SOMS framework.  This 
tool facilitates users to add, remove and update the goals, sub goals, questions and measures. Tool 
support will be independent from domain. Since it would be web based, no operating system 
dependency issue exists as well. 

 

D.3.1.1 Tool Interface 
 

The tool support will be web interfaced, where user can interact with it through World Wide Web 
(WWW) link. The main reason to develop web based tool support because case organization is a 
multinational organization and have many offshore offices in other countries. It is also possible that 
some essential work can be injected from different locations. 

D.3.1.2 Hardware Interface 

 
There is no need of an extra or special hardware to run this tool. 

D.3.1.3 Software Interface 

 
Following software interfaces need to run tool. 
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 Operating System for server side (any) 

 Operating System for Client/user side (any) 

 MySQL Database Server 

 Web browser (any) 

 Apache Tomcat server  

D.3.1.4 Functions  

 
The following main functions are performed in tool: 

Admin can: 

 Login to system 

 CRUD (create, update, delete) users 

General User can: 

  Login to system 

 CRUD product/process/resource 

 CRUD goals and sub goals. 

 CRUD questions. 

 CRUD or select attributes. 

 CRUD or select measures. 

 Select final metrics. 

D.3.2 Constraints 
 

1. There are some constraints those were considered in tool development: 

2. SOMS provide GUI. 

3. SOMS use open source (MySQL) Data Base. 

4. Twenty four hours online availability. 

5. The user can access SOMS anytime and anywhere by using internet and web browser. 

6. The user needs a valid username and password to use SOMS services. 
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D.4 Rules  
 

1. Questions can have vertical dependency only at last level sub goals of main goals. 

2. Any parent goal can have children on next level only. 

3. Same level goals cannot be parent and children. 

4. One parent can have multiple children and one child can have multiple parents. 

5. One goal can have multiple questions and one question can have multiple goals. 

D.5 Requirements 
D.5.1 Functional Requirements 
D.5.1.1 SOMS Users 

 
Following software interfaces need to run tool. 

TABLE D. 1: SOMS User_R001 
Identifier SOMS User_R001 
Title SOMS user types 

Requirements There shall be two types of users namely “Admin”, “General”. 

Rationale Different type of user can perform different functionalities. 

Restriction and Risk There must be two types of users. 

Dependencies N/A 

  
TABLE D. 2: SOMS User_R002 
Identifier SOMS User_R002 
Title Admin 

Requirements CRUD users 

Rationale Only admin can perform this task. 

Restriction and Risk N/A 

Dependencies SOMS User_R001 

 
TABLE D. 3: SOMS User_R003 
Identifier SOMS User_R003 
Title General user 

Requirements These types of users can CRUD goals, sub goals, question, attributes and metrics. 

Rationale To perform CRUD only for goals, sub goals, questions, attributes and metrics 

Restriction and Risk Can not CRUD users. 

Dependencies SOMS User_R001 
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D.5.2 General Functions 
D.5.2.1 Login Function 

 
TABLE D. 4: General_R004 
Identifier General_R004 
Title Login 

Requirements There shall be two types of users; therefore system shall provide two type of login with 
username, password and user type. 

Rationale In order to access the system 

Restriction and Risk Only registered users can login 

Dependencies N/A 

  
TABLE D. 5: General_R005 
Identifier General_R005 
Title Authentication 

Requirements The system shall verify the user name and password from database, if it matched system shall
establish a session and provide access to user. 

Rationale To prevent from unauthorized users access. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user can access the system 

Dependencies General_R004 

  

D.5.3 CRUD Function 
D.5.3.1 User CRUD  

 
TABLE D. 6: User CRUD_R006 
Identifier User CRUD_R006 
Title User CRUD 

Requirements Admin shall CRUD users 

Rationale To CRUD users and give them right. 

Restriction and Risk Only Admin user shall CRUD users. 

Dependencies N/A 

  

D.5.3.2 Project CRUD  

 
 
TABLE D. 7: Project CRUD_R007 
Identifier Project CRUD_R007 
Title Project CRUD 
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Requirements Admin shall CRUD Product/Process/Project 

Rationale To CRUD Project/product/Process. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic Admin shall CRUD Project/product/process, by deleting project all related
goals, questions, attributes, measures should be deleted. 

Dependencies User CRUD_R006 

  

D.5.3.3 Goal CRUD  

 
 
TABLE D. 8: Goal CRUD_R008 
Identifier Goal CRUD_R008 
Title Goal CRUD 

Requirements Any registered user shall create update delete goals and their sub goals. 

Rationale To CRUD goals 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall CRUD goals, Same level goals shall not be parent and children, only
next level goal shall be children of its predecessor, one parent goal shall have multiple
children goals and one children goal shall have multiple parent goals, by deleting goal all 
related sub goals,  questions, attributes, measures should be delete. 

Dependencies Project CRUD_R007 

  
  

D.5.3.4 Question CRUD  

 
 
TABLE D. 9: Question CRUD_R009 
Identifier Question CRUD_R009 
Title Question CRUD 

Requirements Any registered user shall create update delete Question vertically dependent on end node or
last level sub goal. 

Rationale To CRUD questions. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall CRUD questions, questions always vertically dependent on last level 
sub goals, one question shall have multiple goals and one goal shall have multiple questions,
by deleting question all related attributes, measures should be delete. 

Dependencies Goal CRUD_R008 

  

D.5.3.5  ‘Attribute’ CRUD  

 

TABLE D. 10: Attribute CRUD_R010 
Identifier Attribute CRUD_R010 
Title Attribute CRUD 

Requirements Any registered user shall create update delete Attribute vertically dependent on questions. 
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Rationale To CRUD attributes. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall CRUD Attributes, attributes always vertically dependency between
attributes and questions, one attribute shall have multiple questions and one question shall
have multiple attributes, by deleting Attribute all related measures should be delete.   

Dependencies Questions CRUD_R009 

  

D.5.3.6  ‘Measure’ CRUD Function 

 
TABLE D. 11: Measure CRUD_R011 
Identifier Measure CRUD_R011 
Title Measure CRUD 

Requirements Any registered user shall create update delete measure vertically dependent on attributes. 

Rationale To CRUD measures. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall CRUD measures, measures always vertically dependency between 
attributes and measures, one measure shall have multiple attribute and one attribute shall have 
multiple measure 

Dependencies Attribute CRUD_R010 

  

D.5.3.7  ‘Selection’ Function 

 
TABLE D. 12: Measure & Attribute Select_R012 
Identifier Measure & Attribute Select_R012 
Title Measure & Attribute selection 

Requirements For any question user shall select attributes from drop down list that is populated from Data
base. On selecting Attributes in other list its corresponding measures will be populated for
user selection. 

Rationale To facilitate user to select predefined attributes and measures. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall select attributes measures.  

Dependencies Attribute CRUD_R009, Measure CRUD_R010 

   

D.5.4 Display Function 
D.5.4.1 Project Display  

 
TABLE D. 13: Project Display_R013 
Identifier Project Display_R013 
Title Display project list 

Requirements User shall view the project/process/product list to view or delete them. 

Rationale To facilitate user to view all project/process/product. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall view project/process/product list. 

Dependencies Goal CRUD_R007 
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D.5.4.2 Goal Display  

 
TABLE D. 14: Goal Display_R014 
Identifier Goal Display_R014 
Title Display Goals list 

Requirements User shall view the goals list to view or delete each goal. 

Rationale To facilitate user to view all goals and sub goals. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall view goals list. 

Dependencies Goal CRUD_R008 

  

D.5.4.3 Question Display  

 
TABLE D. 15: Question Display_R015 
Identifier Question Display_R015 
Title Display question list 

Requirements User shall view the question list to view or delete each question. 

Rationale To facilitate user to view all questions. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall view questions list. 

Dependencies Questions CRUD_R009 

  

D.5.4.4 Attribute Display  

 
TABLE D. 16: Attribute Display_R016 
Identifier Attribute Display_R016 
Title Display Attribute list 

Requirements User shall view the attribute list to view or delete each attribute. 

Rationale To facilitate user to view all Attributes. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall view attributes list. 

Dependencies Attribute CRUD_R010 

  

D.5.4.5 Measure Display  

 
TABLE D. 17: Measure Display_R017 
Identifier Measure Display_R017 
Title Display Measure list 

Requirements User shall view the measure list to view or delete each goal. 

Rationale To facilitate user to view all measures. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall view measures list. 
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Dependencies Measure CRUD_R011 

   

D.5.4.6 GQAM Display  

 
TABLE D. 18: GQAM Display_R018 
Identifier GQAM Display_R018 
Title Display all Goals Questions Attributes & measures 

Requirements User shall view the goals, sub goals, questions, attributes, measures to view their 
dependency in a list. 

Rationale To view all relations between goals, sub goals, questions, attributes and measures. 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall view GQAM list. 

Dependencies Project CRUD_R007, Goal CRUD_R008, Question CRUD_R009, Attribute CRUD_R010, 
Measure CRUD_R011 

  

D.5.5 Chose Measures Function 
 

TABLE D. 19: Chose measures_R019 
Identifier Chose measures_R019 
Title Chose optimum measures 

Requirements User shall select measures by click on check boxes of measures for final measures selection. 

Rationale To facilitate user to select optimum measures 

Restriction and Risk Only authentic user shall chose measures. 

Dependencies GQAM Display_R018 

  
D.5.6 Logical Database Requirement          
D.5.6.1 Project Database  

 
TABLE D. 20: DB Project_R020 
Identifier DB Project_R020 
Title Project information storage 

Requirements The SOMS shall store goals and sub goals information in form of, PROJECT_ID,
PROJECT_NAME, PROJECT_DESCRIPTION  

Rationale The user must need this information to understand and trace projects. 

Restriction and Risk Each project must have unique id. 

Dependencies N/A 

D.5.6.2 Goal Database  

 
TABLE D. 21: DB Goal_R021 
Identifier DB Goal_R021 
Title Goal information storage 
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Requirements The SOMS shall store goals and sub goals information in form of GOAL_ID, PROJECT_ID, 
GOAL_DESCRIPTION, GOAL_USER, GOAL_PURPOSE, GOAL_ISSUE, 
GOAL_STAKEHOLDER, GOAL_SCENARIO, GOAL_OBJECT_TO_STUDY, 
GOAL_INFORMATION_NEED_TO_TRACK, GOAL_VALUE, GOAL_PARENT_ID, 
GOAL_LEVLE_ID. 

Rationale The user must need this information to understand and trace goals. 

Restriction and Risk Each goal must have unique id, level id, project id, Each sub goal must have parent id. 

Dependencies DB Project_R020 

  

D.5.6.3 Question Database 

 
TABLE D. 22: DB Question_R022 
Identifier DB Question_R022 
Title Question information storage 

Requirements The SOMS shall store questions information in form of QUESTION_ID, 
QUESTION_DESCRIPTION, QUSTION_ISSUE, QUESTION_USER,
QUESITON_OBJECT, QUESTION_SCENARIO, QUESTION_STAKEHOLDER. 

Rationale The user must need this information to understand and trace questions their vertical dependent
goals and attributes. 

Restriction and Risk Each question must have unique id. 

Dependencies DB Goal_R021 

  
D.5.6.4 Attribute Database 

 
TABLE D. 23: DB Attribute_R023 
Identifier DB Attribute_R023 
Title Attribute information storage 

Requirements The SOMS shall store attributes information in form of ATTRIBUTE_ID, 
ATTRIBUTE_NAME, ATTRIBUTE_DESCRIPTION. 

Rationale The user must need this information to understand and trace attributes, their questions and
measures. 

Restriction and Risk Each goal must have unique id. 

Dependencies DB Question_R022 

  

D.5.6.5 Measure Database 

 
TABLE D. 24: DB Measure_R024 
Identifier DB Measure_R024 
Title Measure information storage 

Requirements The SOMS shall store measures information in form of MEASURE_ID, MEASURE_NAME, 
MEASURE_DESCRIPTION. 
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Rationale The user must need this information to understand and trace measure and their related
attributes. 

Restriction and Risk Each measure must have unique id. 

Dependencies DB Attribute_R023 

  

D.6 ERD (Entity Relationship Diagram) 
 
 

 
FIGURE D. 1: SOMS ERD 

 
  

D.6.1 Technology 
 
Open source technology is used for tool development. 

D.6.2 Tools 
 

These Tools are used for the development of the SOMS: 

 Eclipse 3.3.1.1 

 MyEclipse 6.0.1 

 Toad 
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 Servers 

 Tomcat 

 MySQL 

 Technology J2EE 

 Struts framework 

 Hibernate, Dao 

 Tiles 

   

D.7 Tool Demo 
 

In this section we provide the guide of using tool with screen shorts and we use word administrator 
who is running tool in any organization or any user who is using this tool. 

 

D.7.1 Homepage 
 

On home page administrator can read information about SOMS framework and OMSD and SPGQM 
models. Here user can view links of other software measurement related websites. User can also view 
the news updates about software metrics. Here user can find information about us and also have link 
of Contact Us in case of any query. These links are provided on footer of each page.  
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FIGURE D. 2 : Home Page 
 

By pressing on USER button a list of existing users will be displayed.  

List User: 
The administrator can view, add, edit and delete users by using links provided on following Users List 
screen 
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FIGURE D. 3: User List 

 
 Add/Edit User: 
Using this screen administrator can create different type of user to assign them particular role for 
using tool. Here administrator will give basic information of each user as shown in following screen. 
Same screen will be open for editing user information by clicking on “Edit” user link provided on 
View User Screen. 

 
FIGURE D. 4: User View 
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D.7.2 Project 
 

By pressing on PROJECT button a list of existing projects will be displayed.                                                                              

List Project: 
The administrator can view, add, edit and delete projects by using links shown on following Project 
List screen 
 

  

FIGURE D. 5: Project List View 
 

Add/Edit Project: 
Using this screen administrator can create project for which he/she is going to run measurement 
program. Here administrator will give basic information of project as shown in following screen. 
Same screen will be open for editing project information by clicking on “Edit” project link shown on 
Project List Screen. 
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 Project: 

 

FIGURE D. 6: Project Information 
 

D.7.3 Goals 
 

By pressing on Goal button a list of existing goals and their sub-goals will be displayed.                                                             

List Goals/sub-goals: 
The administrator can view, add, edit and delete goals by using links shown on following Goals List 
screen.  

 
FIGURE D. 7 : Maintainability Goals List View 
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To view sub goals of a particular goal administrator will click on Edit link provided on goal list screen 
and another screen will open with goal editing mode and its particular sub goals list. Here other goals 
child will also display which administrator can add for this particular goal by clicking on “Add to 
Goal” link shown under “Action” title. It is actually many-to-many relation of parent and child goals.  

 
FIGURE D. 8: Goal and Sub-Goals View 

Add/Edit Goal and Sub-Goal: 
Using this screen administrator can create goals/sub-goals against any created project by selecting 
from Project list. Here administrator will give basic information of goals/sub-goals as shown in 
following screen. Same screen will be open for editing goals/sub-goals information by clicking on 
“Edit” goals/sub-goals link shown on goals/sub-goals List Screen. 

 
FIGURE D. 9: Sub-Goals Description 
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D.7.4 Questions 
 

To view Questions no direct link is provided, because questions always  will be added against any last 
level sub goals so administrator could view questions by clicking on “Edit” link of any last level sub 
goals.                                                                                                                                                                                                

List Questions: 
By following above process a list of existing questions against that particular goal will be displayed.  
The administrator can view, add, edit and delete questions by using links shown on following 
Question List screen.  
 

 
FIGURE D. 10: Questions List 

 
In following screen shot other parents (last level sub-goals) children (questions) will also display 
which administrator can add for this particular goal by clicking on “Add to Goal” link provided under 
“Action” title. It is actually many to many relations of parent (last level sub-goals) and child 
(questions). 
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FIGURE D. 11: Questions Information 

 
Add/Edit Questions:  
Using this screen administrator can create questions against selected goal by selecting from goals list. 
Here administrator will give basic information of questions as shown in following screen. Same 
screen will be open for editing question information by clicking on “Edit” question link shown on  
 
Question–Screen-List-

 
FIGURE D. 12: Question-Attributes View 
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D.7.5 Attributes 
 

By pressing on Attribute button a list of existing attributes will be displayed.                                                                               

List Attribute: 
The administrator can view, add, edit and delete Attributes by using links shown on following 
Attribute List screen. 

 

FIGURE D. 13: Attributes List 
 

Add/Edit Attribute: 

Using this screen administrator can create attributes for storing in measurement repository. Here 
administrator will give basic information of attribute as shown in following screen. Same screen will 
be open for editing attribute information by clicking on “Edit” attribute link show in attribute list 
screen.  
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FIGURE D. 14: Attributes Information 

D.7.6 Measures 
 

To view Measures no direct link is provided, because measures always will be added against any 
attribute so administrator could view measures by clicking on “Edit” link of any attribute.                                                          

List Measures: 
By following above process a list of existing measures against that particular attribute will be 
displayed.  The administrator can view, add, edit and delete measures by using links shown on 
following screen. 
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FIGURE D. 15: Measures List 

 
In following screen shot other parents (last level sub-goals) children (questions) will also display 
which administrator can add for this particular goal by clicking on “Add to Goal” link provided under 
“Action” title. It is actually many to many relations of parent (last level sub-goals) and child 
(questions). 
 

 
FIGURE D. 16 : Attributes View 
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Add/Edit Measures: 
Using this screen administrator can create measures against selected attribute by selecting from 
attribute list. Here administrator will give basic information of measure as shown in following screen. 
Same screen will be open for editing measure information by clicking on “Edit” measure link shown 
on measures List Screen 
 

 
FIGURE D. 17: Measures View 

 
  

D.7.7 Attributes and Measures selection 
 

After creating goals and their corresponding questions administrator need to add attribute and 
measures corresponding to each question. By clicking on question Edit administrator will have a list 
of attributes under question edit window where he/she can select particular attributes and measures for 
questions. Following screen is showing attributes list which depicts measurement repository concept 
discussed in Appendix B section B.2.5  
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FIGURE D. 18: Attribute-Questions View 
 

 
By clicking on select measure link a popup window will be open as shown in following screen shot. 
Here administrator user can select measures by click on check boxes to add them for particular 
attribute. Although we already added attributes and measures but these are going to be add for 
particular project for which administrator is running measurement program.  

 
FIGURE D. 19: Measure Selection 

 
 

D.7.8 Selected and optimized Measures 
 
 
After selecting attributes and their measures for particular project: a list of selected measures will be 
displayed to administrator by pressing on “SELECTED” measures button. Same list of measures will 
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be displayed on pressing “OPTIMUM” button, which only have optimized measures those are 
retrieved using “Brute Force” (Please see Appendix C section C.1.9.2 ) technique.  
 

 
FIGURE D. 20: Maintainability Goal’s Optimum Measures List  
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Appendix E  
 

This Appendix provides the information about targeted organization and case study that was 
conducted.  
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E.1 Case Study 
 

In order to evaluate the SOMS framework as well as the tool developed which implemented SOMS, 
we conducted a case study in a software organization. We chose case study method for empirical 
research part of this thesis study since case studies are predominantly used as a qualitative research 
method [A2]. Case studies aid in understanding the communications between information 
technologies related improvements and organizational contexts. They are conducted to investigate a 
particular situation in an organization.  

In this thesis, the case organization’s name is kept anonymous due to confidentiality of the data. And 
we call it as ‘Organization X’. Organization X is currently at CMMI level 3 and targeting CMMI level 
5, where measurement process plays an important role [B16, B17]. For more detail please see section 
E.3 that describes case organization in depth. 

From the beginning, the case organization was very interested in conducting the case study since they 
saw this study an opportunity to investigate their measurement process and to identify the 
improvement suggestions to follow a standard measurement process.  

The objectives of this case study are listed as below: 

1. To implement and evaluate SOMS framework and the tool support in an industrial context.  

a. To implement and evaluate SOMS in Organization X. 

b. To identify the refinement and improvement requirements for the framework 

To evaluate the tool developed to automate the framework in Organization X case study is conducted 
as shown in FIGURE E.1.  

 
 

 
FIGURE E. 1: Case Study Structure 

E.2 Case Description 
Case study included two parts. In first part SOMS include Alternative I please see [Appendix C 
section C.1.4.1.1] and “Heuristic” optimization techniques please see [Appendix C section C.1.8.1]. In 
second part Alternative II please see [Appendix C section C.1.4.1.1] and “Brute Force” optimization 
technique please see [Appendix C section C.1.8.2] is used in SOMS implementation. Data collection 
for case study input was conducted with the MSc students who were conducting their thesis studies at 
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the Blekinge Institute of Technology [A1] in collaboration since the manual implementations of some 
of parts of the Framework which are OMSD and SPGQM, were conducted for the same cases in the 
same organization.  

To conduct case study, one initial meeting and three main meetings were organized with Organization 
X to collect imperative information. Initial meeting mainly concerned to know about participant, 
organization (introduction, case, measurement process), and demonstrate one part (SPGQM) of SOMS 
framework. First meeting was conducted to implement goals definition phase. Second meeting was 
conducted to finalize the questions for finalized goals, measure selection and optimization of 
measures. Third meeting was conducted to demonstrate and implement SOMS tool. 

E.3 Case Organization 
 “Organization X” was established in 1987 in New York, USA. Different branches or satellite offices 
were opened in Canada, Kuwait, Dubai and Pakistan. Seven hundred employees are working in 
organization. Organization is well known in IT industry for software development. Currently at the 
organization is at CMMI level 3 and targeting to achieve CMMI level 5. 

 
FIGURE E. 2: Organizational Strategic Model 

  

Organization X is a multinational organization having multi-dimensional projects/products. There is 
no specific process model that is followed for all projects/products; instead they follow the process 
model depending on the nature of project/product. In general, at first, initial feasibility study is made 
by the persons who have 10 to 15 years experience in industry. Later on, requirements engineering 
process initiates, whereas base on those requirements a prototype is finalized that is approved by the 
customer to verify what he actually wants. Then proper requirements engineering process initiate 
where they also prepared contract based on these factors (time, cost, functionalities). After contract 
signed, requirements engineering process starts in detail and architecture designed base on agreed 
requirements. The development process is started where quality insurance program also runs parallel 
on completion of each module on local servers. After finalizing, the project acceptance testing is 
completed and then deployed to the client. The software product handed over to the client for beta 
testing. After the feedback of the customer a final testing is made and then deployed for client. 
FIGURE E.3 illustrates different software activities that are performed in the targeted organization.   
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FIGURE E. 3: System Development Life Cycle 

  

No standard or formal process is followed by organization for measurement program. The process can 
be initiated by the marketing person, requirement or business analyst depending on nature of project in 
the organization. These personnel mostly have ten to fifteen years experience and mainly focused that 
how much time, cost and resources will be required to complete this particular project/product. That 
enables them to commit and start work based on these initial factors (time, cost, resource etc). After 
contracting with customer the project manager, business analyst, any person related to measurement 
practices collect measures and team lead finalize it.  It is calculated for particular project and they 
decide it on base of customer needs and organizational goals. 

The person "A" was contacted at company "X". He is currently working as project manager from 
2004. He has worked as the software architect, business analyst and senior software engineer before. 

E.4 Case Study Conduct 
 

We conducted the case study via meetings (Please see FIGURE E.4). The initial meeting mainly 
concerned to know about participant, organization (introduction, case, measurement process), and 
demonstrate one part (SPGQM) of SOMS framework. The purpose of the first two meetings was to 
demonstrate and manual implementations of some parts of the Framework (OMSD and SPGQM) in 
Organization X. In the first meeting, the measurement goals were derived from the business goals. 
These were discussed and finalized during the meeting. In the second meeting, structured questions 
were defined and their corresponding attributes and measures were defined. Then, these of optimum 
measures were chosen. In the third meeting, SOMS tool was deployed to the organization and 
demonstrated it. SOMS use second meeting finalized goals questions and measures as input to test 
tool efficiency.  
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FIGURE E. 4: Meetings Flow 

 

Two SRS of different projects were reviewed that were collected during first interview. These 
documents were reviewed to get understanding about the types of projects in more detail. It helped us 
later on in SOMS implementation, especially in goal definition phase of first meeting. One module of 
Kuwait bank project and one module of company product were selected for SOMS implementation.  

E.4.1 Case Study Part I 
The upcoming sections will describe how we conduct first part of case in case organization. In first 
part we use Alternative I for goals prioritization (Please see Appendix C, section C.1.4.1.1), and 
Heuristic techniques for optimization (Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.1), we will call it SOMS I. 
In second part we use Alternative II for goals prioritization (Please see Appendix C, section 
C.1.4.1.2), and Brute Force techniques for optimization (Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.2), we 
will call it SOMS II. 

E.5  Data Collection  
E.5.1 Meetings 
All meetings with organization were conducted using Skype conference calls and Google Document is 
used as centralized document to share information.  

E.5.2 Initial Meeting 
The company website was consulted that provides aid to attain valuable knowledge about the 
organization. The questionnaire was transferred to project manager two days before conducting initial 
meeting, to save time and gain sufficient information during meeting. All of four members assigned 
the roles and responsibilities before the meeting to make it easier and more effective. Later on base of 
meeting results next m meeting was conducted and each meeting yield input for next meeting (see 
FIGURE E.4). 
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It was alienated into five main parts: first part consist to introduce of participants, second part 
organization introduction, third part was to understand organization current measurement process, 
fourth part was to demonstrate SPGQM model and final part was to select projects for SOMS 
implementation in next meetings. Where project manager chose two small projects and provide us 
their information (Please see section E.5.2.1, E.5.2.2). Manager also provides us business goals of 
these projects and their measures; those were calculating following organization traditional process. 
That helps to design first meeting for SOMS goals definition phase. 

E.5.2.1 Project data 

 
The project module was developed to handle messaging process in Kuwait bank. It was developed in 
six months by five human resources business analyst, requirements engineer, team lead, software 
developer and QA person. The J2EE technology was used for development purpose. Windows 
operating system was used. My Eclipse editor and SQL databases was used. 

Authors accumulate the reliability related business goals because reliability was most important in 
selected project module. These goals were helpful in defining measurement goal and sub goals related 
to reliability. TABLE E.1 presents the goals provided by organization relevant to reliability. 

TABLE E. 1: Organizational Reliability Goals 
G_ID Goal 
PG1> The software product must comply with customer requirements 
PG2> The processes of the company must focus quality. 
PG3>  The system should be reliable in terms of 10 or less errors result on 10,000 transaction. 
PG4> There should not be more than 3 operational failure of class 1 and 3 of class 2. 

 
To achieve reliability goals the software organization used following set of measures. These measures 
were selected by business analyst and project manager based on their experience of 10 to 15 years.  

Number of resolved failures, Number of corrected faults, Number of faults detected, Number of 
failures Discovered, #defect Discovered, hours of testing, Ease of installation, installation effort, Fault 
tolerance, Failures per month, MTTF, MTTR 

E.5.2.2 Product data 

 
One module of product was selected that is in maintenance phase. This module was developed in 8 
months by 12 personnel: one business analyst, two QA, one requirements engineer, one team lead, one 
technical writer and six developers. This was also developed using J2EE technology. Windows 
operating system, JDeveloper and Oracle Databases is used. 

Authors accumulated the maintainability related business goals because it was the most important in 
selected product module. These goals were helpful in defining measurement goal and sub goals 
related to maintainability. The TABLE E.2 describes the organization’s maintainability defined goals. 

TABLE E. 2: Organizational Maintainability Goals 
G_ID Goal 
PG1> Improve flexibility. 
PG2> Improve easiness of installation and repair. 
PG3>  Improve market position. 
PG4> Improve portability. 
PG5> Improve Integrability. 
PG6> Improve extendibility. 
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To accomplish maintainability goals organization pursued following set of measures. These measures 
were also selected on the bases of skilled and experienced personals.  

Failure analysis capability, Failure analysis efficiency, number of faults, Number of defects, module 
size, FP, problem recognition time, Administrative delay time, change specification time, change time, 
#modules, MTT Repair faults, effort spent fault removing and bug fixing, total project effort, Number 
of cases which user encounters failures during operation after software was changed, preparation time 
during specified observation period after software is changed. 

E.5.3 Goals Definition Meeting 
In this meeting there were three participants of organization, project manager, business analyst and 
team lead. On the other hand two of authors had a role of moderators, one reviewer and one writer. 
Google document was used as centralized point for sharing work. Writer moderator was documenting 
the goals, questions and metrics on Google docs so that everyone can view updates. On the other hand 
in organization team lead was also updating Google document whenever they needs. The main 
purpose of meeting was to implement the SOMS Goals definition phase.  

This main goal and its sub goals were defined in this meeting. A list of sub goals to achieve main goal 
was roughly prepared by measurement team. Measurement team was consisting on four personnel two 
[A1] authors and two authors of thesis. The reasons to prepare rough list of goal the company 
personals were not familiar to goals based measurement and also meeting time was short. This 
meeting was consists of two sessions, each session of one hour. There was break after one hour and 
each hour was spent on each selected project and product. Where in first session goal and sub goals 
(Please see TABLE E3) were finalized for Project module and in second session goal and sub goals 
(Please see TABLE E.9.) were finalized for product module. Manger was leading to add, remove and 
finalize goals. 

 

 

E.5.4 Post meeting analysis 
On base of first meeting results measurement team conduct post meeting that consist on two parts first 
the goals definition. Where identified goals were defined then potential sets of questions for each goal 
were prepared to save next meeting time and achieve the objective of next meeting in an efficient way. 

E.5.5 Structured Question, Attributes and Measures Definition and 
OMSD Manual Implementation Meeting 
In second meeting there were same participants with same roles and same Google document and 
Skype conference call was used. In this meeting OMSD implemented manually because [A1] authors 
need to evaluate OMSD with their SPGQM model. This meeting was conducted in three sessions and 
consist of 3 hours. First session of 90 minutes was given to define set of questions relevant to each 
goal, select their corresponding attributes and measures from repository for project (Please see 
TABLE E.3) and product (Please see TABLE E.9) module. The preparation of set of possible 
questions in post meeting analysis phase helped in finalization of the set of question. There was 10 
minutes break after selecting measures for each question. 

In second session OMSD was applied to project module. Guess values to calculate OMSD factors 
were given to each measure (Please see TABLE E.4, E.5, E.6) by manager, discussing with team lead 
and business analyst. Next step was performed of attributes mapping (Please see TABLE E.7). After 
that manager define an approximate budget $2000 to achieve this goal. Total cumulative cost for 
calculating 15 measures was $3155. Base on available budget, importance and measure usage 9 out of 
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15 measures were selected that cost $1815 (Please see TABLE E22) Based on these selected measures 
total cost was calculated for each goal and $100 method was applied at the end to prioritize sub goals 
(Please see TABLE E.8).    

In third session OMSD was applied to product module. Guess values to calculate OMSD factors were 
given to each measure (Please see TABLE E.10, E.11, E.12) by manager, discussing with team lead 
and business analyst. Next step was performed of attributes mapping (Please see TABLE E.13). After 
that manager define an approximate budget $7000 to achieve this goal. Total cumulative cost for 
calculating 24 measures was $15025. Base on available budget, importance and measure usage 12 out 
of 24 measures were selected that cost $6655 (Please see TABLE E.34). Based on these selected 
measures total cost was calculated for each goal and $100 method was applied at the end to prioritize 
sub goals (Please see TABLE E.14). 

E.5.6 SOMS Tool Implementation Meeting 
The main purpose of third meeting was to implement SOMS tool in organization. In this meeting 
participant were authors along organization manager. To implement and demonstrate tool there was 
need to deploy tool upon their local server. Tool ear file and Data base script was sent to manager for 
deployment on their server. There was no issue in deployment and availability of prerequisite 
software’s, as organization already working in same technology with same tools. After successfully 
deployment and configuration one moderator demonstrates tool working. After tool demonstration 
first two meetings data (Please see Section E.6) was used for tool input to select optimum set of 
measures through tool. Following steps (discussed in Appendix C) are followed for SOMS tool 
implementation. 

Using tool, manager perform following tasks:  

Project Creation: 

 Create a project entity for project module. 
 Enter Name and Budget Values. 

 

Goals, Sub goals, Attributes and Measures Creation: 

 Create a goal entity against project module  
 Create sub goals against main goal  
 Assign priority to each sub goal  
 Create questions against each sub goal  
 Select attributes and their corresponding measures from attributes list 

 

Factors Values Entry:  

 Select each measure from selected measures list. 
 Enter each factor (time, cost, resource) value for each measure. 
 On pressing save button after entering each factor value, tool performs required calculations 

and saves in Data Base.  
 

Optimization through Heuristic: 

 Click on view list of selected measures, which displayed goals, their corresponding 
measures, with each measure cost and importance. 

 Select measures based on cost and importance for each goal and save them (Please see 
TABLE E.20).  

 Same process is followed for Product module by manager and data can be seen in (Please see 
TABLE E.32). 
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E.6 Data of Project and Product Generated for SOMS 
Implementation 

During first and second meeting, authors were able to collect following data, which was later used for 
SOMS implementation in third meeting. 

E.6.1 Project Data 
To implement SOMS, following measurement main goal, sub goals, questions, attributes and 
measures were finalized, for project ‘Z’. TABLE E.3 illustrates the GQM based tabular hierarchy of 
organizational reliability goals.  

TABLE E. 3: SOMS Based Tabular Paradigm Main Goal G1 
G1  Improvement in the Reliability of the system  
G1.1  Improve reliability of product in terms of likelihood of failure in a given period of use.  
Q1 How many failure conditions are resolved? 
A1 Failure Resolution 
M M1: number of resolved failures  M2: #failures Discovered 
Q2 How many faults have been corrected? What is the proportion of faults removed? 
A2  Fault Removal 
M  M3:Number of corrected faults design or coding  M4: Number of faults detected in review 
Q3 What is reliability requirement? 
A3  Reliability 
M  M5: KLOC    M6: #failures Discovered M7:#defect Discovered M8:Hours of use 
Q4 What is current reliability? 
A4  Current Reliability 
M M5:KLOC  M9:#test cases M10:Hours of use M11:Hours of testing 
G1.2 Decrease the work needed to port the product to different machine environment. 
Q5 Can user or maintainer easily install software to operation environment? 
A5 Effort 
M M12:Ease of installation  M13: Installation effort 
Q6 What is reliability requirement? 
A6 Reliability 
M M5: KLOC    M6: #failures Discovered M7:#defect Discovered M8:Hours of use 
Q7 What is the fault tolerance of the system? 
A7 fault tolerance 
M M14:fault tolerance 
G1.3 Decrease software Failure of function 
Q8 What is reliability requirement? 
A8 Reliability 
M M5: KLOC    M6: #failures Discovered M7:#defect Discovered M8:Hours of use 
Q9 What is the rate of software failures, and how does it change over time? 
A9 Failure Rate 
M  M15:Failures per month,  M16: MTTF M17: MTTR 
Q10 What is system availability time? 
A10 Availability time 
M M16: MTTF  M17: MTTR 
Q11 What is the fault tolerance of the system? 
A11 fault tolerance 
M  M18:fault tolerance 

E.6.1.1 Factors Mapping 
After finalizing goal, sub goals, questions, attributes and measures OMSD [A5] factors mapping was 
applied on each sub goal: 

 
G 1.1: showing which attributes need to measure to improve the reliability for particular project 
module. The mapping of these attributes based on the OMSD [A5] factors shown in TABLE E.4.  

 
TABLE E. 4: OMSD Factors Mapping For Sub-goal G1.1 

Factors G 1.1 
Questions Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Category Process Process Process Process Product Process Process Process Product Process Process Product 
Attribute       
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Measures M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M5 M9 M10 M11 
Frequency 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Duration 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 0.5 3 
CCTW 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 0.5 3 
UMMR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
MMR 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
R 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R cost 150 150 150 150 200 200 200 300 200 200 300 200 
Expense 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 
Effort 75 75 75 75 200 100 100 100 200 200 150 600 
value 4 4 3 2 3 4 4 2 3 2 2 2 
Cumulative 
cost 

115 115 115 115 240 140 140 140 140 240 190 640 

 
G 1.2: showing which attributes need to measures to reduce portability issues when there is change 
required for the hardware, or need to transfer software product into new environment. The mapping of 
these attributes based on the OMSD [A5] factors shown in TABLE E.5.  

 
TABLE E. 5: OMSD Factors Mapping For Sub-goal G1.2 

Factors G 1.2 
Questions Q5 Q6 Q7 
Attributes      
Measures 
Names 

M12 M13 M5 M6 M7 M8 M14 

Frequency  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Duration  1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 2 
CCTW 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 2 
UMMR 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
MMR 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R cost 200 200 200 200 200 300 200 
Expense 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 
Effort  200 200 200 100 100 150 400 
Cumulative 
cost 

235 235 235 135 135 185 435 

 
 

G 1.3: showing which attributes need to measures to decrease software failure function. The mapping 
of these attributes based on the OMSD [A5] factors shown in TABLE E.6.  

 
TABLE E. 6: OMSD Factors Mapping For sub-goal G1.3 

Factors G 1.3 
Questions Q8  Q9 Q10 Q11 
Attributes    
Measures M5 M6 M7 M8 M15 M16 M17 M16 M17 M18 
Frequency 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Duration  1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2 
CCTW 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2 
UMMR 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
MMR 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
R cost 200 200 200 300 300 500 500 500 500 350 
Expense 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
Effort  200 100 100 150 150 250 250 250 250 175 
Cumulative 
cost 

245 45 145 195 195 295 295 295 295 295 
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E.6.1.2 Attribute Mapping 
After finalizing factor mapping and calculating each factor value, attributes and measures were 
mapped, shown in TABLE E.7.  

These colours are used for following purpose in TABLE E.7. 
“Precisely” priority goals measures. 
“Reasonable” priority goals measures. 
“Not Estimate” priority goals measures. 
SPGQM selected measures. 
SOMS selected measures. 
Measures selected by organization using their traditional methods. 
 
 

 

E.6.1.3 Prioritization 
After attributes mapping and selecting optimum set of measures, cumulative cost for each goal was 
calculated and prioritized using 100$ method (TABLE E.8) Where Manger assign points to each goal 
by customer perspective, team leader assign points by organization perspective and business analyst 
assign points by general perspective: 

 
TABLE E. 8: Goals prioritization using $100 

Goal ID Cumulative Cost Customer 
perspective 

Organizational 
perspective 

General Average value 

G1.1 475 45 40 35 40 
G1.2 795 5 20 10 12 
G1.3 590 45 40 55 48 

 
 

E.6.2 Product Data 
Following measurement main goal, sub goals, questions, attributes and measures were finalized 
during first and second meeting for SPGQM implementation. TABLE E.9 describes the second goal 
that is attained by the organization. Below the GQM paradigm based tabular form presented of 
improved maintainability goal. 

 
TABLE E. 9: SOMS Based Tabular Paradigm Main Goal G2 

G1 Improve maintainability 
G1.1 Decrease errors that cause failure in operation 
Q1  What kind of errors causes failure in operation? 
A1    Analyzability 
M M1:Diagnostic function support M2:Failure analysis capability  M3: Failure analysis efficiency 
Q2  What is defect finding rate? 
A2    Defect Density 
M  M4: # of faults  M5: SOLC  M6: Number of defects M7: Module size 

TABLE E. 7: Attribute’s Factor Mapping 
 

 M1 M2 M3 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17 
C Cost 115 115 115 240 140 140 140 140 640 235 235 435 135 295 295 
Failure 
Resolution 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fault 
Removal 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reliability 0 0 0 3 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Current 
Reliability 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Effort 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Fault 
Tolerance 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 

Failure rate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Availability 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Usage 1 1 1 4 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 
Importance 3 3 4 2 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 3 3 
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Q3  What is the complexity of SW? 
A3    Complexity 
M M8: FP  M5: LOC  M9: path count metrics  M10: Structuredness metrics 
Q4  How much it is perfective maintain? 
A4    Perfective maintenance 
M M11:Problem 

recognition time 
M12:Administrative delay 
time  

M13:Problem 
analysis time  

M14: Change 
specification time  

M15: Change 
time (including testing 
and review) 

G1.2 Improve project maintainability assurance 
Q5  Can user operate software system without failures after maintenance? 
A5    Change success ratio 
M  M16: Number of cases which user encounters failures 

during operation after software was changed  
M17: Operation time during specified observation period 
after software is changed 

Q6  How much software is being maintained? 
A6   Maintenance 
M M18: #modules M8: FP M5: LOC 

Q7  What is the current maintainability? 

A7   Current maintainability 
M  M8:FP   M5: LOC  M19: MTT Locate faults M20: MTT Repair faults  M4: # faults found 
G1.3 Improve requirements maintainability 
Q8  Is the set of requirements maintainable? 
A8  Size 
M M21:No. of initial requirements  M22: Total no. of requirements 
Q9  How much effort is involved in maintaining requirements? 
A9  Effort 
M M23: Effort spent on fixing faults  M24: Total project effort 

 

E.6.2.1 Factors Mapping 
After finalizing goal, sub goals, questions, attributes and measures OMSD [A5] factors mapping was 
applied on each sub goal. 

 
G 1.1: show which attributes need to measure to improve the maintainability for particular product 
module. The mapping of these attributes based on the OMSD [A5] factors shown in TABLE E.10. 
 
 

 
 

TABLE E. 10: OMSD Factors Mapping for G1.1 
Factors G 1.1 
Questions    
     

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Attributes   
  

                

Measures M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M5 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 
Frequency  
       

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Duration 2.5 2 3 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 12 2 8 6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
CCTW 2.5 2 3 0.5 2 0.5 0.5 12 1 8 6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
UMMR 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
MMR 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R cost 200 200 200 200 200 200 300 150 200 200 200 300 300 300 300 300 
Expense 60 60 60 60 60 60 606 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
Effort  500 400 600 100 400 100 150 1800 400 1600 1200 150 150 150 150 150 
Cumulative 
Cost 

560 460 660 160 460 160 210 1860 260 1660 1260 210 210 210 210 210 

 
G 1.2: show which attributes need to measure to improve the maintainability assurance for particular 
product module. The mapping of these attributes based on the OMSD [A5] factors shown in TABLE 
E.11.  

 
TABLE E. 11: OMSD Factors Mapping For Sub-goal G1.2 
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Factors G 1.2 
Questions    
     

Q5 Q6 Q7 

Attributes           
Measures M16 M17 M18 M8 M5 M5 M8 M19 M20 M4 
Frequency 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Duration 1 1 2 12 2 12 2 3 3 0.5 
CCTW 1 1 2 12 2 12 2 2 2 0.5 
UMMR 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MMR 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
R 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
R cost 300 300 300 150 200 150 200 150 150 150 
Expense 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
Effort 300 300 600 1800 400 1800 400 450 450 75 
Cumulative 
Cost 

345 345 645 1845 445 1845 445 495 495 120 

 
 

G 1.3: show which attributes need to measure to improve requirement maintainability for particular 
product module. The mapping of these attributes based on the OMSD [A5] factors shown in TABLE 
E.12.  

 
TABLE E. 12: OMSD Factors Mapping For Sub-goal G1.3 

Factors G 1.3 
 Q8 Q9 
Attributes      
Measures  M21 M22 M23 M24 
Frequency       1 1 1 1 
Duration  0,5 0,5 2 5 
CCTW 0,5 0,5 2 5 
UMMR 0 0 1 1 
MMR 1 1 1 1 
R 0 0 1 0 
R cost 200 200 650 500 
Expense 50 50 50 50 
Effort  100 100 1300 2500 
Cumulative cost 150 150 1350 2550 

 

E.6.2.2 Attribute Mapping 
After finalizing factor mapping and calculating each factor value attributes and measures were 
mapped shown in TABLE E.13: 

These colours are used for following purpose in TABLE E.13. 
“Precisely” priority goals measures. 
“Reasonable” priority goals measures. 
“Not Estimate” priority goals measures. 
SPGQM selected measures. 
SOMS selected measures. 
Measures used by organization using traditional methods. 
 

TABLE E. 13: Attributes and Measures mapping 

 M
1 

M
2 

M
3
  
  

M
4 

M
6 

M
7 

M
5 

M
8 

M
9 

M
1
0 

M
1
1 

M
1
2 

M
1
3 

M
1
4 

M
1
5 

M
1
6 

M
1
7
  

M
1
8
  

M
1
9 

M
2
0 

M
2
1 

M
2
2 

M
2
3 

M
2
4 

C-Cost 5
6
0 

4
6
0 

6
6
0 

1
6
0 

1
6
0 

2
1
0 

4
6
0 

1
8
6
0 

1
6
6
0 

1
2
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0 

2
1
0 

2
1
0 

2
1
0 

2
1
0 

2
1
0 

3
4
5 

3
4
5 

6
4
5 

4
9
5 

4
9
5 

1
5
0 

1
5
0 

1
3
5
0 

2
5
5
0 

A1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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A5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
A8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
A9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Usage  1 1 1 1 1 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 Importance  2 3 3 4 3 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 3 4 2 3 2 2 4 3 2 

 

E.6.2.3 Prioritization 
After attributes mapping and selecting optimum set of measures for maintainability goals, cumulative 
cost for each goal was calculated and prioritized using 100$ method (TABLE E.14) Where Manger 
give assign points to each goal by customer perspective, team lead assign points by organization 
perspective and business analyst assign points by general perspective: 

 
TABLE E. 14: Goals prioritization using $100 

Goal ID Cumulative Cost Customer 
perspective 

Organizational 
perspective 

General Average value 

G1.1 3970 50 50 30 43 
G1.2 1145 40 30 50 40 
G1.3 1500 10 20 20 17 

E.7 Results and Analysis 
Authors try to compare case Organizational Traditional Measurements Process (OTMP) results, 
SPGQM results and SOMS results. The input data for all processes was the same that increase our 
results validity. All processes used same project/product module where the same entities was used to 
select optimum set of measures.   

TABLE E. 15: Perspective of Each Process 
Perspective Organization process SPGQM SOMS 

Goal Oriented No Yes  Yes  
Time Consuming Yes  Yes  No 

Goals & Measures Integration N/A No  Yes  
Optimization N/A Heuristic approach Heuristic + Brute Force 

Goals Achievement Measurement N/A NO Yes  
Authors analyse both project and products results generated by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP. In 
subsequent sections Goals and sub goals IDs are used those are taken from the TABLE E.3 and 
TABLE E.9 In both Project module and Product module we have only one main goal for each, so in 
subsequent sections word “Main Goal” is used instead their ID. Case study results generated by 
SOMS, SPGQM and targeted OTMP results and their analysis is presented in form of TABLEs and 
graphs in subsequent sections. In subsequent sections word organization will be use for our targeted 
organization. In subsequent sections goals achievement percentage is show on base of equal 
contribution of each measure to achieve goal. Like G1 have four measures M1, M2, M3, M4 where 
each measures is contributing 25% to achieve goal G1.   

E.7.1 Project Results and Analysis 
In this section authors analyse case study results of project module. Analysis is made individually 
upon SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP results and compares them at the end.  

E.7.1.1 SOMS Results and Analysis  
Authors acquire results and analyze them obtain by SOMS implementation for project in organization. 
The results and their analysis made upon main goal and its sub goal’s achievement percentage, 
selected measures and budget spent for each sub goal and total for main goal.  

TABLE E.16 shows short results of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal. It 
shows how much measures were selected for each sub goal and their total for main goal. In TABLE 
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E.16 repeated column shows the total number of measures those were used for more than one sub 
goal.  

 
TABLE E. 16: Goals Measures 

Goal Measure 
 Selected Repeated Total 

G1.1 4 4 9 
G1.2 0 4 7 
G1.3 7 0 8 
Main Goal 11 8 24 

The selected, repeated and total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal show in 
FIGURE E.5.       
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FIGURE E. 5: Goals Measures 
 

TABLE E.17 shows short analysis of the each sub goal and main goal priority and their achievement 
in percentage according to their priority. “% Required” column shows the value in percentage that was 
set by “A” manager while creating goals. It indicates how much percent each goal is required to 
achieve. “%Achieved” column shows the percentage of achievement of each goal through SOMS tool. 

 
TABLE E. 17: Goals Achievement 

Goals Priority Achievement 
  % Required % Achieved 

G1.1 Reasonable 2 75% 76.72% 
G1.2 Not Estimate 1 0% 15.39% 
G1.3 Precisely 3 100% 73.45% 

Main Goal N/A 87.5% 46.89% 
 

The required and achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal are shown in FIGURE E.6. 
Priority shown in FIGURE E.6 is ten more scale than actual priority in TABLE E.17 to make it more 
visible in graph. 
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FIGURE E. 6: Goals Achievement 

 

TABLE E.18 shows short analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. 
Available column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows 
budget of calculating all available measures without optimization.  

 
TABLE E. 18: Budget of Goals 

Goals Budget 
Goals Available Spent Total 
G1.1 $0 $485 $0 
G1.2 $0 $0 $0 
G1.3 $0 $1385 $0 

Main Goal $2000 $1870 $3155 
 

The budget available, spent and total for each sub goal and main goal are shown in FIGURE E.7. 

 

 
FIGURE E. 7: Budget of Goals 

 

TABLE E.19 shows budget and achievement percentage for each sub goal and their total for main 
goal. 

TABLE E. 19: Goals Measures, Achievement & Budget 
Goals Measures Priority Achievement Budget 
Goal Selected Repeated Total Priority % Required % Achieved Available Spent Total 
G1.1 4 4 9 Reasonable 75% 76.72% N/A $485 N/A 
G1.2 0 4 7 Not Estimate 0% 15.39% N/A $0 N/A 
G1.3 7 0 8 Precisely 100% 73.45% N/A $1385 N/A 
Main Goal 11 8 24 N/A 87.5% 46.89% $2000 $1870 $3155 
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E.7.1.2 SPGQM Results and Analysis  

Authors’ shows results and their analysis obtain by SPGQM implementation for project in targeted 
organization. The results and their analysis made upon main goal and its sub goal’s achievement 
percentage, selected measures and budget spent for each sub goal and total for main goal. SPGQM 
results and their analysis are show here because later on will be used for comparing with SOMS 
results. In other words these results and analysis are used for SOMS validation testing. 

TABLE E.20 shows result of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal. It shows 
how much measures were selected for each sub goal and their total for main goal. In TABLE E.20 
repeated column shows the total number of measures those were used for more than one sub goal.   

 
TABLE E. 20: Goals Measures 

Goals Measure 
Goal Selected Repeated Total 
G1.1 2 4 9 
G1.2 0 5 7 
G1.3 7 0 8 

Main Goal 9 9 24 
 

The selected, repeated and total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal show in 
FIGURE E.8.       
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FIGURE E. 8: Goals Measures 

 
TABLE E.21 shows short analysis of the each sub goal and main goal priority and their achievement 
in percentage according to their priority. “%Required” column shows the value in percentage that was 
set by “A” manager while creating goals. It indicates how much percent each goal is required to 
achieve. “%Achieved” column shows the percentage of achievement of each goal through SPGQM 
Model. 

TABLE E. 21: Goals Achievement 
Goal Priority Achievement 
Goal Priority % Required % Achieved 
G1.1 2nd   2 N/A 68.72% 
G1.2 1st   1 N/A 52.57% 
G1.3 3rd  3 N/A 64.70% 

Main Goal  N/A 60.68% 
 

The required and achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal are shown in FIGURE E.9. 
Priority shown in FIGURE E.9 is ten more scale than actual priority in TABLE E.21 to make it more 
visible in graph. 
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FIGURE E. 9: Goals Achievement  

 
TABLE E.22 shows data about budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. Available 
column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular project module. 
No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows budget of calculating 
all available measures without optimization. 

TABLE E. 22: Budget of Goals 
Goals Budget 
Goal Available Spent Total 
G1.1 N/A $230 N/A 
G1.2 N/A $0 N/A 
G1.3 N/A $1585 N/A 

Grand Total $2000 $1815 $3155 
 

The budget available, spent and total for each sub goal and main goal shown in FIGURE E.10, which 
make easy to understand the results analysis upon budget. 

 
FIGURE E. 10: Budget of Goals 

 

TABLE E.23 show combined analysis of measures, budget and achievement percentage for each sub 
goal and their total for main goal. 

TABLE E. 23: Goals Measures, Achievement & Budget 
Goals Measures  Achievement Budget 
Goal Selected Repeated Total Priority % Required % Achieved Available Spent Total 
G1.1 2 4 9 2nd 2 N/A 68.72% N/A $230 N/A 
G1.2 0 5 7 3rd   1 N/A 52.57% N/A $0 N/A 
G1.3 7 0 8 1st  3 N/A 64.70% N/A $1585 N/A 

Grand Total 9 9 22  N/A 60.68% $2000 $1815 3115 
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E.7.1.2 OTMP Results and Analysis  
Authors show results and their analysis obtain by OTMP. The results and their analysis made upon 
main goal budget and selected measures. This data was collected by organization during initial 
meeting (Please see section E.5.2). 

TABLE E.24 shows short result of the total number of measures for main goal. Most of columns show 
“N/A”, because the results were not produced through any structured way. So authors were unable to 
find all required data for analysis.   

TABLE E. 24: OTMP Measures & Budget 
Goals Measures  Achievement Budget 
Goal Selected Repeated Total  Priority % Required % Achieved Available Spent Total 
G1 12 N/A 12 N/A N/A N/A $2000 $2780 $3155 

 

E.7.1.3 SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Results Analysis  
In this section authors made combined analysis upon results produced by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP. 
The results analysis is made upon main goals, budget and selected measures.  

TABLE E.25 shows analysis of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal selected 
by using SOMS, SPGQ and OTMP.  

 
TABLE E. 25: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Measures 

Goals Measures 
Goal Total SOMS SPGQM ORGANIZATION 
G1.1 9 4 2 N/A 
G1.2 7 0 0 N/A 
G1.3 8 7 7 N/A 

Main Goal 24 11 9 12 
 

The repeated and total number of measures by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP for each sub goal and 
main goal are shown in FIGURE E.11.      
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FIGURE E. 11:  SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Measures 

 

TABLE E.26 shows analysis of SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP each sub goal and main goal priority and 
their achievement results in percentage according to their priority. “%Required” column shows the 
value in percentage that was set by “A” manager while creating goals. It indicates how much percent 
each goal is required to achieve.  

TABLE E. 26: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievements 
Goals  Achievement 
Goal Required SOMS SPGQM ORG 
G1.1 75% 76.72% 68.72% N/A 
G1.2 0% 15.39% 52.75% N/A 
G1.3 100% 73.45% 64.70% N/A 

Main Goals 87.5% 46.89% 60.68% 80% 
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The required and achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP, 
are shown in FIGURE E.12.  

 

 

FIGURE E. 12 SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievement 
  

TABLE E.27 shows short analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. 
Available column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows 
budget of calculating all available measures without optimization. 

TABLE E. 27: Budget Spent on each Goals 
Goals  Budget 
Goal Available SOMS SPGQM ORG 
G1.1 N/A $485 $230 N/A 
G1.2 N/A $0 $0 N/A 
G1.3 N/A $1385 $1585 N/A 

Main Goal $2000 $1870 $1815 $2780 
 

Authors make statistical analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and main goal achievement by 
SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP, shown in FIGURE E.13 which make easy to understand the results 
analysis upon budget. 

 

 
FIGURE E. 13:  SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goal’s Budget Spent 
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E.7.2 Product Results and Analysis 
In this section authors shows results and their analysis of product module. Analysis is made 
individually upon SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP results and compares them at the end.  

E.7.2.1 SOMS Results and Analysis  
Authors presented results and their analysis obtained by SOMS implementation for product in 
organization. The results analysis made upon main goal and its sub goal’s achievement percentage, 
selected measures and budget spent for each sub goal and total for main goal.  

TABLE E.28 shows result of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal. It shows 
how much measures were selected for each sub goal and their total for main goal. In TABLE E.28 
repeated column shows the total number of measures those were used for more than one sub goal.  

 

TABLE E. 28: Goals Measures 
Goals Measures 
Goal Selected Repeated Total 
G1.1 13 0 15 
G1.2 3 3 8 
G1.3 2 0 4 

Main Goal 18 3 27 
 

The selected, repeated and total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal show in 
FIGURE E.14.       
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FIGURE E. 14:  Goals Measures 

 

TABLE E.29 shows short analysis of the each sub goal and main goal priority and their achievement 
in percentage according to their priority. “%Required” column shows the value in percentage that was 
set by “A” manager while creating goals. It indicates how much percent each goal is required to 
achieve. “%Achieved” column shows the percentage of achievement of each goal through SOMS tool. 

TABLE E. 29: Goals Achievement 
Goals Priority Achievement 
Goal  % Required % Achieved 
G1.1 Precisely 3 100% 86.6% 
G1.2 Reasonable 2 75% 75% 
G1.3 No Estimate 1 0% 50% 

Main Goal N/A 87.5% 70.53% 
 

The required and achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal are shown in FIGURE E.15. 
Priority shown in FIGURE E.15 is ten more scale than actual priority in TABLE E.29 to make it more 
visible in graph. 
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FIGURE E. 15: Goals Achievement 

 

TABLE E.30 shows short analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. 
Available column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows 
budget of calculating all available measures without optimization.  

TABLE E. 30: Goals Budget 
Goals Budget 
Goal Available Spent Total 
G1.1 N/A $5580 N/A 
G1.2 N/A $1185 N/A 
G1.3 N/A $300 N/A 

Main Goal $7000 $7065 $15025 
 

The budget available, spent and total for each sub goal and main goals are shown in FIGURE E.16. 

 

 
FIGURE E. 16: Goals Budget 

 

TABLE E.31 show combined analysis of measures, budget and achievement percentage for each sub 
goal and their total for main goal. 

TABLE E. 31: Goals Measures, Achievement & Budget 
Goals Measures  Achievement Budget 
Goal Selected Repeated Total Priority % Required % Achieved Available Spent Total 
G1.1 13 0 15 Precisely 100% 86.6% N/A $5580 N/A 
G1.2 3 3 8 Reasonable 75% 75% N/A $1185 N/A 
G1.3 2 0 4 Not Estimate 0% 50% N/A $300 N/A 
Grand 
Total 

18 3 27 N/A 87.5 70.53 $7000 $7065 $15025 
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E.7.2.2 SPGQM Results and Analysis  
Authors show here results and their analysis obtain by SPGQM implementation for project in targeted 
organization. The results analysis made upon main goal and its sub goal’s achievement percentage, 
selected measures and budget spent for each sub goal and total for main goal.  

TABLE E.32 shows results of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal. It shows 
how much measures were selected for each sub goal and their total for main goal. In TABLE E.32 
repeated column shows the total number of measures those were used for more than one sub goal. 

TABLE E. 32 Goal Measures  
Goals Measure 
Goal Selected Repeated Total 
G1.1 7 0 15 
G1.2 3 3 8 
G1.3 2 0 4 

Main Goal 12 3 27 
 

The selected, repeated and total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal show in 
FIGURE E.17.     
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FIGURE E. 17: Goals Budget 

 

TABLE E.33 shows short analysis of the each sub goal and main goal priority and their achievement 
in percentage according to their priority. “%Required” column shows the value in percentage that was 
set by “A” manager while creating goals. It indicates how much percent each goal is required to 
achieve. “%Achieved” column shows the percentage of achievement of each goal through SPGQM 
Model. 

TABLE E. 33: Goals Achievement 
Goals Priority Achievement 
Goal Priority %Required % Achieved 
G1.1 1st  N/A 46.66% 
G1.2 2nd  N/A 75% 
G1.3 3rd  N/A 50% 

Main Goal N/A N/A 57.2% 
 

The required and achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal are shown in FIGURE E.18. 
Priority shown in FIGURE E.18 is ten more scale than actual priority in TABLE E.33 to make it more 
visible in graph. 
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FIGURE E. 18: Goals Achievement 

 
TABLE E.34 shows short analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. 
Available column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows 
budget of calculating all available measures without optimization. 

TABLE E. 34: Budget of Goals 
Goals Budget 
Goal Available Spent Total 
G1.1 N/A $3970 N/A 
G1.2 N/A $1185 N/A 
G1.3 N/A $1500 N/A 

Main Goal $7000 $6655 $15025 
 
The budget available, spent and total for each sub goal and main goal are shown in FIGURE E.19. 
 

 

 
FIGURE E. 19: Goals Budget 

  

TABLE E.35 show combined analysis of measures, budget and achievement percentage for each sub 
goal and their total for main goal. 

TABLE E. 35: Goals Measures, Achievement & Budget 
Goals Measures  Achievement Budget 
Goal Selected Repeated Total Priority % Required % Achieved Available Spent Total 
G1.1 7 0 15 1st  N/A 46.66% N/A $3970 N/A 
G1.2 3 3 8 2nd  N/A 75% N/A $1185 N/A 
G1.3 2 0 4 3rd  N/A 50% N/A $1500 N/A 

Grand Total 12 3 27 N/A N/A 57.2% $7000 $6655 $15025 
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E.7.2.3 OTMP Results and Analysis  
Authors shows here results and their analysis obtain by OTMP. The results analysis made upon main 
goal budget and selected measures. This data was collected by organization during interview.   

 
TABLE E.36 shows result of the total number of measures for main goal. Most of columns show 
“N/A”, because the results were not produced through any structured way. So authors were unable to 
find all required data for analysis.   

 
TABLE E. 36: OTMP Measures & Budget 

Goals Measures  Achievement Budget 
Goal Selected Repeated Total  Priority % Required % Achieved Available Spent Total 

G1 15 N/A 15 N/A N/A N/A $7000 $9251 $15025 
 

E.7.2.4 SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Results Analysis  

In this section authors made combined analysis upon results produced by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP. 
The results analysis is made upon main goals, budget and selected measures.  

TABLE E.37 shows analysis of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal selected 
by using SOMS, SPGQ and OTMP.  

TABLE E. 37: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Measures 
Goals Measure 
Goal Total  SOMS SPGQM ORG 
G1.1 15 13 7 N/A 
G1.2 8 3 3 N/A 
G1.3 4 2 2 N/A 

Main Goal 27 18 13 15 
 

The repeated and total number of measures by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP for each sub goal and 
main goal is shown in FIGURE E.20. 

 
FIGURE E. 20: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Measures 

 

TABLE E.38 shows analysis of SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP each sub goal and main goal priority and 
their achievement results in percentage according to their priority. “%Required” column shows the 
value in percentage that was set by “A” manager while creating goals. It indicates how much percent 
each goal is required to achieve.  

TABLE E. 38: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievement 
Goals Achievement 
Goal Required SOMS SPGQM ORG 
G1.1 100% 86.6% 46.66% N/A 
G1.2 75% 75% 75% N/A 
G1.3 0% 50% 50% N/A 

Main Goal 87.5 70.53 57.2% 55.5% 
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The required and achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP 
is shown in FIGURE E.21, which make easy to understand the results analysis. 

 
FIGURE E. 21: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievement 

 

TABLE E.39 shows short analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. 
Available column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows 
budget of calculating all available measures without optimization. 

TABLE E. 39: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievement 
Goals Budget 
Goal Available SOMS SPGQM ORG 
G1.1 N/A $5580 $3970 N/A 
G1.2 N/A $1185 $1185 N/A 
G1.3 N/A $300 $1500 N/A 

Main Goal $7000 $7065 $6655 $9251 
 

The budget spent for each sub goal and main goal achievement by SOMS, SPGQM and OTMP is 
shown in FIGURE E.22, which make easy to understand the results analysis upon budget. 

 
FIGURE E. 22: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievement 

 

E.8 Case Study Part I Results Conclusion  
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In this section authors present conclusion based on above presented results of SOMS and SPGQM. By 
comparing SPGQM and SOMS results we concluded that: tool support SOMS is more effective and 
efficient in selecting optimum set of measures. Moreover SOMS produced better results than 
SPGQM: in TABLE E.38, we showed that “Precisely” priority goal G1.1 achieved by SOMS 86.6% 
whereas SPGQM achieved it 46.6%. In budget case “No estimate” priority goal G1.3 need $300 to 
achieve 50% by SOMS where as through SPGQM it needs $1500 to achieve it 50%.  

The main reason behind results gaps is SPGQM did not synchronize goals with measures, especially 
on time of optimum measures selection, instead they prioritize goals after selecting optimum set of 
measures that is almost not much effective. Organizations optimize the measures to achieve goals, but 
through OMSD and SPGQM process we can lose fully or partially goals. To overcome these 
deficiencies SOMS I prioritize last level sub goals on definition time and later on use this priority in 
measures selection. This process make assured to achieve all goals with respect to their priority.  

But there is still a problem in goals questions and measures integration mean its still not tightly 
coupled goals with measures. Although it make bit easy to find the corresponding measures to last 
level sub goals and assign them priority of last level sub goals. To solve goals and measures 
integration problem we proposed Alternative II (Please see Appendix C Section C.1.4.2). In second 
part of case study (Please see upcoming sections) these solutions validate using “Project Data” (See 
E.6.1) from first part of case study. 

 

E.9 Case Study Part II 
In second part of case study main focus was to implement Alternative II (Please see Appendix C 
section C.1.4.1.2) and Brute Force optimization technique (Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.2).  

E.10 Introduction 
In order to test and validate prioritization Alternative II (Please see Appendix C section C.1.4.1.2) and 
optimization techniques Brute Force (Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.2) we conduct this case 
study using Project data (Please see Appendix E section E.5.2.1) of first part of case study. The 
normalization part (Please see Appendix C section C.1.4.1.2) is not implemented in tool due to time 
limitations. But some changes made in tool in order to implement optimization part (Please see 
Appendix C section C.1.6.), and make tool flexible for normalization implementation in future. So 
normalization implemented manually and optimization implemented through SOMS tool. Subsequent 
sections will shows how these two processes performed in order to conduct second part of case study. 

E.11 Normalization 
In this part (as we discussed in Appendix C section C.1.4.1.2), a priority values to each node of tree 
shown in FIGURE E.23 (goals, sub goals, questions, attributes and measures) is assigned with brain 
storming of authors. Some priority values are taken original of first case study where as available (e.g. 
of sub goals and measures are prioritized while conducting first case study). Following steps 
(discussed in Appendix C section C.1.4.1.2) are followed to apply normalization on each node of all 
levels of given project tree (Please see FIGURE E.23). 

Equation E. 1 
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As we discussed in Appendix C section C.1.4.1, for prioritization user will set a minimum and 
maximum range to assign a priority value to each node. Here we set priority value range 1 to 20 for 
each node. First we apply first two steps on Level 1 nodes as we already said the node those don’t 
have parent, only use follow first two steps.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE E. 23: Project Module Tree 
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1. Level 1 Prioritization (Normalization): 

Step 1:   CD = α1.1G1  

 CD = 16 

Step 2:   α1.1n   = α1.1/CD 

 α1.1n   = 16/16 

 α1.1n   = 1G1 

2. Level 2 Prioritization (Normalization): 

Step 1:   CD = α2.1G1.1 + α2.2G1.2 + α2.3G1.3 

 CD = 5 + 15 + 20 

 CD = 40 

Step 2:   α2.1n   = α2.1/CD 

 α2.1n   = 5/40 

 α2.1n   = 0.1250 

 α2.2n   = α2.2/CD 

 α2.2n   = 15/40 

 α2.2n   = 0.3750 

 α2.3n   = α2.3/CD 

 α2.2n   = 20/40 

 α2.3n   = 0.5000 

Step 3:   = α1.1n (α2.1n, α2.2n, α 2.3n) 

 =1 (0.1250, 0.3750, 0.5000) 

Normalized priority values 

Level 2 = 0.1250G1.1, 0.3750G1.2, 0.5000G1.2 

3. Level 3 Prioritization (Normalization): 

 Normalization of G1.1 child nodes (questions): 

Step 1:   CD = α3.1Q1 + α3.2Q2 + α3.3Q3 + α3.4Q4   

 CD = 7 + 11 + 8 + 9 

 CD = 35 

Step 2:   α3.1n   = α3.1/CD 
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 α3.1n   = 7/35 

 α3.1n   = 0.2000 

 α3.2n   = α3.2/CD 

 α3.2n   = 11/35 

 α3.2n   = 0.3143 

 α3.3n   = α3.3/CD 

 α3.3n   = 8/35 

 α3.3n   = 0.2286 

 α3.4n   = α3.4/CD 

 α3.4n   = 9/35 

 α3.4n   = 0.2571 

Step 3:   = α2.1n (α3.1n, α3.2n, α 3.3n, α 3.4n) 

 = 0.1250 (0.2000, 0.3143, 0.2286, 0.2571) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.0250Q1, 0.0393Q2, 0.0286Q3, 0.0321Q4 

 Normalization of G1.2 child nodes (questions): 

Step 1:   CD = α3.5Q5 + α3.6Q6 + α3.7Q7  

 CD = 18 + 6 + 15 

 CD = 39 

Step 2:   α3.5n   = α5.1/CD 

 α3.5n   = 18/39 

 α3.5n   = 0.4615 

 α3.6n   = α3.6/CD 

 α3.6n   = 6/39 

 α3.6n   = 0.1538 

 α3.7n   = α3.7/CD 

 α3.7n   = 15/39 

 α3.7n   = 0.3846  

Step 3:   = α2.2n (α3.5n, α3.6n, α 3.7n) 

 = 0.3750 (0.4615, 0.1538, 0.3846) 
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Normalized priority values 

 = 0.1731Q5, 0.0577Q6, 0.1442Q7 

 Normalization of G1.3 child nodes (questions): 

Step 1:   CD = α3.8Q8 + α3.9Q9 + α3.10Q10 + α3.11Q11 

 CD = 19 + 18 + 10 + 17 

 CD = 64 

Step 2:   α3.8n   = α3.8/CD 

 α3.8n   = 19/64 

 α3.8n   = 0.2969 

 α3.9n   = α3.9/CD 

 α3.9n   = 18/64 

 α3.9n   = 0.2813 

 α3.10n   = α3.10/CD 

 α3.10n   = 10/64 

 α3.10n   = 0.1563  

 α3.11n   = α3.11/CD 

 α3.11n   = 17/64 

 α3.11n   = 0.2656 

Step 3:   = α2.3n (α3.8n, α3.9n, α 3.10n, α 3.11n) 

 = 0.5000 (0.2969, 0.2813, 0.1563, 0.2656) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.1485Q8, 0.1407Q9, 0.0782Q10, 0.1328Q11 

Step 4: Adding multiple priority values from more than one parent: 

 = α3.1n, α3.2n, α 3.3n + α3.6n, + α3.8n, α 3.4n, α3.5n, α 3.7n + α 3.11n, α3.9n, α 
3.10n  

 = 0.0250, 0.0393, 0.0286 + 0.0577 + 0.1485, 0.0321, 0.1731, 0.1442 + 0.1328, 
0.1407, 0.0782 

 = 0.0250, 0.0393, 0.2348, 0.0321, 0.1731, 0.2770, 0.1407, 0.0782 

4. Level 4 Prioritization (Normalization): 

 Normalization of Q1 child nodes (Attributes): 

Step 1:   CD = α4.1A1  
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 CD = 20 

Step 2:   α4.1n   = α4.1/CD 

 α4.1n   = 20/20 

 α4.1n   = 1 

 α4.2n   = α4.2/CD 

 α4.2n   = 20/20 

 α4.2n   = 1 

 α4.3n   = α4.3/CD 

 α4.3n   = 20/20 

 α4.3n   = 1 

 α4.4n   = α4.4/CD 

 α4.4n   = 20/20 

 α4.4n   = 1 

 α4.5n   = α4.5/CD 

 α4.5n   = 20/20 

 α4.5n   = 1 

 α4.6n   = α4.6/CD 

 α4.6n   = 20/20 

 α4.6n   = 1 

 α4.7n   = α4.7/CD 

 α4.7n   = 20/20 

 α4.7n   = 1 

 α4.8n   = α4.8/CD 

 α4.8n   = 20/20 

 α4.8n   = 1 

Step 3:   = α3.1n (α4.1n) 

 = 0.0250(1) 

 = 0.0250 

 = α3.2n (α4.2n) 

 = 0.0393 (1) 
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 = 0.0393 

 = α3.3n (α4.3n) 

 = 0.2348 (1) 

 = 0.2348 

 = α3.4n (α4.4n) 

 = 0.0321(1) 

 = 0.0321 

 = α3.5n (α4.5n) 

 = 0.1731 (1) 

 = 0.1731 

 = α3.6n (α4.6n) 

 = 0.2770 (1) 

 = 0.2770 

 = α3.7n (α4.7n) 

 = 0.1407 (1) 

 = 0.1407 

 = α3.8n (α4.8n) 

 = 0.0782 (1) 

 = 0.0782  

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.0250A1, 0.0393A2, 0.2348A3, 0.0321A4, 0.1731A5, 0.2770A6, 0.1407A7, 
0.0782A8 

5. Level 5 Prioritization (Normalization): 

 Normalization of A1 child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.1M1 + α5.2M2   

 CD = 5 + 7 

 CD = 12 

Step 2:   α5.1n   = α5.1/CD 

 α5.1n   = 5/12 

 α5.1n   = 0.4167 
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 α5.2n   = α5.2/CD 

 α5.2n   = 7/12 

 α5.2n   = 0.5833  

Step 3:   = α4.1n (α5.1n, α5.2n) 

 = 0.0250 (0.4167, 0.5833) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.0104M1, 0.0146M2 

 

 Normalization of A2 child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.3M3 + α5.4M4   

 CD = 9 + 11 

 CD = 20 

Step 2:   α5.3n   = α5.3/CD 

 α5.3n   = 9/20 

 α5.3n   = 0.4500 

 α5.4n   = α5.4/CD 

 α5.4n   = 11/20 

 α5.4n   = 0.5500  

Step 3:   = α4.2n (α5.3n, α5.4n) 

 = 0.0393 (0.4500, 0.5500) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.018M3, 0.022M4 

 Normalization of A3 child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.5M5 + α5.6M6 + α5.7M7 + α5.8M8 

 CD = 11 + 10 + 12 + 14 

 CD =  

Step 2:   α5.5n   = α5.5/CD 

 α5.5n   = 11/47 

 α5.5n   = 0.2340 

 α5.6n   = α5.6/CD 
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 α5.6n   = 10/47 

 α5.6n   = 0.2128 

 α5.7n   = α5.7/CD 

 α5.7n   = 12/47 

 α5.7n   = 0.2553 

 α5.8n   = α5.8/CD 

 α5.8n   = 14/47 

 α5.8n   = 0.2979  

Step 3:   = α4.3n (α5.5n, α5.6n, α5.7n, α5.8n) 

 = 0.2348 (0.2340, 0.2128, 0.2553, 0.2979) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.0549M5, 0.0499M6, 0.0599M7, 0.0699M8 

 Normalization of A4 child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.5M5 + α5.9M9 + α5.10M10 + α5.11M11 

 CD = 7 + 8 + 6 + 9 

 CD = 30 

Step 2:   α5.5n   = α5.5/CD 

 α5.5n   = 7/30 

 α5.5n   = 0.2333 

 α5.9n   = α5.9/CD 

 α5.9n   = 8/30 

 α5.9n   = 0.2667 

 α5.10n   = α5.10/CD 

 α5.10n   = 6/30 

 α5.10n   = 0.2000 

 α5.11n   = α5.11/CD 

 α5.11n   = 9/30 

 α5.11n   = 0.3000  

Step 3:   = α4.4n (α5.5n, α5.9n, α5.10n, α5.11n) 

 = 0.0321 (0.2333, 0.2667, 0.2000, 0.3000) 
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Normalized priority values 

 = 0.0075M5, 0.0086M9, 0.0064M10, 0.0096M11 

 Normalization of A5 child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.12M12 + α5.13M13 

 CD = 9 + 8 

 CD = 17 

Step 2:   α5.12n   = α5.12/CD 

 α5.12n   = 9/17 

 α5.12n   = 0.5294 

 α5.13n   = α5.13/CD 

 α5.13n   = 8/17 

 α5.13n   = 0.4706 

Step 3:   = α4.5n (α5.12n, α5.13n) 

 = 0.1731 (0.5294, 0.4706) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.0916M12, 0.0815M13 

 Normalization of A7 child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.14M14 

 CD = 20 

Step 2:   α5.14n   = α5.14/CD 

 α5.14n   = 20/20 

 α5.12n   = 1 

Step 3:   = α4.6n (α5.14n) 

 = 0.2770 (1) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.2770M14 

 Normalization of A9 child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.15M15 + α5.16M16 + α5.17M17 

 CD = 16 + 18 + 17 

 CD = 51 
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Step 2:   α5.15n   = α5.15/CD 

 α5.15n   = 16/51 

 α5.15n   = 0.3137 

 α5.16n   = α5.16/CD 

 α5.16n   = 18/51 

 α5.16n   = 0.3529 

 α5.17n   = α5.17/CD 

 α5.17n   = 17/51 

 α5.17n   = 0.3333   

Step 3:   = α4.7n (α5.15n, α5.16n, α5.17n) 

 = 0.1407 (0.3137, 0.3529, 0.3333) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.0442M15, 0.0497M16, 0.0469M17 

 Normalization of A10child nodes (Measures): 

Step 1:   CD = α5.16M16 + α5.17M17 

 CD = 18 + 19 

 CD = 51 

Step 2:   α5.16n   = α5.16/CD 

 α5.16n   = 18/37 

 α5.16n   = 0.4865 

 α5.17n   = α5.17/CD 

 α5.17n   = 19/37 

 α5.17n   = 0.5135 

Step 3:   = α4.8n (α5.16n, α5.17n) 

 = 0.0782 (0.4865, 0.5135) 

Normalized priority values 

 = 0.035M16 + 0.0402M17 

6. All Nodes of Level 5 Final Normalized Values: 

= α5.1n, α5.2n, α 5.3n, α5.4n, α 5.5n, α5.6n, α 5.7n, α 5.8n, α5.9n, α 5.10n, α5.11n, α 5.12n, 
α5.13n, α5.14n, α 5.15n, α5.16n, α 5.17n   
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= 0.0104M1, 0.0146M2 + 0.0499M6, 0.0177M3, 0.0216M4, 0.0549M5 + 0.0075M5, 
0.0599M7, 0.0699M8 + 0.0064M10, 0.0086M9, 0.0096M11, 0.0916M12, 0.0815M13, 0.2770M14, 
0.0442M15, 0.0497M16 + 0.0380M16, 0.0469M17 + 0.0402M17 

Step 4: Adding multiple priority values from more than one parent. 

= 0.0104M1, 0.0645M2, 0.0177M3, 0.0216M4, 0.0624M5, 0.0599M7, 0.0763M8, 0.0086M9, 
0.0096M11, 0.0916M12, 0.0815M13, 0.2770M14, 0.0442M15, 0.0877M16, 0.0871M17. 

E.12 Optimization 
After normalizing the priority values of each node of tree (Please see FIGURE E.23), these 
normalized values were entered into SOMS tool corresponding to each measure. SOMS tool optimize 
these measures through “Brute Force” technique. TABLE E.23 shows the measures and their 
corresponding cost and priority, which are used for optimization through SOMS tool. Where each 
measure and cost was already their while conducting first part of case study. Authors only enter 
priority values corresponding to each measure.  

TABLE E. 40: Project Measures and their Cost and Priority 
Measures Cost Priority 

M1 115 0.0104 
M2 115 0.0645 
M3 115 0.0177 
M4 240 0.0216 
M5 140 0.0624 
M7 140 0.0599 
M8 140 0.0763 
M9 140 0.0086 

M11 140 0.0096 
M12 235 0.0916 
M13 435 0.0815 
M14 295 0.2770 
M15 295 0.0442 
M16 135 0.0877 
M17    235 0.0871 

 

After entering priority values optimization functionality is performed by SOMS tool. According to 
Brute Force SOMS generate all possible combinations of selected measures. These possible 
combinations are not displayed by SOMS tool to user, because they are not concerning to user. After 
creating all possible combinations tool select only those combinations whose total cumulative cost lye 
under available project cost $2000, which was entered while creating project. Now tool select the 
combination that have highest priority by comparing each combination priority vale with other 
combinations. Following set of optimized measures within available project cost and highest priority 
is return by tool.  

TABLE E. 41: Set of Optimum Measures 
Optimized Measures Cost Priority 

M7, M8, M9, M11, M12, 
M13, M14, M15, M16  

1955.0 0.710 

E.13 Achievement Calculation 
After applying normalization manually and optimize measures through SOMS tool we get a set of 
optimized measures. Base on this optimized set here we measure each goal achievement as: 
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Using Equation F. 1: 
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E.14 Results and Analysis 
In subsequent sections authors compare SOMS tool results produced using Alternative I & Heuristic 
approach and Alternative II & Brute Force approach (Please see Appendix C section C.1.8.2). We call 
SOMS I to Alternative I results and SOMS II to Alternative II to differentiate both results. The results 
and their analysis made upon main goal and its sub goal’s achievement, selected measures and budget 
spent for each sub goal and total for main goal.  

TABLE E.42 shows results of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal. It shows 
how much measures were selected for each sub goal and their total for main goal. In TABLE E.42 
repeated column shows the total number of measures those were used for more than one sub goal.  

 
TABLE E. 42: Goals Measures 

Goal Measure 
 Selected Repeated Total 

G1.1 4 2 9 
G1.2 3 2 7 
G1.3 2 3 8 
Main Goal 9 7 24 
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The selected, repeated and total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal is shown in 
FIGURE E.24. 
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      FIGURE E. 24: Goals Measures 
 

TABLE E.43 shows result of the each sub goal and main goal priority and their achievement in 
percentage according to their priority. “%Achieved” column shows the percentage of achievement of 
each goal. 

TABLE E. 43: Goals Achievement 
Goals Priority %Achievement 
G1.1 12.50% 3.16% 
G1.2 37.50% 92.64% 
G1.3 50% 76.41% 

Main Goal 100% 73.35% 
 

The achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal is shown in FIGURE E.25. 
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FIGURE E. 25: Goals Achievement  

TABLE E.44 shows short analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. 
Available column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows 
budget of calculating all available measures without optimization.  

 
TABLE E. 44: Budget of Goals 

Goals Budget 
Goals Available Spent Total 
G1.1 $0 $280 $0 
G1.2 $0 $670 $0 
G1.3 $0 $1005 $0 

Main Goal $2000 $1955 $3155 
 

The budget available, spent and total for each sub goal and main goal is shown in FIGURE E.26. 
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      FIGURE E. 26: Budget of Goals  
 

TABLE E.45 show combined analysis of measures, budget and achievement percentage for each sub 
goal and their total for main goal. 

TABLE E. 45: Goals Measures, Achievement & Budget 
Goals Measures Priority %Achievement Budget 
Goal Selected Repeated Total   Available Spent Total 
G1.1 4 2 9 12.50% 3.16% $0 $280 $0 
G1.2 3 2 7 37.50% 92.64% $0 $670 $0 
G1.3 2 3 8 50.00% 76.41% $0 $1005 $0 
Main Goal 9 7 9 100% 73.35% $2000 $1955 $3155 

 

E.14.1 SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM & OTMP Results Analysis  
 

In this section authors made combined analysis upon results produced by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM 
and OTMP. Where SOMS I is used for case study first part results and SOMS II is used for second 
part. The results analysis is made upon goals achievement, budget and selected measures.  

TABLE E.46 shows combine results of the total number of measures for each sub goal and main goal 
selected by using SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQ and OTMP.  

TABLE E. 46: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Measures 
Goals Measures 
Goal Total SOMS I SOMS II        SPGQM ORGANIZATION 
G1.1 9 4 4 2 N/A 
G1.2 7 0 3 0 N/A 
G1.3 8 7 2 7 N/A 

Main Goal 24 11 9 9 12 
 

The selected, repeated and total number of measures by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM and OTMP for 
each sub goal and main goal shown in FIGURE E.27.      
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FIGURE E. 27: SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM & OTMP Measures 
 

TABLE E.47 shows analysis of SOMS I, SOMS II,, SPGQM and OTMP each sub goal and main goal 
priority and their achievement results in percentage according to their priority.  
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TABLE E. 47: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievements 
Goals  Achievement 

Goal SOMS I SOMS II SPGQM ORG 
G1.1 76.72% 3.16% 68.72% N/A 
G1.2 15.39% 92.64% 52.57% N/A 
G1.3 73.45% 76.41% 64.70% N/A 

Main Goals 46.89% 73.35% 60.68% 80% 
 

The achieved percentage of each sub goal and main goal by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM and OTMP 
is shown in FIGURE E.28. 
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FIGURE E. 28: SOMS, SPGQM & OTMP Goals Achievement  
 

TABLE E.48 shows short analysis of budget spent for each sub goal and their total for main goal. 
Available column show the total budget that was available for measuring reliability of particular 
project module. No budget was defined for each sub goal separately. In “Total” column it shows 
budget of calculating all available measures without optimization. 

TABLE E. 48: Analysis of Budget Spent on Goals 
Goals  Budget 
Goal Available SOMS I SOMS II SPGQM ORG 
G1.1 N/A $485 $280 $230 N/A 
G1.2 N/A $0 $670 $0 N/A 
G1.3 N/A $1385 $1005 $1585 N/A 

Main Goal $2000 $1870 $1955 $1815 $2780 
 

The budget spent for each sub goal and main goal achievement by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM and 
OTMP, shown in FIGURE E.29. 
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FIGURE E. 29: SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM & OTMP Goal’s Budget Spent 
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E.15 Discussion of the case Study Results 
 

In this section we discuss results obtain by SOMS I, SOMS II, SPGQM and OTMP. The results obtain 
by OTMP are obtain without following any standard approach as they are not. So while selecting 
measures they are almost directionless about which measures are more appropriate and should be 
select and what are motivations to select them. Hence main comparison is made upon SPGQM, 
SOMS I and SOMS II results.  
 
 Since data use for SPGQM, SOMS I & II input is same, because same organization and cases were 
selected to evaluate them. The priorities values assign to goals are also same for all of them. SPGQM 
help in defining well structured goals and questions which inherit by SOMS as well, but in case of 
prioritization when SPGQM prioritize goals after selecting optimum set of measures it is seems not 
much effective, which also effect upon results. Like if we look at TABLE E.48 G1.3 required $1585 
to calculate high priority goal where SOMS I required $1385 and SOMS II required $1005. 
Remember in both cases SPGQM and SOMS II number of selected measures is same as well. This 
shows the difference and improvement in SOMS II. Actually SPGQM select measures blindly 
regardless of goals prioritization, where as SOMS I introduce prioritization in goals definition phase 
but only on last level sub goals. So when SPGQM did not consider priority while selecting set of 
optimum measures then the cost of measuring any priority goal could be $0 or could be total 
measurement cost. SOMS I use last level sub goals priority in selection of optimum measures, which 
make sure in measures optimization which should be select or not. But still here we do not have 
accurate priority value in measures for each goal, which at least help us in selecting measures 
according to goals priority. SOMS II overcome this deficiency by introducing Alternative II for goals 
prioritization that divide that priority values of main goals simultaneously up to measures. This makes 
sure that at the end each measure has accurate priority value for corresponding goal. That is why in 
SOMS II result the selected measures are more relevant and having high priority for goals also have 
cheapest cost, because when SOMS II optimize measures it has two constraints.  
 
First it checks which set of measures lye within given range of project cost. Second it checks which 
measure combination have high priority measures. These approaches return us more appropriate set of 
measures as compare to SOMS I and SPGQM. Moreover in case of goals achievement of SPGQM 
and SOMS I also calculated using achievement calculation formulae for comparing the results.   

  
The main factor behind these differences is non-integration of goals and measures in SPGQM and 
partially integration in SOMS I. SPGQM first optimize measures and base upon that prioritize goals 
which definitely loss the importance of goals while selecting measures and also chances to loss the 
goals fully or partially, which might have high priority. As compare to SPGQM, SOMS II prioritize 
goals on definition time and then divide this priority value up to measures, which tightly coupled main 
goals to measures. Also SPGQM use Heuristic approach for measures optimization that is complicated 
and difficult to understand and implement. SOMS II optimize these measures based on Brute force 
approach which is the simplest solution to understand and implement.  

 
After having more efficient solution for goals and measures integration and prioritization, we also 
have some possible deficiencies in both techniques. These did not effect too much upon results but 
only very minor in some special scenarios. First problem is in prioritization phase when we 
normalized values, to keep values in 0 to 1 range, we have float values where infinite precision 
problem could occur like in processors there is limit of 8bit and 16bit. But this problem first did not 
effect too much upon results and could occur only when we have tree with too many level. In that case 
priority value until reaching to measures could be 0.0000001. Another problem is relevant to Brute 
Force optimization technique. Actually this optimization technique creates all possible combinations 
of selected measures, which could definitely time consuming in case when we have large number of 
measures. In this case system could increase time with respect to increasing number of measures.  
Moreover the measurement program using SOMS II could be more effective if whole process is run 
by/under measurement expert or manager supervision. Meeting phases discussed in SPGQM and 
SOMS also aid in producing good results.  
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Appendix F  
 

This appendix discusses the validity threats related to the thesis research. 
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F.1 Introduction 
 We discussed four types of validity threats, which are described by [G2]. 

F.1.1 Internal validity 
In Internal validity concerned with treatments and outcomes [G2]. The factors those affects 
independent variables are identified by internal validity [G2]. In this research work we have some 
internal validity threats. One concerning to literature review, like references biasness, reference 
authors might only discuss positive perspective. It could lead to misunderstanding and provide 
ambiguous solutions base upon them. To avoid this threat we try to focus only well known references 
data bases like IEEE and ACM. Second threat related to internal validity is concerned with case study 
conduction. To conduct case study organization and contacted persons should be related to research 
work. Although organization was accurate but we face a problem during second meeting when we 
contact in Kuwait office of “X” organization, but some of work related to measurement was 
dependent one of US head office of “X” organization person and he cannot attend second meeting. So 
the contacted persons in second meeting although have information about measurement process in 
organization but not have much knowledge about measurement. This threat was overcome because 
contacted manager has good experience and knowledge about defining goals, which help in defining 
measurement goals and sub goals. Also authors prepared a list of potential goals based on business 
goals before meeting. In second meeting all the required information is gathered for defining goals, 
sub-goals and questions which make goals more structured and understandable.  

F.1.2 External validity 
External validity concerned to results generalization and it could be selection and treatment 
relationship [G2]. The external threat related to literature review was limited research work done upon 
measurement process automation and measures selection optimization. There was also very few 
literature found regarding to standard measures and set of measurement for difference CMMI levels. 
To overcome this threat references are analyzed provided by supervisor which she takes by her latest 
conferences. The external threat related to industry is only two particular module of two different 
projects are examined through SOMS tool in same organization. Also only few goals were defined for 
both modules which did not generalize our results. To overcome this threat in future need to conduct 
some other case studies in different organizations.  

F.1.3 Construct Validity 
Construct validity concerned with theory and observation. Its main threat is evaluation apprehension, 
which means there is propensity for subjects to perform well during evaluation [G2]. But some time 
participants are afraid of being evaluate. To eliminate this threat organization’s and participants names 
is kept anonymous.  

F.1.4 Conclusion validity 
 
Conclusion validity is concerned with results reliability that’s why also known as reliability [G2,G3]. 
We have some threats related to literature review and industrial data collections. To overcome 
literature validity threats authors review [A1] thesis, because those guys were working on same 
problem and we enhance their work. In their thesis they also made systematic review, which help to 
eliminate conclusion validity threats [G1].  
 
In case of industrial data collections threats: we prepare a questionnaire and send to manager before 
conducting initial meeting. This questionnaire was prepared by brain storming of authors and main 
purpose was to get knowledge about industry and meeting participant background. According to [G2], 
conclusion validity threats: Heterogeneity concern that subject have different background than our 
research and Homogeneity concern that subject have background related to research. In our case the 
main person in meetings was project manager who have several year experience, he also know the 
organization measurement process. He doesn’t have too much expertise in software measurements. 
But in later meetings participants have bit more experience of software measurements than manager. 
So in our case our subjects and meetings don not have much heterogeneous and homogenous threats.  

 
In order to conduct first meeting authors prepared a list of potential goals and sub goals before 
meeting. Because organization was not running goal base measurement program and to save meeting 
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time. But on other hand project manager have good experience in past for defining business goal 
which also help us defining measurement goals as well. So there was no much risk of goals definition 
deficiency and we have a good set of goals at the end of meeting. In order to conduct second meeting 
authors prepared list of potential questions before meeting and a list of commonly used attributes and 
measures (Please see Appendix E) was prepared. Everything was finalized with brain storming of 
meeting participants. So there are no validity threats in this section as we also have list of 
measurement collected by references.  

 
In these meeting organization participants were project manager, business analyst and team lead 
where as we were two of authors and two of other BTH student who develop SPGQM [A1]. On our 
side two were working as moderator: one was recording all conversation and one was handling 
conversation on Google docs. Google doc was used as central document where all meeting 
participants have access to view and change it. During each meeting there was a break where authors 
have a look on all conversation and list down points to discuss in them. At the end organization 
participants also review it and make confirm everything is ok and clearly defined. So it decreases 
chances of any results biasness.   

 
In order to conduct third meeting participants were only two of authors and one organization person 
(Manager). There was no need of any other organization person, because all the goals, question and 
measures were defined in first two meetings. In this meeting author send war of tool to manager for 
installation. There was no problem in installation as organization already using same technology and 
server for development. Manager use first meeting data as input of tool. Although case study has two 
parts in first part manager was participant and he handle all cases as well so there is no any validity 
threat in this part.  

 
In first part of case study we have only threat while finalizing selected measure’s factor values to 
calculate each factor cumulative cost. This cumulative cost play important and basic role in measures 
optimization, so to avoid this threat each factor value was enter with brain storming and here again 
here manager experience support set accurate each factor value for each measures. So there are not 
only little bit chances of this threat occurrence which might not effect results. There is only validity 
threat that we calculate goals percent achievement supposing each measure have same contribution in 
achieving goal which is not possible in real. So this threat is overcome in second part of case study by 
applying actual “Achievement Calculation” approach in SPGQM, SOMS I & II results.  

 
There are some threats in second part of case study: the alternative II and achievement calculation 
(Please see Appendix C) completely based on mathematical formulae and values generated by these 
formulae are less than 1 (in decimal points). So by rounding one value can effect on results. To avoid 
this threat authors round 4th digit value of each normalized priority which did not finish this threat but 
decrease it too much. Secondly these formulae implement manually due to time limitations cannot 
implement in tool. So anyone mistake in calculation can change whole the results. So to avoid this 
threat all the process is run two times separately and both of authors cross verify the results. So this 
threat also decreases in this way. The other threat in this case study is assigning the priority values to 
each node (goal, sub-goals, questions, attributes and measures). These priority values can also change 
the whole results of our case study, so to avoid this threat authors use some priority values from 
previous case study, where as set for sub goals and measures with organization collaboration. For rest 
of nodes (questions and attributes) authors set their priority values by brain storming base on sub goals 
priorities which help to decrease this threat. In this part optimization is performed using “Brute Force” 
which is implemented in tool as well. This technique makes all possible combinations and then selects 
one combination with highest priority and has total cost under available cost. So there was no validity 
threat in having optimum set of measures.  

 
The other possible threats to Alternative II approach which did not affect too much upon results but 
only very minor in some worst cases. First problem is in prioritization phase when we normalized 
priority values, to keep values in 0 to 1 range, we have float values where infinite precision problem 
could occur like in processors there is limit of 8bit and 16bit. But this problem first did not affect too 
much upon results and could occur only when we have tree with too many level. In that case priority 
value until reaching to measures could be 0.0000001. As this threat did not affect too much upon 
results and we also don’t have mathematical background to provide its solution within given time. 
This threat could be evaluate by evolving someone who have good mathematical background if 
needed. Another threat is relevant to Brute Force optimization technique. Actually this optimization 
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technique creates all possible combinations of selected measures, which could definitely time 
consuming in case when we have large number of measures. In this case system could increase time 
with respect to increasing number of measures. This threat could be overcome by defining other 
algorithms base upon brutes force technique or any other optimization technique which is suitable.  

 
At the end first case study results are compared with SPGQM results where SPGQM also use same 
data with same values and compare both case study results which increase the validity of results. 
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Appendix G  
 

This appendix provides the conclusions for this thesis study and the future work. 
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G.1 Conclusions 
 

Organizations define a set of measures to run measurement program which help them to 
understand, control their products and processes. This helps them later on make decisions and improve 
their processes. A lot of research work has been done to improve and make efficient this process but 
we think research is always there. We cannot say anything 100% perfect now and stop research. Even 
if we have good ways to perform any process we still find ways to more optimize and improve 
solutions. We find some areas related to our research work are well matured and some of areas still 
need improvements that we discuss with respect to our research questions.  

  
E. RQ1 Results analysis 

What are the main software measures for the software organizations which are targeting CMMI Level 
5 maturity? 
 
This research question is emphasizing on identifying the set of measures used on CMMI level 5. 
Unfortunately authors were unable to find enough literature in this regard. By answering this question 
we create a measurement repository (which include general set of measures) and list down measures 
being used on all CMMI levels. Appendix B discusses these results in detail.     
 

Measures upon Different CMMI Levels  
In order to facilitate researchers and organizations authors collect measures used upon different 
CMMI levels and put them together in TABLE G.1. It was hard to find measures used upon different 
CMMI levels because of very few literatures available in this area. For more details see Appendix B 
section B.2.4. As we discuss earlier our case organization is at CMMI level 3 and willing to achieve 
CMMI level 5, these measures help organization to focus which measures they should collect in order 
to achieve CMMI level 5. Research on RQ1 also identified there is needed to work in this area, as 
very few literatures available in this context.  
 

TABLE G. 1: CMMI Level Measures [29, 30, 3 2] 
CMM Level Metrics 

1. Initial (ad 
hoc) 

Base Line 
 Defects detected by customer 
 Failures of Production 
 Application size on delivery time 
 Cost of  total development 
 Time of total development 

2. Repeatable 
(Process 
Dependent 
on 
individual 

Project Control 
 Density of trouble report 
 Plan of completion versus actual 
 Planed cost versus actual 
 Requirements change number 
 Growth of  application size 
 Progress 
 Effort 
 Cost 
 Product quality 

3. Defined 
(Process 
Defined, 
Institutiona
lized) 

Product Control 
 Efficiency of defect detection 
 Frequency of defect by their type 
 Distribute requirements change 

base on its type 
 Planned cost with range versus 

actual 
 Planned completion with range 

versus actual 
 Training and computer resource 
 Complexity 

4. Managed Process and feed back for control 
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(measures 
process) 

 Relation of progress with control 
limits 

 Relation of cost with control 
limits 

 Relation of size growth with 
control limits 

 Efficiency of defect removal 
 Measures rework 

5. Optimizing 
(Improvem
ent feed 
back to 
process 

Process and feed back for changing 
process/Quality management 

 Predicted process improvement 
results versus actual 

 Process variance reductions 
 Predicted process innovation 

effects versus actual 
 Rates of innovation adoption 
 Percentage of total effort versus 

rework effort 
 

 
Measurement Repository 

In this study we try to provide a measurement repository to facilitate measurement process. The 
measurement repository contains different sets of attributes and their measures, which were 
accumulated by the literature, defined by different ISO standards and also for different CMMI levels. 
The (see Appendix B TABLE B.3) shows the measurement repository. For more details see Appendix 
B section B.2.5. The people in organizations are unaware about attributes and corresponding measures 
only because of no availability of standard set of measures. So our proposed measurement repository 
help managers or measurement responsible persons to select set of measures.  
 

F. RQ2 Results analysis 

RQ2: What are the improvement opportunities and suggestions for the developed models; OMSD and 
SPGQM? 
 
 As it is almost proved Goal based measurement is much effective, which is same like in our general 
life we set some targets those are our goals and we achieve them. Same in measurement when we 
have some goals they will give us some directions where to go. So in this regard a lot of research work 
has been done and one commonly used goal based measurement model is GQM.  
 
Based on GQM different people introduce some models and make automated tools as well to improve 
efficiency of their models. But why still round about 80% measurement program got failed. We 
concluded that there are some deficiencies in defining goals, questions and measures and their 
integration. Although different peoples introduce different models and in this particular regard. But 
some peoples discuss goals and some only discuss measures. Also organization use a big set of 
measures where they don’t know, are these all measures are help full for them to run measurement 
program? In this regard to select optimum measures made by two BTH students and results is OMSD 
model. This model calculates all factors related to a measure and select a set of final measures base on 
these factors. Later on by carrying on their research two of other BTH students made an attempt where 
they focus in defining well structured goals and questions and give SPGQM model. They give idea to 
defining well structured goals, question and prioritize them. Both problems of well structured goals 
definition and measures optimization measures as discussed above are by these models. Then why we 
are here? As said research is always there, so these models are new and not matured and also have 
some deficiencies. So we analyze these models results produced by these models and try to provide 
some solutions base upon our analysis.  
 
We propose a framework SOMS base on these two models. Our main considerations were integrating 
these two models and examine the existing techniques of model for defining, prioritizing goals 
questions and optimizing measures. We find there are some deficiencies although SPGQM structured 
goals and questions and OMSD provide some factors for optimizing measures. These models did not 
integrate goals and questions at all, which shows they work well done but did not integrate their work. 
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The main loss of this deficiency user can los some goals partially or fully, and that goal could be high 
priority goal.  
 
  In SPGQM, goals are prioritized after measures optimization, based on each goal cost (that is 
calculated by optimum set of measures correspond to each goal), by focusing on client and 
organization perspective. It could lead user to lose any goal(s) partially or fully in worst case. But we 
realize goals should prioritize on definition time, so in SOMS goals prioritized on their definition 
time. The measures optimization should include goal’s priority as object function to be maximized 
with cost as constraint. SPGQM prioritize only main goals that have some issues: each child goals can 
have different priority than its parent goal(s) e.g. goal G1 is parent goal and G1.1 and G1.2 are its 
child. If G1 have high priority than it is not necessary goal G1.1 and G1.2 also have high priority. 
G1.1 can have medium and G1.2 can have high priority according to their needs. Another scenario for 
same case where G1.2 can have two parents G1 and G2, G1.2 can have different priority for each 
parent. Due to these issues there was not integration between main goals and measures, which loosely 
coupled goals with measures.  
 
In our research work we try to overcome these deficiencies by using different approaches. In our 
research work we keep main focus in goals, measures integration by using different approaches. We 
use two approaches to provide and examine these approaches. In first approach of goals prioritization: 
we change goals prioritization technique and also prioritize only last level sub goals to make easy their 
integration with measures and some other problems discussed in thesis. By adopting this technique we 
save time and make possible only a single person can run this process. While implementation of firs 
approach we feel there are still some deficiencies in this phase, so we proposed new approach: 
according to this approach all nodes (goals, sub-goals, questions, attributes and measures) will be 
prioritized, also we change prioritization technique. In this regard we design some formulae which 
help in prioritizing and integrating goals and measures. Here we find very interesting thing that if we 
involve math in solving such problems, it make easy to solve such problems and produced results are 
more accurate.  
 
Another main achievement of SOMS is goals achievement calculation. In OMSD and SPGQM no 
direct integration is between goals and measures, so they also did not discuss about each goal 
achievement. This is not looking very appealing demand of user but it ensures results that the selected 
set of optimum measures achieving how much percent of their goals. In first part of case study we 
calculate this achievement by assuming each measure have same contribution in achieving goal. But 
we feel it is not in actual, so it is not valid to say we achieve goal this much percent by following this 
approach. So in second part of case study base on each priority normalized values we trace that how 
much percent each goal is going to be achieved. Here again we realized and conclude that involving 
math where ever possible, generate good and accurate results. We produce another formula for 
achievement calculation of any node. 
 
Our achievement in this research work is to automate this whole framework which makes this process 
easier and 100 times faster than manual implementation. So we concluded that automation save more 
than 90% time of manual implementation. In this automated tool we also introduced measurement 
repository which facilitate user in running measurement program. But again research is always their 
and processes get mature with passage of time, so we concluded we can never say we are at the end 
and no more efficiency is possible in this process. We only give new direction or way to think about 
this process improvement, because we did not find any research upon this particular problem who 
involves such mathematical solutions to solve problems. In future it could produce good results and 
could fail as well. 
 
   In SOMS first alternative only last level sub goals were prioritized and PG used as prioritization 
techniques instead of $100. This alternative only make bit easy to judge corresponding measures of 
each goals and assign them priority values according to prioritization. Where as in SPGQM only main 
goals were prioritized which make it difficult and in worst cases impossible to judge corresponding 
measures to each goal and assign them priority values. But, again this alternative did not solve the 
problem of goals and measures integration problem completely. So we proposed alternative II to 
integrate goals with measures.  
 
   In alternative II we proposed mathematical formulae in order to distribute main goals priorities up to 
measures. According to this approach each level nodes (goals, sub goals, question and measures) will 
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be prioritized. In order to make prioritization process more flexible there is choice to user to use any 
prioritization technique but in our case we use a like CV technique. In alternative II the prioritization 
values assigned to measures accurately distributed up to measures, but it’s totally dependent how 
accurately priorities are assigned to each node. This process tightly coupled main goals with measures, 
which remove chances of losing any high priority main goal partially or completely.   
 
Another refinement is the creation of measurement repository in order to facilitate measurement 
process. This measurement repository helps in identifying a verity of attributes and their 
corresponding measures in process of measures selection. We also use Brute Force optimization 
technique in second part of case study in replacement of Heuristic Approach being used in OMSD. 
This is the simplest solution in optimization field in order to formulate optimization problem. Also in 
using brute force technique we have only cost as constraint and priority is our object function, which 
is going to be maximized. Where as in Heuristic approach there was Usage and Priority which make 
combined one object function that need to be maximized. But later on its realised usage is useless to 
use in measures optimization, because usage shows how many time each measure is being used which 
was measures redundancy problem and that is removed while creating measurement repository. So 
usage automatically removed from here.  
 
At end we have tightly coupled main goals with measures by distributing goals priority up to measures 
and optimum set of measures. To satisfy our results in form of optimum set of measures we proposed 
formula to calculate achievement of each goal. Also normally upper level management like managers 
are more interested to know about how much percent each goal is being achieved, instead to know 
about which measures are selected. So our proposed formula is calculating each goal achievement 
percentage in order to justify the optimum set of measures and satisfy the users. The impact of these 
refinements discussed in RQ 4 results analysis.  
  

G. RQ3Results analysis 

What kinds of measurement tools were developed and what are the main considerations when 
developing a software measurement tool?  
 
This research question is emphasizing on identifying the existing measurement tools from the 
literature and their considerations. To make the measurement process more efficient, various 
measurement tools have been developed. Mostly measurement tools follows comprehensively GQM 
based paradigm to develop and improve effective organizational measurement processes. TABLE G.2 
explains further detail of the exiting measurement tools and their considerations. For more detail 
discussion upon existing tools and their consideration see Appendix B.2.2.  
 
 

TABLE G. 2: Existing Measurement Tools  
Tool Author Technology/

platform 
Purpose 

Project 
console 

[B32,B3
3,B34,B
35] 

Windows, 
Java, C++/C 

Developed for object 
oriented based projects, 
that select internal metrics 
(cohesion, coupling and 
complexity) to aid in 
implementing and 
integrating 
maintainability and 
usability issues 

Metric Center [B28] Oracle, SQL, 
MS Access, 
Windows, 
Java, C++/C 

Used to measure staffing 
activities 

 [B37,B3
8] 

 Open source and use case 
based tool support to 
improve the measurement 
process 

WebE [B29] “WebE”, GQM based tool, that 
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web based support different business 
processes 

Metri-Flame [B27] Windows 95 
and later 

GQM based automated 
tool, well known in 
organizations and used 
for software measurement 
and management. 

 
 

H. RQ4Results analysis 

How valuable for an organization such a framework would be and a tool support for deciding the 
measures and tracking the goals? 
 
This research question is emphasizing on discussion of effectiveness of SOMS framework in an 
industrial environment. Appendix E and F discusses about framework implementation and its results 
analysis. Here we will discuss about the results obtained by SOMS I & II, SPGQM and OTMP. We 
will discuss about the cost effectiveness but especially goals achievement. In our case we have only 
one main goal which actually presents the cost effectiveness and goal achievement. But unfortunately 
we have only one so we use next level (child of main goal) goals for results comparison.  

 
The results of OTMP are obtained without following any standard approach. So while selecting the 

measures they were almost directionless in case which measures should be selected and what are the 
targets. They select measures base on their experience without defining any goals and calculating cost 
of each measure. In SOMS I & II and SPGQM we have well structured goals and calculated cost of 
each measures. So if we look in Appendix E TABLE E.48 the available budget is $2000 where OTMP 
spend $2780 and rest are within limit. This shows if we have a well structured process like well define 
goals, each measure cost and other limitations, then we can very cost effective solution for same 
process. Although the main goal is achieved 80% by OTMP and 73.35% by SOMS this difference is 
only because OTMP spending $2780 and SOMS spending only $1955. So here we can not say OTMP 
have good results in case of goals achievement. Also, if we look in Appendix E TABLE E.46 SOMS 
II select 9 measures to achieve G1 where OTMP select 12 measures for same goal, only because in 
OTMP there was no measures optimization technique like we have in SOMS. These differences are 
only because SOMS uses a well structured process for measurement process where as OTMP did not 
follow any structured process.   

 
Now if we look in SPGQM and SOMS I & II results: since input data use for SPGQM, SOMS I & 

II is same, because same organization and cases were selected to evaluate them. The priorities values 
assign to goals are also same in all cases. SPGQM help in defining well structured goals and questions 
which inherit by SOMS, but in case of prioritization when SPGQM prioritize goals after selecting 
optimum set of measures it is seems useless which effect results as well. In this case, if we look at 
Appendix E TABLE E.48 SPGQM required $1585, SOMS I required $1385 and SOMS II required 
$1005 to calculate high priority goal. If we look at Appendix E TABLE E.47 for same high priority 
goals G1.3 SPGQM achieving 64.70%, SOMS I achieving 73.45% and SOMS II achieving 76.41%. 
So the SOMS II achieving high priority goal more than other both approaches. The main difference of 
goals achievement can only be judged by the main goal. So in Appendix E TABLE E.47 we can look 
at SPGQM achieving main goal G1 60.68%, SOMS I achieving 46.87% and SOMS II is achieving 
73.35%. In this regard if we look in Appendix E TABLE E.46 on total number of selected measures 
SOMS I select 11 measures, SPGQM and SOMS II select 9 measures respectively. Even by selecting 
11 measures by SOMS I it achieve main goal lower than SOMS II. Also SOMS II and SPGQM select 
the same number of measures but still SOMS II achieve main goal higher than SPGQM.  

 
The main factor behind all above discussed differences is non-integration (loosely coupled) of 

goals and measures in SPGQM. SPGQM first optimize measures and then prioritize goals base on 
those optimum measures, which definitely loss the importance/usage of goals prioritization. There are 
also chances to loss a goal partially or in worst case fully which might have high priority.  

 
SOMS II prioritize goals on definition time and then divide this priority value up to measures, 

which tightly coupled main goals with measures. Also SPGQM use Heuristic approach for measures 
optimization where human error chances increases. It could be almost more risky and complicated 
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when there is large number of selected measures and need to be optimized. SOMS II optimize these 
goals based on Brute force approach where cost is being used as constraint and only priority is being 
used as object function that need to be maximized. But in heuristic approach we have more than one 
object function that is Usage and measures Importance (priority). Later on we identify Usage is 
useless to use here any more as discussed in Appendix C. Brute force is simplest solution in 
optimization as compare to Heuristic approach and easy to implement as well. Other reason of SOMS 
more effective than SPGQM, it provides the goals achievement calculation in order to justify the 
optimum set of measures and satisfy the users.   

 
Moreover the measurement program could be more effective if whole process is run by or under 

measurement expert or manager supervision. Meeting phases discussed in SPGQM and SOMS also 
aid in producing efficient results. More detail results of both part of case study are discussed in 
Appendix E as well. TABLE G.3 shows the differences between OTMP, SPGQM and SOMS.  

 
TABLE G. 3:Perspective of Each Process 

 
Perspective Organization 

process 
SPGQM SOMS 

Goal Oriented No Yes Yes 
Time Consuming Yes Yes No 

Goals & Measures 
Integration 

N/A No Yes 

Optimization N/A Heuristic 
approach 

Heuristic + Brute Force 

Goals Achievement 
Calculation 

N/A NO Yes 

 

G.2 Future work 
 

• Add categories (Process, Product, and Resource) before selecting attributes and measures. 
• Tool get category from question and shows only those particular category attributes and measures 

while selecting attribute for that particular question. 
• Provide formulae against each measure calculation. 
• Organization of measurement repository in efficient way. 
• Arrangement of measures for different levels of CMMI. 
• Add reporting in tool. 
• Exploring different business strategies and their impact on the measurement process goal 

alignment.  
• Tool gives some suggestions about defining goals, sub-goals, questions, attributes and measures.  
• Tool gives more than one possible set of optimum measures.  
• Tool optimizes measures on base of available time or resources not only cost.  
• Tool asks by user to select any one combination of cost resource and time to optimize measures.    
• Business goals prioritization should be integrate with measurement goals. 
• Test other than “Brute Force” optimization techniques for measures optimization.  
• Consider direct and indirect measures problems.  
• Impact of business strategies on measurement goals and processes.  
• Reusability features using results of previous projects measured by tool support. 
• Automate priority normalization and achievement calculation techniques.  
• Calculate each goal achievement required and spend resource, cost and time.  
• Calculate Cumulative resource cost base on UMR, MMR and R number and cost.  
• Alternative ways of prioritization technique that could be handle by normalization technique.  
• Identify different factors could be involved or effect measures optimization.  
• Implementation of SOMS in different industrial backgrounds as well where measurement is 

involved.  
• User should decide which priority goal a measure should be optimizes first.  
• Implementation of tool support on data of different projects and products of different 

organizations (as well as also into different disciplines). 
 


